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On October 1, 1980 the wholesale supply function of the
Naval Air Station, North Island (NAS) was consolidated with
that of the Naval Supply Center, San Diego (NSC) according
to the recommendation of a Department of Defense Material
Distribution System study. This thesis discusses the imple-
mentation philosophy of the consolidation and identifies the
local customers of the NSC. A baseline of information that
documents the preconsolidation supply requirements of the
NSC ' s new major customer, the Naval Air Rework Facility,
North Island (NARF) and other local customers is presented.
A list of items which are logical candidates for stock in a
Ready Supply Store at the NARF and in the automated Navy Inte-
grated Storage Tracking and Retrieval (NISTARS) warehouse at
the NSC is developed. The information provided will facilitate
improvement of material warehousing and distribution systems
at the NSC and establish a basis for measurement of changes
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The activities of the Department of Defense (DoD) Material
Distribution System (DODMDS) encompass the logistics systems
of the Army, Navy, Marine Corps, Air Force, and the Defense
Logistics Agency (DLA) . From April 1975 to March 1978, a
detailed study of this distribution system was conducted under
the auspices of the Joint Logistics Commanders. The study
embraced the wholesale distribution processes involved at the
34 major wholesale activities operated by the four services
and DLA within the 50 states. The objective of this study
was to recommend specific actions, schedules, and resources
required to improve the wholesale DODMDS.
Four major distribution functions were analyzed [1: Vol I,
page 9] . They included:
1. The sources of the material delivered to the system.
2. The locations and operations of the distribution
facilities.
3. The customers served by the facilities.
4. The commercial and government transportation links
serving the facilities, their customers, and other
facilities
.
Certain commodities such as bulk petroleum, ammunition,
nuclear/biological/chemical material, perishable subsistence,
industrial plant equipment, and major end items such as
13

aircraft or ships were excluded from the study due to the
unique characteristics of their individual logistic systems.
Likewise excluded were the specialized facilities for logis-
tics support of ordnance and missiles.
An extensive data collection and modeling effort was con-
ducted to determine the numbers, types, and locations of
activities necessary to provide efficient and effective whole-
sale distribution of defense material. The major findings
of the study were:
1. The DODMDS has sufficient excess peacetime capacity even
with demand surges.
2. The majority of distribution facilities are located at
multi-mission complexes where a significant amount of
demand originates or terminates. The depots so located
incur lower overhead support cost per unit of through-
put than do depots on small or single-mission
installations
.
3. Major savings would be possible by closure of selected
DODMDS facilities and relocation of certain categories




Of concern to this thesis is the DODMDS study recommenda-
tion [1: vol II, page 7] to transfer the management and admin-
istration of the wholesale material function of the Naval Air
Station, North Island (NAS) to the Naval Supply Center, San
14

Diego (NSC) . Subsequent to this recommendation by the DODMDS
Study group, a follow-on study, completed by the Chief of
Naval Material in August of 1978, concluded that this con-
solidation was profitable [2: page 29].
The consolidation was approved by DoD and, in March 1979,
was included in the Secretary of the Navy's announcement of
the fiscal year 1980 Shore Establishment Realignment (SER)
restructuring action. Actual consolidation was officially
begun on October 1, 1980 with the transfer of approximately
300 civilian personnel billets from the NAS to the NSC.
Eventually, as the implementation plan unfolds, wholesale
inventory responsibility for approximately 135,000 line items
will migrate from the NAS to the NSC [2: page 31].
An understanding of present NARF requisition patterns and
response effectiveness provided to the NARF by the NAS pro-
vides a baseline against which changes resulting from the
wholesale consolidation may be measured. Likewise, knowledge
of those items required by other local customers, their re-
quisitioning patterns, and the level of support provided to
them by the NSC will enable documentation of improvements to
productivity and service brought about by the consolidation.
The NSC is also in the process of upgrading its material
warehousing facilities and storage/issue processes. Of spe-
cific concern to this thesis is the Navy Integrated Storage
Tracking and Retrieval System (NISTARS) installation which is
scheduled to become operational at the NSC in late 198 3.
15

NISTARS will provide for computer control of many warehousing
functions such as material receipt, storage, issue, and con-
solidation. Initial stocking of the NISTARS warehouse must
consider, among other things, the frequency of demand for each
candidate item. This will permit warehousing of the most
often demanded material and the best selection of storage
locations so as to optimize the automated storage and picking
functions. For this reason, a baseline of high-demand items
is important to the implementation of the NISTARS. Addition-
ally, specific knowledge of those items most often required
by the NARF will facilitate the selection of items to stock
in a Ready Supply Store at that facility.
C. OBJECTIVES
This thesis will provide the following:
1. Pre-consolidation baseline data of requisition history
for the NARF.
2. Identification of significant local customers of the
NSC.
3. Pre-consolidation baseline data of local customer
demands on the NSC.
4. A recommendation for potential items to stock in a
Ready Supply Store to support the NARF.
5. A recommendation for potential items to stock in the
NISTARS warehouse at the NSC.
16

D. DATA COLLECTION AND METHODOLOGY
For analysis of the NARF , information was taken from a
NAS demand history file (DHF) spanning the period November
21, 1979 through October 22, 1980. Unfortunately, a complete
fiscal year of pre-consolidation data was not provided by the
NSC and insufficient time was available to request another
data transfer and shipment. For analysis of the NSC's local
customers, information was taken from the Center's DHF span-
ning the period November 21, 1979 through November 20, 1980.
Again, a complete fiscal year of pre-consolidation data was
not obtained. Because this study only covers the pre-consoli-
dation time period, data collected after 1 October 198 was
not utilized. This in effect reduced the period of analysis
for both the NARF and NSC local customers to slightly more
than ten months.
Information regarding nomenclature, weight, and cube of
national stock numbered items was copied from the national
stock number (NSN) freight classification tapes maintained by
the Fleet Material Support Office, Mechanicsburg , Pennsylvania
(FMSO) . These freight classification tapes were deficient to
the extent that nomenclature, weight, and cube information
was not available on all of the cataloged items. There were
also items on the DHF which were not listed on the FMSO tapes.
For those items which were listed on both data sources and
for which weight and cube information was available, only net
Net weight and net cube are measurements that do not include
the weight and volume of packaging and packing materials.
17

weight and cube information was provided in the vast majority
of instances. Therefore, accurate data concerning the weight
of packaging and packing materials was not available.
From the DHF and FMSO tapes, the data shown in Table 1
was extracted for use as required in the various analyses.
The data was analyzed on the Naval Postgraduate School IBM
30 33 computer system using a variety of FORTRAN programs











Unit Identification Code of
Reguisitioner
Requisition Date and Serial Number
Routing indicator, Priority, Status
Quant ity
Date Requisition Received at NSC/NAS
Date of Requisition into supply system




Item Net Weight (" "
Item Net Cube (" " )
»
E. CONTENTS
Chapter II contains a brief summary of the strategy,
objectives, and assumptions implicit in the Shore Establish-
ment Realignment (SER) wholesale merger. A brief discussion
of the differences between wholesale and retail inventories is
also provided. Specific significant additions, as a consequence
18

of SER, to the mission and responsibility of the NSC are
detailed.
Chapter III addresses pre-consolidation requirements and
demands generated by the NARF and processed by the NAS . In-
formation is provided on requisitions, quantities, and materi-
al requirements. Data is tabulated in Appendices A through
F.
Chapter IV defines and discusses the local customers of
the NSC. Customer locations are identified and customers are
categorized by type and activity. An area listing of the
NSC ' s local customers is provided in Appendix G.
Chapter V addresses pre-consolidation support provided
by the NSC to its local customers. Information is provided
on quantities and types of material, effectiveness, and
requisition demand patterns. Data is tabulated in Appendices
H through L.
Chapter VI is a summary and conclusion.
19

II. OBJECTIVES AND IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CONSOLIDATION
A. OBJECTIVES OF CONSOLIDATION
The overriding thrust behind the consolidation action
addressed in Chapter I was to reduce the duplication of
wholesale inventory management and overhead functions so
that general authority and responsibility for providing
supply support to the NARF and other worldwide customers would
be realigned under the Chief of Naval Material at the NSC
[3: page 14]. This will be accomplished by:
1. Consolidation of inventory management functions for
selected material types.
2. Consolidation of selected civilian billets and auto-
mated data processing (ADP) functions.
3. Investment in high-rise automated storage and retrieval
warehouse facilities and physical consolidation of
similar material types now stored in a multitude of
scattered locations.
This restructuring action will permit the supply depart-
ment of the NAS to concentrate all of its attention on support
of NAS tennant activities.
B. WHOLESALE AND RETAIL STOCKS
Among the many classifications and categorizations of Navy
material, the definitions of two terms, wholesale inventory
and retail inventory , are important to understand. This will
20

allow an appreciation of the magnitude of the SER consoli-
dation and its impact on the supply operations of the NSC
and NAS.
Wholesale inventories are those over which an inventory
manager at the national level has asset knowledge and exer-
cises unrestricted asset control. Items in this category
are predominately managed by the Naval Supply Systems Command
(NAVSUP) through two major inventory control points (ICP)
;
the Aviation Supply Office (ASO) and the Ships Parts Control
Center (SPCC) . Additionally, a small number of specialized
items are under inventory management control of hardware sys-
tems commands such as the Naval Sea Systems Command or Naval
Air Systems Command. Navy activities that maintain stocks
of this wholesale material advise these inventory managers of
issues and receipts of material by daily transaction item re-
ports (TIR) . The TIR system allows each inventory manager to
maintain continual knowledge of stock levels and to exercise
close control over total system stock. Stock point activities
are replenished with this TIR wholesale material by the use
of "push" procedures from the inventory manager. Actual re-
quisitioning of the material to replace stock issues is not
required of the stock point.
Retail inventories are items of Navy interest which are
actually managed by another military service, the Defense
Logistics Agency (DLA) , or the General Services Administration
(GSA) . Supply management of Navy-owned stocks of these items
21

is exercised by the Navy Retail Office at FMSO. Transaction
item reporting of issues and receipts of this material is
not done by stock points. Local stock levels are maintained
at each stock point by submission of requisitions to the cog-
nizant inventory manager. Local stocking authority for range
and depth is demand based pursuant to rules promulgated through
2
FMSO. All 9-COG items are FMSO managed retail material.
Although these broad distinctions are fundamental to an
understanding of the Navy's first level of supply inventory
management, the concept of "wholesale" consolidation is some-
what of a misnomer when literally applied to the San Diego
supply merger. As discussed in the following section, the
Supply Center will actually assume responsibility for manage-
ment of both wholesale and retail material. Thus, in the con-
text of the merger, the term "wholesale" is better defined as
support to the NARF and other worldwide customers by the NSC
and the term "retail" is synonymous with the support which
the NAS will provide to itself and its tennant activities
[2 : page 30] .
C. INVENTORY FUNCTIONS TO BE ASSUMED BY NSC SAN DIEGO
As previously noted, the consolidation will involve a
significant modification of existing inventory management
philosophy at both the NAS and the NSC. These changes will
affect management of both wholesale and retail stocks.
2 See the section in Chapter III entitled "Cognizance Symbol
Analysis" for a brief explanation of COG symbols and their
relation to the Navy supply system.
22

With regard to retail type material, NSC will assume
point of entry (POE) support responsibility for all NARF 9-
COG requirements. NARF 9-COG demand will now be recorded by
the NSC and will be utilized by the Center to establish addi-
tional range and depth under the FMSO established procedures.
The NSC will, in turn, requisition this material as required
for stock replenishment. All 9-COG material currently posi-
tioned at the NAS to support the NARF will be initially retained
at the NAS under NSC receipt, storage, and issue control. 9-
COG Items which are also carried at the NSC to support other
customer demands will eventually be consolidated with similar
NARF support items and stored at the most appropriate single
storage site.
For wholesale material, the Supply Center will assume POE
management for all NARF requirements of ASO and SPCC managed
material. Primary additions to NSC stock will be ASO managed
R-COG aviation material. And, for all of this wholesale
material, the NSC will assume TIR responsibility and control
of storage and issues. Material will be physically relocated
and consolidated in much the same manner as the 9-COG retail
material. The NSC will also assume responsibility for whole-
sale support of R-COG aviation material requisition referrals
from ASO. These referrals were previously sent by ASO to the
NAS.
The point of entry is the supply source that first re-




Other material management functions to be assumed by the
NSC are:
1. Inventory management of material positioned at the
Naval Weapons Evaluations Facility, Kirtland AFB,
Albuquerque, N.M.
2. Management, for the NARF, of aviation rotatable pool
assets including wholesale Closed Loop Aeronautical
Management Program (CLAMP) assets and F4/H4 6 engine
overhaul pool repairables.
3. Functional responsibility for inventory control and
physical storage of not ready for issue (NRFI) aviation
components awaiting repair induction at the NARF.
In short, the major impact of the SER on the NSC will be
assumption of responsibility to provide both wholesale and
retail material support to the NARF. For this reason, a
detailed analysis of NARF supply requirements and requisition




III. ANALYSIS OF NAVAL AIR REWORK FACILITY, NORTH ISLAND
A. INTRODUCTION
This chapter presents an analysis of historical demand
patterns and material requirements of the Naval Air Rework
Facility, North Island (NARF) . The NARF, an industrially
funded major repair facility, is the designated overhaul point
for selected aircraft and associated aviation related equip-
ments. The analysis addresses the numbers of requisitions
submitted by the NARF to its previous wholesale stock point,
the NAS , as well as the significant types and quantities of
materials requisitioned. Time series distributions in a
calendar format are provided for the patterns of requisition
submittals to the NAS and for shipments of material to the
NARF in response to requisitions received. Information regard-
ing the weight and volume of local deliveries from the NAS to
the NARF is included as is an analysis of the NAS ' s effective-
ness in responding to NARF requisitions. A recommendation is
made for selected high demand items which appear to be appro-
priate for stocking in a Ready Supply Store if one was to be
located at the NARF.
B. DATA SOURCE AND PREPARATION
Data for this chapter was obtained from the previously
mentioned NAS demand history file. From this file, all
requisitions with unit identification code (UIC) 65888 (NARF)
25

were extracted. This process yielded 193,037 requisitions
which were submitted to the NAS during the 10 months prior
to consolidation. From this number, an additional 23,610
requisitions were deleted because they contained either:
1. an invalid or obviously erroneous National Stock Number
(NSN) with missing characters or blanks in the field,
or other illogical contents, or
2. the characters LL, LP, or LF (signifying a local stock
number, a publication or a form, respectively) in the
4National Item Identification Number (NUN) .
The remaining 169,427 records, each of which was for a
valid (all integer) NSN, were matched against the FMSO freight
classification tapes. The result of this process was the
creation of a new NARF demand history file containing all
169,427 requisitions of which 138,656 or 82 percent had the
additional nomenclature, weight, and cube information as listed
in Table 1. For the remaining 18 percent, there was either
no nomenclature, weight, or cube information available or,
an item was requisitioned that was not cataloged at all on
the FMSO tapes.
4The author acknowledges that deletion of local stock
numbers, forms, and publications represents an omission of
possible valuable information. This deletion was necessary
because the FORTRAN language does not lend itself to manipu-
lation and comparison of alphameric bit streams. In mitigation
of the omission, it is noted that no consistent pattern of
identification of local stock numbers was found, thus com-
pounding the processing difficulties. Additionally, the FMSO
item description tapes do not contain nomenclature or weight/




An ABC analysis is simply the stratification of items
into three groups, namely A, B, and C, based on some measure
of importance. Studies by both military and industrial
inventory managers have reached the conclusion that, in
general, a very small fraction of the total items stocked for
issue account for a very large fraction of the volume of
business involved [4: page 424]. An ABC stratification can
facilitate the development of operating doctrines appropriate
to the management of a multi-item inventory system. This type
of analysis enables management to focus its attention on fast
moving items and make intelligent decisions on what stock
levels to maintain at a given storage location.
1 . Requisitions Versus NS'Ns
Appendix A lists the percentages of the total number
of requisitions issued by the NARF as a function of the per-
centages of the total number of different NSNs requisitioned.
During the period 21 November 19 79 through 30 September 1980,
a total of 47,020 different NSNs were requisitioned by the NARF
from the NAS . One NSN was requisitioned 139 different times
while 20,633 NSNs were requisitioned only one time each.
There were 49 50 NSNs which received eight or more
requisitions during the measurement period. This quantity
of NSNs represents only 10.5 percent of the total number of
different NSNs requisitioned but accounts for 4 6 percent of
the total number of requisitions generated. Likewise, 12,415
different NSNs received four or more requisitions during the
27

period. This quantity represents 2 6.4 percent of the NSNs
and 68.6 percent of the requisitions generated.
Figure 1 summarizes this information in a graphic
form and emphasizes the point that a relatively small percen-
tage of items accounted for a large percentage of the requisi-
tions sent by the NARF to the NAS
.
2 . Quantity Versus Requisitions
Figure 2 and Appendix B provide some insight into the
percentages of quantities of material requisitioned as a
function of the percentages of requisitions issued by the NARF.
The data in Appendix B is presented in quantity sequence des-
cending from 5000 units (or more) on 322 requisitions to one
unit on 1634 requisitions. It is of interest to note that the
quantities per requisition were generally rounded off to the
nearest thousand or hundred when dealing in large amounts.
Approximately fifty percent of the requisitions were for quan-
tities of 50 or more and 82 percent were for quantities of 10
or more.
Figure 2 demonstrates that a relatively small percentage
of requisitions account for the bulk of the material ordered.
For instance, it can be seen from the figure that 25 percent
of the requisitions accounted for 8 5 percent of the total
material ordered. The curve is quite steep in the beginning
emphasizing that the NARF tends to place requisitions
All units of issue were considered equal in this analysis
E.g., one "each" was considered equivalent to one "foot" was
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infrequently but orders in large quantities per requisition.
This curve complements Figure 1. Figures 1 and 2, when con-
sidered together, suggest that a rather small number of items
account for most of the quantity demanded.
D. COGNIZANCE SYMBOL ANALYSIS
A material cognizance symbol (COG) is a two-position code
that identifies a national stock numbered item with the inven-
tory manager of the category of material in which the item
is included. For Navy managed items, the COG symbol is a
numeric-alpha code that identifies not only the inventory
manager of the material but also indicates whether the material
is managed in the Navy Stock Account (odd numbered COGs) or
in one of the appropriated purchases accounts (even numbered
COGs) . Odd numbered COGs imply that the material is of a con-
sumable nature. Even numbered COGs imply that when the
material fails, it may be repaired and subsequently reissued.
Table 2 lists 35 material COGs that were requisitioned 10
or more times by the NARF . These 35 COGs accounted for 9 9.95
percent of all requisitions issued by the NARF. The remaining
0.05 percent of the requisitions were distributed among 29
additional COGs that received less than 10 requisitions each.
For repairables , the 2R items were requisitioned much more
2R and 1R COGs indicate aeronautical material which is
under technical responsibility of the Naval Air System Command
and managed by the Navy Aviation Supply Office. 2R COG items
are repairable or investment type materials obtained through
an appropriated purchases account. The 1R COG items are





NARF COG DEMANDS WITH 10 OR MORE REQUISITIONS
OG REQNS MANAGER
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than any other COG. This was to be expected for an aviation-
7
oriented material user. For consumable items, 1R and 9-COG
materials predominate. Note a significant representation of
non-Navy cognizance material (i.e., alfa alfa)
.
E. NAVAL AIR STATION ISSUE EFFECTIVENESS ON NARF REQUISITIONS
A rough measure of NAS supply effectiveness was obtained
by comparing requisitions submitted for each type of material
with requisitions filled and shipped mode 9 from the NAS to
g
the NARF. Table 3 shows the same 35 COGs as Table 2. Table
3 however shows the number of requisitions which were filled
from local stock and shipped mode 9 from the NAS to the NARF.
Effectiveness was computed as the number of issues divided by
the number of requisitions (with a conversion to percentage)
for each material cognizance category.
F. NARF REQUISITION PRIORITIES
To assess the impact of the priority of requisitions on
work scheduling at the supply source, an analysis of requisi-
tion priorities submitted by the NARF was done. This baseline
reference is important because the priority of the requisition
9-COG indicates Navy owned material for which DoD inte-
grated supply management is vested in another service. The
material is purchased from the other-service manager through
the Navy Stock Fund and held as Navy retail inventory at se-
lected stock points. In Table 2, certain 9-COG items have
alpha-alpha cogs listed after them. This 9-COG and alpha-alpha
COG material are in the same material category under overall
management of the organization listed.
g
Mode 9 is the Military Standard Requisitioning and Issue























































































































































Total 169,405 67,798 40
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determines the applicable time standard for requisition
processing
.
The priority of any requisition is determined by the
Force/Activity Designator (F/AD) of the unit or organization
and the Urgency of Need Designator (UND) applicable to the
particular requirement. The F/AD identifies and categorizes
a unit or organization on the basis of its military importance.
F/AD I is most important while F/AD V is least important. The
UND indicates the urgency of need for a particular requirement
relative to a set of guidelines promulgated by the DoD. UND A
is for a material requirement that prevents the activity from
performing one or more of its primary missions. UND B is for
material that degrades this capability and UND C is for routine
requirements. The 15 individual priority designators (priority
is the 01 highest) are derived from a matrix-type combination
of the five F/ADs and three UNDs . The 15 priority designators
are often categorized into three Issue Priority Groups (IPG)
.
IPG I for priorities 01 to 03, IPG II for priorities 04 to 08,
and IPG III for priorities 09 to 15. The Uniform Material
Movement and Issue Priority System (UMMIPS) time standards
that are established for fulfillment of material requirements
are based on the IPG of each requisition.
Figure 3 provides a histogram of NARF requisitions by
priority designator. In this figure, the priority designators
01 to 15 are shown across the bottom horizontal axis. The
vertical bars graphically indicate the relative percentages
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The actual percentage values are printed above each bar along
the upper horizontal axis. It should be noted that zero per-
cent does not necessarily indicate a total absence of requisi-
tions within a particular priority designator. It does
indicate however that the number of requisitions with that
designator was so small as to represent less than one percent
of the total requisitions issued.
Analysis of Figure 3 shows that 9 3 percent of the NARF
requisitions are derived from F/AD III and UNDs A, B, and C
(priority designators 03, 06, and 13 respectively). The
NARF is generally assigned to F/AD III due to its mission as
an industrial maintenance activity providing direct logistic
support to combat forces. In other F/AD categories, three
percent of the requisitions are F/AD II UND A (priority 02)
and the remaining requisitions are F/AD IV UND B (priority
09) .
G. REQUISITION TRANSMISSION AND PROCESSING TIME
An additional measure of historical interest was the
average transmission time and the average processing time
experienced on NARF requisitions for standard stock items.
Table 4 provides this information for each of the three
IPGs.
The transmission time is the elapsed time from the date
of preparation until receipt at the NAS . At the NARF, the
requisition channel is initiated by a shop mechanic who iden-




NARF AVERAGE REQUISITION TIME
PRIORITY
GROUP
NARF AVERAGE NAS AVERAGE
TRANSMISSION TIME PROCESSING TIHE
I 2. 7 days 1 . 2 days
II 2. 6 days 1 . 2 days
III 3. 6 days 3 . 3 days
.
component. This information is passed to the various material
divisions located throughout the NARF. Requirements are
screened by the material planners who determine the best way
to satisfy each requirement. A requisition (DD form 1348 or
optical character recognition (OCR) form) is prepared for each
standard stock item. If the material is available in the Navy
Industrial Fund Retail Store at the NARF, the DD 1348 is for-
warded to the store for direct issue. Issues and receipts are
posted to the store inventory records daily. If the material
is not in stock or not carried at the store, the OCR document
is forwarded to the Supply Department of the NAS . There, the
requirement is scanned and loaded onto a computer disk file
for automatic data processing. The transmission times in
Table 4 are a composite of transmission times to the Retail
Store and to the NAS.
Table 4 also provides the mean processing time for mode 9
issues by the NAS after receipt of the requisition. It is
noted that this time is merely an accounting for the delay
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involved in verifying material availability from the stock
records and issuing a picking order to the warehouse or
storage location. Not included in this measure is time delay
incident to order picking, processing, and delivery. There
was no method available for verifying actual delivery times
from the DHF.
H. REQUISITION AND NAS-TO-NARF LOCAL DELIVERY PATTERNS
Appendix C contains a daily tabulation by requisition date
of the 163,582 requisitions submitted by NARF to NAS from
December 1979 through September 19 80. The format also shows
totals by week, month, and year and monthly and yearly totals
by day of the week. For ease of reference, Table 5 summarizes
the total monthly requisitions.
TABLE 5
NARF MONTHLY REQUISITION SUMMARY
MONTH REQUISITIONS % OF TOTAL CUM % OF TOTAL
Dec '79 17,376 11 11
Jan »80 19,355 12 22
Feb 21,611 13 36
Mar 20,802 13 48
Apr 24,511 15 63
May 24,216 15 78
June 18,212 11 89
July 9,117 6 95
Aug 4,192 3 97
Sept 4^ 190 3 100
Total 163,582
Within each week, demand appeared relatively constant,
averaging somewhere between 800 and 1100 requisitions per day,
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Monday through Friday. Weekend requisitions averaged 14
on Saturday and 32 on Sunday. Demand was heaviest early in
the fiscal year, peaking during April and May. This pattern
was possibly a reflection of the fiscal year funding profile
which would show an early bulge in demand slowly tapering off
as funds were expended towards the year's end. This demand
pattern is consistent with that noted in analysis of NARF
Alameda [5: page 20].
Table 6 shows monthly tabulations of the 61,523 requisi-
tions shipped mode 9 from the NAS to the NARF in response to
the 163,582 requisitions received. The tabulation was done
by requisition date for all requisitions with mode 9 shipment
status. Thus, a mode 9 requisition which was dated, for
instance, late in December was tabulated as a December ship-
ment even though actual shipment might not have occurred until
early January. This was done in order to remain consistent
with the base applied to Table 5 and facilitate comparison
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Table 6 also provides the total net weight and total net
cube of material that was actually delivered mode 9 from the
NAS to the NARF during this period. Ceteris paribus, this
information provides a reasonable indication of the magnitude
of current local shipments to the NARF.
I. WEIGHT AND CUBE REQUISITION PATTERNS
Net weight (pounds) and net volume (cubic feet) summaries
are provided in Appendices D and E respectively. These are
presented in a calendar format similar to Appendix C. It
should be recalled that weight and cube data were available
for only 82 percent of the NSNs in the demand history file.
The numbers in Appendices D and E do not represent deliveries
actually made on those dates . They merely indicate the mass
and volume of material that was requisitioned on those dates
and was eventually delivered to the NARF by any one of the many
available modes of transportation. As such, the appendices
represent an order of magnitude approximation of the upper
bound on local deliveries to the NARF should the NSC satisfy
all NARF requirements from local stock.
Two filters were devised to purify the raw data prior to
summarization in the appendices.
1. Certain items may customarily be issued in units that
do not necessarily reflect the real weight or cube of
q
the material. However, since heavy or large items
9For instance, bottled gas has a unit of issue in cubic feet
but its weight is measured in pounds which includes some speci-
fied quantity of cubic feet compressed into a cylinder plus the
weight of the empty cylinder. Therefore, a demand for 1,0 00




are not generally requisitioned in large quantities,
the impact of these potentially questionable data tabu-
lations was reduced by not including demands with a
quantity of 100 or more and a net unit weight of 100
pounds or more. Two demands met these criteria and
were excluded from the tabulation.
2. For similar reasons, demands with quantities of 100 or
more and a unit cube of 2 5 or more were excluded. Eight
requisitions were deleted by these criteria.
J. NARF HIGH DEMAND ITEMS
A magnetic tape listing of the 4,950 items that received
eight or more NARF requisitions from 21 November 19 79 to 30
September 1980 has been provided to the NSC. This represents
the upper 10 percent (by requisition frequency) of all NSNs
demanded and accounts for 4 6 percent of the total requisitions
received (see Appendix A) . For each item, the following infor-
mation was provided:
1. Cog symbol and stock number.
2. Number of requisitions and a breakdown by IPC
3. The number of cancellations.
4. The average number of units issued for the item per
requisition.
5. The item's unit of issue.
6. The total quantity of the item issued for the period.





These items, especially the 9-COG material, are all excellent
candidates for stock in a Ready Supply Store to support the
NARF. Appendix F is a sample representation of this information
A search was also made to discover any items that might
be ordered infrequently but in large quantities (in particu-
lar, any items that would not appear in Appendix F because
they were requisitioned less than eight times during the
period) . The search covered items with between three and
seven requisitions whose cumulative quantities were greater
than 3,000 or any item with a single requisition quantity of





IV. LOCAL CUSTOMERS OF NAVAL SUPPLY CENTER, SAN DIEGO
A. LOCAL CUSTOMERS DEFINED
Prior to examination of local customer demand patterns and
material requirements, a discussion of the identities of local
customers of the NSC is appropriate. The local customer area
was defined by the author to be all areas within a 100 mile
radius of the NSC plus the Long Beach (Los Angeles, Califor-
nia) Naval Station.
The basis for the list of local customers contained herein
was the previously mentioned NSC demand history file. From
the DHF, a summary of the unit identification code (UIC) of
all customers with requisitions showing mode 9 shipment status
was prepared. This list was then compared with the freight
forwarding guide maintained by the Navy Material Transporta-
tion Office (NAVMTO) and the name and address file of local
customers maintained by the NSC.
This comparison disclosed numerous discrepancies in the
coding or assignment of mode 9 status to completed requisi-
tions. For example, the NSC had indicated local delivery of
material to stations or units permanently located in Hawaii,
Alameda, and Puget Sound. These obvious errors were deleted
from the UIC list.
An additional verification was made with the United States
Pacific Fleet Commanders of Naval surface, air, and submarine
forces in order to preclude omission of any deployed fleet
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units actually homeported in San Diego or Long Beach. The
San Diego telephone book was consulted for street addresses
and locations of shore facilities or business with which the
author was unfamiliar. The final list represents the follow-
ing categories:
1. All Fleet and aviation units homeported at San Diego
or Long Beach.
2. Marine Corps units stationed at Camp Pendleton.
3. Shore facilities within a 100 mile radius of the NSC
(including Long Beach and Camp Pendleton) that sub-
mitted requisitions to and received material by local
shipment from the NSC between the dates of 21 November
1979 and 30 September 1980.
Because of category 3, it is possible that some shore
facilities may in fact be local customers and still not be
on the final list. However, the magnitude of their business
is assumed to be so small as to be irrelevant to any analysis
of local customer requirements.
B. LOCAL CUSTOMERS CATEGORIZED BY SERVICE
The NSC ' s local customers may be categorized by organiza-
tion or service. Two hundred and ninety seven of the customers
are Navy activities. These activities were responsible for
98.5 percent of all local customer requisitions received at
the NSC from November 1979 to September 1980.
Remaining local customers, which in the aggregate accounted
for only 1.5 percent of all local business are a miscellany
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of Coast Guard, Marine Corps, other DoD and local contrac-
tors. Three of the local customers are Coast Guard activities;
the Marine Safety Office, San Diego and two cutters, one of
which is located at San Diego and the other at Long Beach.
There are 2 6 Marine Corps customers, all primarily located
at Camp Pendleton. The remaining 32 customers are other DoD
organizations or commercial organizations in the San Diego
area. There are no Army or Air Force units in the local
customer listing.
The NSC supports 128 Navy ships and 2 9 submarines or small
submersibles . Thirty four of the ships are homeported at Long
Beach. The remainder of the ships and all of the submarines
are homeported at San Diego. In addition to afloat units, the
NSC supports 5 6 squadrons, groups or battalions and 100 shore
facilities or commands belonging to the Navy or Marine Corps.
C. LOCAL CUSTOMERS CATEGORIZED BY LOCATION
Appendix G is a listing of the NSC ' s local customers in
UIC sequence within geographic zones. These zones correspond
to those used for material delivery and cited in the NSC
customer service manual. They are described in Table 7 below.
Following Table 7, Figure 4 is a generalized map of the San
Diego area showing the zone locations.
As seen from analysis of Appendix G, the local customers
of the NSC range in size from large military installations
to small offices with only a few employees and in diversity




NSC LOCAL CUSTOMERS AND ZONE DESCRIPTIONS
ZONE NUMBER LOCATION/DESCRIPTION CUSTOMERS
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Figure 4. Area Map of Local Customer Zones
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centers and hospitals. The amount of support provided by
the NSC varies tremendously with the size and type of each
customer. iMuch useful information can be obtained by analy-
sis of customer demand patterns and material requirements.
That analysis is the subject of the next chapter.
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V. ANALYSIS OF LOCAL CUSTOMER DEMAND PATTERNS
A. INTRODUCTION
This chapter presents an analysis of historical demand
patterns and material requirements of local customers of the
NSC. As noted in Chapter IV, these customers are diverse in
size, location, and mission. In the aggregate however, they
create a total demand for material which is not, ceteris
paribus, strictly related to any individual customer size or
mission. Decisions regarding the range and depth of candidate
material for stock are not generally made based on the iden-
tity of a specified end user. For this reason, no particular
attempt was made to single out specific categories of material
which one or another individual customer might order.
B. DATA SOURCE AND PREPARATION
Data for this chapter was obtained from the NSC demand
history file covering the period November 1979 through Septem-
ber 1980. For reasons discussed in Chapter III, 126,885
requisitions were deleted because of invalid stock numbers,
or because they were for forms or publications. The remaining
records were matched against the FMSO freight classification
tapes to produce a revised DHF file containing 1,679,938
requisitions of 1,268,280 or 75 percent had information regard-
ing nomenclature, weight, and cube (Table 1). Of the 411,658
records with no weight or cube information, 211,32 6 of them
50

were items on the demand history file but not on the freight
classification tapes. An additional 200,332 items were listed
on both tapes but no weight or cube was available on the
freight tapes.
This file was then matched against the UICs of all local
customers as defined in Chapter IV. This process yielded a
final dataset containing 1,345,834 requisitions from local
customers only. This dataset was used for the analyses pre-
sented in this chapter.
C. ABC ANALYSIS
1 . Requisitions Versus NSNs
Appendix H indicates that a total of 244,399 different
NSNs were requisitioned by local customers from the NSC during
the period 21 November 1979 through 30 September 1980. One
NSN was requisitioned 2,701 different times while 107,065
NSNs were requisitioned only one time each.
There were 15,022 NSNs which received 17 or more requi-
sitions during the measurement period. This quantity of NSNs
represents only 6.1 percent of the total number of different
NSNs requisitioned but accounts for 50 percent of the total
number of requisitions received by the NSC. Likewise, 72,274
different NSNs received four or more requisitions during the
period. This quantity represents 29.5 percent of the NSNs
and 81 percent of the requisitions. Figure 5 shows this re-
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2 . Quantity Versus Requisitions
Figure 6 and Appendix I provide some insight into the
percentages of quantities of material requisitioned as a
function of the percentages of requisitions submitted by local
customers. The graph demonstrates that a relatively small
percentage of requisitions account for the bulk of the material
ordered. For instance, it can be seen from the figure that
25 percent of the requisitions accounted for 94 percent of the
total material ordered and 12 percent of the requisitions
account for 85 percent.
The data in Appendix I is presented in quantity se-
quence descending from 5000 units (or more) on 1,171 requisi-
tions to one unit on 389,223 requisitions. It is of interest
to note that the quantities per requisition were generally
rounded off to the nearest thousand or hundred when dealing
in large amounts. Approximately 85 percent of the requisi-
tions were for quantities of 50 or less and approximately 62
percent were for quantities of 10 or less.
D. COGNIZANCE SYMBOL ANALYSIS
During the period under observation, NSC local customers
submitted requisitions for material representing 125 differ-
ent COGs. Of this total number, 99.97 percent of all requi-
sitions were for a group of 53 COGs which received 25 or more
All units of issue were considered equal in this analysis
E.g., one "each" was considered equivalent to one "foot" was
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requisitions each. The remaining 0.0 3 percent of all requi-
sitions were distributed among the other 72 COGs that each
received less than 25 requisitions.
Table 8 lists the 53 COGs that each received 25 or more
requisitions. For repairable items, the SPCC controlled
:OGs 2H, 4G, and 4N, and the ASO controlled COG 2R accounted
nor the bulk of the requisitions. For consumables, the SPCC
:ontrolled COG 1H, the ASO controlled COGs 1R and 5R, and the
TMSO controlled COGs 9C, 9G, 9L, 9N, 9Q and 9Z as well as
ion-Navy COGs CY, CZ, and KZ were all big business items.
Z. ISSUE EFFECTIVENESS ON LOCAL CUSTOMER REQUISITIONS
A rough measure of supply effectiveness was obtained by
comparing requisitions submitted for each type of material
tfith requisitions filled and shipped mode 9 from the Supply
Zenter to local customers. This was done to gauge the effec-
tiveness of the supply center in satisfying local requirements
from material in stock. Table 9 shows the same 53 cognizance
symbols as Table 8. Table 9 however shows the number of those
requisitions which were filled from local stock and shipped
mode 9 from the supply to local customers. Effectiveness
was computed as the number of issues divided by the number
of requisitions (with a conversion to percentage) for each
material cognizance category.
F. LOCAL CUSTOMER REQUISITION PRIORITIES
Figure 7 provides a histogram of local customer requisi-




LOCAL CUSTOMER COG DEMANDS WITH 25 OR MORS
REQUISITIONS
COG REQNS MANAGER MATERIAL DESCRIPTION
2F 247 NAVSEA Major Ship Electronics Equipment
2H 5,212 SPCC Shipboard Equip & Repair Parts
NAVSEA Major Ship Ordnance Equip
ASO Aviation Repairables




2T 37 SPCC Conventional Ammunition
2U 60 SPCC Surface Missile Repair Parts
NAVELEX Ground & Ship Electronics22 533
4A 173 SPCC Ordnance and Electronics
4G 9,161 SPCC Electronic Repairables
4N 5,60 5 SPCC Electronic Repairables
4R 40 ASO Catapult & Arresting Gear
4T 152 SPCC Torpedoes 5 Components
4U 270 SPCC ASW Weapons Support
SPCC Electronic Test Equip6G 596
6R 91 ASO Aviation GSE
6a 318 SPCC Surface Weapons & Parts
8A 26 SPCC I nert Nuc Weapons Material
8N 40 ASO 1'raininq Equipment
8R 136 ASO Major Aeronautical Equipment
80 25 NAVAIR Sonobouys
1H 6 9,221 SPCC Ship Equip & Repair Parts
ASO Aviation consumables1R 6,308
5L 31 FMSO Communication Material
5N 221 FMSO Cryptologic Material
ASO Catapult & Arresting5R 1,34 6
9A 2,119 FMSO ('Army TAC) Vehicle Parts
DCSC) Construction Parts9C 43^036 FMSO
AX 43 9 DCSC Construction Parts
9D 536 FMSO |[DPSC) Clothing and Supplies
CY 5 3,23 3 DPSC Clothing and SupDlies
9E 63 FMSO Army Troop Support consumables
9F 1,830 FMSO |[W.R.ALC) Consumables
DGSC) General Consumables9G 32,944 FMSO
CX 432 DGSC General Consumables
9H 2,666 FMSO 1 Army) Armaments & Supplies
Oqden ALC) Consumables91 1,44 8 FMSO |
9J 1 ,147 FMSO 'Oklahoma City ALC) Consumables
'Sacremento ALC) Consumables
DPSC) Medical Supplies
9K 1, 143 FMSO
9L 56,932 FMSO i
CZ 78,147 DPSC Medical Supplies
'DESC) Electronic Consumables9N 243,634 FMSO !
TX 133 DESC Electronic Consumables
90 598 FMSO I[MCA) Consumables
PA 42 MCA Consumables
9Q 204,920 FMSO GSA) Consumables




9V 1,75 FMSO { Consumables
9W 1,025 FMSO 'Army (
'DFSC
Air Consumables
9X 2^755 FMSO Petroleum Material
9Y 5,310 FMSO | Army'
[DISC!
Electronic Consumables
9Z 281,088 FMSO j Construction Supplies






EFFECTIVENESS OF NSC FOR LOCAL CUSTOMER REQUISITIONS
COG R2QNS ISSUES % EFFECTIVENESS
2F 247 67 27
2H 5,212 929 18
2J 48 16 33
2R 2,544 1,690 66
2S 140 55 39
2T 37
20 60 9 15
2Z 533 176 33
4A 173 5 3
4G 9,161 4,074 45
4N 5,605 1,283 23
4R 40 2 5
4T 152 66 43
40 270 15 6
6G 596 164 27
6R 91 21 23
6U 318 33 10
3A 26 3 11
8N 40
8R 136 127 93
8U 25
1H 69, 221 22,925 33
1R 6,308 422 7
5L 31 15 48
5N 221 59 27
5R 1,346 34 3
9A 2,119 426 20
9C 143,036 79,731 56
AX 439 319 73
9D 536 335 63
CY 53,233 24,678 46
9E 63
9F 1 ,830 362 20
9G 132,944 83,990 63
CX 432 288 67
9H 2,666 1,516 57
91 1 ,448 54 4
9J 1, 147 66 6
9K 1 ,143 187 16
9L 56, 932 42,172 74
CZ 78,147 69,071 88
9N 243,634 119,736 49
TX 133 82 62
90 598 196 33
PA 42
9Q 204,920 163,999 80
9S 165 10 6
9V 1,750 357 20
9W 1 ,025 174 17
9X 2,755 2,696 98
9Y 5,310 3,723 70
9Z 281,088 146,166 52
KZ 19,510 4,232 22
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priority designators 01 to 15 are shown across the bottom
horizontal axis. The vertical bars graphically indicate the
relative percentages of the total requisitions within each
priority group. The actual percentages values are printed
above each bar along the upper horizontal axis. It should be
noted that zero percent does not necessarily indicate a total
absence of requisitions within a particular priority designa-
tor. It does indicate however that the number of requisitions
with that designator was so small as to represent less than
one percent of the total requisitions issued. Analysis of
Figure 7 indicates that:
1. Eighteen percent of the requisitions were from F/AD
II activities (priorities 02, 05, and 12). These are gener-
ally Fleet units that are within 60 days of deployment and
submarines.
2. Sixty-six percent of the requisitions were from F/AD
III activities (priorities 03, 06, 13). F/AD III is generally
assigned to other combat ready forces and direct support forces
which are not deployed or within 60 days of a deployment.
F/AD III is also assigned to industrial or intermediate main-
tenance or repair activities (e.g., the NARF, ADs , ASs, or
ARs) which provide direct logistics support for combat ready
forces
.
3. Sixteen percent of the requisitions were from activi-
ties or commands assigned F/ADs IV or V (priorities 07, 08,
09, 10, 14, 15) . These F/ADs indicate commands of less mili-
tary importance or readiness than F/ADs II or III.
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4. Ten percent of the requisitions were for UND A
material (priorities 02, 03, 07, 08) for which an immediate
requirement existed without which the activity was unable to
perform one or more of its primary missions.
5. Thirty-eight percent of the requisitions were for
UND B material (priorities 05, 06, 09, 10) for which a re-
quirement existed without which the activity's ability to
perform one or more of its primary missions was significantly
degraded.
6. Fifty-two percent of the requisitions were routine
requirements of UND C material (priorities 12, 13, 14, 15).
7. Six percent of the requisitions were from IPG I
(priorities 01, 02, 03)
8. Thirty-eight percent of the requisitions were from
IPG II (priorities 04 through 08)
.
9. Fifty-six percent of the requisitions were from IPG III
(priorities 09 through 15)
.
G. REQUISITION TRANSMISSION AND PROCESSING TIME
The average transmission and processing time experienced
by local customers on requisitions submitted to the NSC was
examined. For this analysis, customers were categorized as
Fleet units (UIC beginning with a V or R) or shore stations
(UIC beginning with an N) . Within each category, requisitions
were divided into IPG I, II, or III. Thus, there were six
distinct orderings of customer type by IPG.
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Only requisitions that had a document identifier desig-
lating a requisition for domestic shipment (document identi-
fier AOA, AOB, AOD, or AOE) and which showed local delivery
status (status code BA9 or BH9) were considered. This avoided
distortions to the transmission time which would have other-
vise been introduced by consideration of requisitions re-
ceived at the NSC from deployed local customers.
Local customers transmit requisitions to the NSC via:
1. The Defense Automatic Addressing System (DAAS) . DAAS
is a "real time" computer system which uses the DoD
Automatic Digital Network (AUTODIN) switching centers
to transmit MILSTRIP messages to the proper addressee.
2. Local telecommunications terminals.
3. Mail.
4. Telephone or hand carry "walk throughs".
Transmissions via 1 and 2 arrive at the Navy Telecommunications
Center, San Diego where they are transferred to magnetic tapes.
The tapes are then delivered to the Supply Center's ADP Depart-
ment. Mail requisitions are keypunched and recorded on tape
at the NSC. All tapes are batch processed through the UADPS
program UA38 for issue, backorder, or other action. High pri-
ority hand carried or telephone requisitions are processed
by an on line terminal at the Supply Center and thence through
the UADPS program UC02 for action. Requisition transmission
time therefore is the number of days between the requisition




Appendix J provides an in-depth analysis of requisition
transmission time for the six orderings of customer type by
IPC For each category (e.g., Shore Stations IPG I), the
appendix contains
:
1. A count of the number of requisitions received at the
NSC which took 1 day, or 2 days, or 3 days, or ...,
or 4 6 (or more) days to transmit; the percentage of
the category total that each of these daily counts repre-
sents; and the cumulative percentage of these daily
counts.
2. A histogram showing the percentage frequency of requi-
sitions for individual transmission times.
3. A histogram showing the cumulative percentage of
requisitions for elapsed transmission time.
Appendix J is of interest because it shows what long transmission
times a fairly substantial portion of the requisitions actually
do have. By way of example, only 56 percent of Fleet IPG I
requisitions were received at the NSC within one day of the
requisition date and 205 of these requisitions (four percent
of the total) took longer than 45 days to arrive.
Because of the number of requisitions with transmission
times in excess of 45 days, the computation of a meaningful
"average" transmission time is subject to considerable inter-
pretation. For the sake of argument however, the author has
chosen to consider those requisitions with transmission times
of 30 days or less to be representative of the norm. This group
of requisitions accounts for 88 to 96 percent of each
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:ustomer/IPG category. The average transmission times shown
In Table 10 represent weighted averages computed by dividing
bhe total number of requisitions in each customer/IPG cate-
gory into the sum of each transmission time (n = 1 to 30)
multiplied by its corresponding frequency of occurrence.
Table 10 also provides the mean processing time for these
requisitions after receipt by the NSC. Because the processing
times did not demonstrate nearly the degree of skewness as did
the transmission times, no processing time histogram is pro-
vided. The processing time averages shown in Table 10 are
considered to be reasonable estimates of a population average.
It is noted that these times are merely an accounting for the
delay involved in verifying material availability from the
stock records and issuing a picking order to the warehouse or
storage location. Not included in this measure is time delay
incident to order picking, processing, and delivery.
TABLE 10










I 5.3 days 1.2 days




I 3. 3 days 1. 1 days
II 5. 5 days 1.8 days
III
1
6. 2 days 6.3 days
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H. LOCAL CUSTOMER REQUISITION PATTERNS
Appendix K contains a daily tabulation by requisition date
of the 1,281,590 requisitions submitted by local customers to
NSC San Diego from December 19 79 to September 19 80. The
format shows totals by week, month, and year and monthly and
yearly totals by day of the week. For ease of reference,
Table 11 summarizes the total monthly requisitions.
TABLE 11
SUMMARY OF REQUISITIONS RECEIVED FROM LOCAL C'JSTOMEPS
MONTH REQNS RECEIVED % OF TOTAL COM % OF TOTAL
Dec »79 122,597 9 9
Jan '30 126,160 10 19
Feb 122,940 10 29
Mar 112,146 9 38
Apr 149,280 ' 12 49
May 112,560 9 58
June 123,806 10 68
July 137,466 11 "79
Aug 131,430 10 89
Sept 143,205 11 100
Total 1,281,590
Demand appeared relatively constant, averaging somewhere
between 29,000 and 35,000 requisitions per week or 4,000 to
5,000 requisitions per day. An average of 4,000 requisitions
were received from local customers on the weekends . In con-
trast to the NARF, local customers demand patterns do not show
a large mid-year bulge. The cumulative requisitions increase
almost linearly throughout the year.
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I. SELECTED LOCAL CUSTOMER DEMAND PATTERNS
As was noted in Chapter III, the 297 local Navy activities
accounted for 98.5 percent of all requisitions received at the
NSC. Of this number, 26 activities submitted 62.5 percent.
These activities are listed by descending sequence of activity
in Table 12.
Appendix L summarizes the requisition patterns of each
customer listed in Table 12 for the period 1 December 19 79
through 30 September 1980. Totals of requisitions submitted
are shown by week, month, and year plus monthly and yearly
totals by day of the week. In addition to requisition counts,
Appendix L shows, for each of the customers, the types of
material by COG that the customer ordered and the number of
requisitions submitted for each COG group.
J. LOCAL CUSTOMER HIGH DEMAND ITEMS
A magnetic tape listing of 25,492 items that received 11
or more requisitions from 21 November 19 79 to 30 September
1980 has been provided to the NSC. This represents the upper
10 percent (by requisition frequency) of all NSNs demanded and
accounts for 60 percent of the total requisitions received
(see Appendix H) . The tape is in a format identical to that
of the one provided for the NARF (see Chapter III) . Appendix
M is a sample representation of this information.
As was discussed for the NARF, a search was also made for
items with between three and seven requisitions whose cumula-




TOP 26 LOCAL CUSTOMERS IN ORDEE OF REQUISITION
ACTIVITY
OIC ACTIVITY OR COMMAND % OF TOTAL RQNS
60258 Long Beach Naval Shipyard 6.2
00244 Naval Supply Center, San Di=go 6.1
65888 Naval Air* Rework Facility, 5.9
North Island
00246 Naval Air Station. North Island 5.3
03361 USS Ranger (CV 61) 4.3
65918 Shore Intermediate Maintenance 4.2
Facility
60259 Naval Air Station, Miramar 4.1
20132 QSS Dixon (AS 37J 2.6
04621 USS Sperry (AS 12) 2.5
04648 USS Samual Gompers (AD 37) 2.5
08810 USS Jason (AR 8) 2.
1
03364 USS Constellation (CV 64) 2.0
04620 USS Prarie (AD 15) 1.6
20550 USS Tarawa (LHA 1) 1.5
08806 USS Ajax {AR 6) 1.4
63387 Navy Public Works Csnter 1.2
03363 USS Kitty Hawk (CV 63\ 1.2
53988 Fleet Aviation Logistics • 1.0
Support Center
20633 USS Belleau Wood (LHA 3) 1.0
65884 NAVELEX Detachment, San Diego 1.0
52706 USS Sterett (CG 31) 0.9
04680 USS 3uchanan (DDG 14) 0.8
68094 Navy Regional Medical Center, 0.8
Camp Pendleton
68056 Navy Regional Nedical Center, 0.8
San Diego
66001 Naval Ocean Systems Center 0.8




single requisition quantity of at least 10,000. No items
meeting these criteria were discovered.
The items on this tape are all prime candidates for
stocking in the NISTARS warehouse. This system will permit
state-of-the-art automated storage and issue of selected
high-volume material. The key to successful implementation
of this system will be selection for automated warehousing
of those items that represent the greatest percentage of
business for the NSC. Within that broad category, the
optimal physical arrangement of material in the NISTARS ware-
house will be that which minimizes movement of the storage/
retrieval machines consistent with the weight and cubic
storage requirements of each individual item. The data on this
tape provided much of the information that is necessary for
this analysis.
K. MATERIAL DELIVERIES TO LOCAL CUSTOMERS
This thesis does not address the mass, volume or scheduling
of deliveries from the Supply Center to its local customers.
For an extensive analysis of this subject, the reader's atten-
tion is invited to Reference 6.
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VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The decision to merge the wholesale supply support pro-
vided by the Naval Air Station, North Island and the Naval
Supply Center, San Diego has been implemented by the Navy.
The anticipation is that these consolidations will provide
more effective supply support to local customers and decreased
operating costs due to economies of scale.
Improvement suggests measurability . A means of assessing
the degree of improvement or lack thereof must be developed
in order that future analysts may more accurately judge the
long term impact of the change. This thesis has established
a baseline of pre-consolidation data by extraction of infor-
mation from the demand history files of the NSC and NAS . The
analyses concentrated on the requirements generated by the
NARF and locally supported customers of the NSC from November
1979 through September 1980.
The following information was provided.
1. Pre-consolidation baseline data of requisition
history for the NARF.
2. Identification of significant local customers of
the NSC.
3. Pre-consolidation baseline data of local customer
demands on the NSC.
4. A list of potential items to stock in a Ready Supply
Store to support the NARF.
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5. A list of potential items to stock in the NISTARS
warehouse at the NSC.
The information provided can be used for development of
material warehousing and distribution systems at the NSC.
It may assist the management of the NSC in planning workload
and space requirements for services to its new major customer,
the NARF, as well as for its existing local customers. It
provides a basis for identification of support problems and
improvements to supply service in the San Diego area. Finally,
it provides a reference point against which post-consolidation
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1577 ?.6:7?e * 6 5 * 3 0* . 0.01517 39.07537
15 79 3.0U05 *e* (si*. T.C3C21 39. IC538
InOl 3 .or>2 23 469/51*. i.322*o 29.43785
1632 ?.66*0f *o99?:5. 3.0150* 39.*5283
16.1J 3.66685 *icun. 0.01*91 39.*6779
16 Oo 3.67371 4 7 3n*iO. .0**66 39.-11245
lhC 7 3.67600 *iC 31 70. 0. 01*^6 39.92731
IsU 3 .6J2 36 * 7 ! J < S 2
.
0.0*4* 3 39.57173
1 1 12 2.667** *? laS-12. 0.02955 39.60129
IftlJ 3.6-147? *7 19 1* I. ^.01*7 7 39. 6I0O0
lol. -.6)20 1 * 7 2 1 'i9 7 . 0.01*7* 29.63060
1615 3. 65430 *7;r 252. 0.31*73 39.64554
























































































Bw 3.69U67 4 725 J '.6. 16 1*464 39 ".6 748 7
161V 2.70345 4719220. 0.C2S17 39.70403
1620







1623 3.71260 47-SI12. O.C2565 39. 76189
lJ.24 3. 714dO 4 7:7326. 0.01429 39. 77628
1623 3.71717 47:)5 J4. 0.01434 39. 79062
lijj 3.72861 4743:55. 0.07157 39.66220
lo21 3. 120sO 4740(62. C.01430 39.37650
16 5 J 2. 77436 4762362. 0.2 iU7 40. 14766
1651 3.77f-65 47e37 ->9. ^.0 1425 40. 16191
lo52 3.77894 476545 5. C.C1424 40. 17615
LodJ 3.78122 476 M50. C.C1A23 40.19033
16S-. 3.78351 4 7 8 i 33 2 . C.01412 40.20450
40.21951Ifc5:> 3. 7959G 4?<;:?co. &.014CC
1656 3.78309 47<2U5. 0.01293 40.22248
1653 2. 79266 47S5 .79. 0.02762 40.26030
165-> 3. 7949-3 47S7 135. 0.C129C 40.27422
1660 3.79724 4 7? 3 It- a. 0.01238 40.2d809
lo63 3.3C41C 49C3 (23. C.C4156 40.32965
16o4 3.30639 43C5 379. 0.01273 40.34241
1665 3.8"867 46C7319. 0.01377 40.35719
lo66 3.81096 43C3650. C.C12c9 40.37088
lo67 3.81325 481)275. 0.01204 40.38452
166d ?. SI 354 4811 398. 0.01263 40.39815
40.4llK16o9 3.51732 4: 12517. C. 01359
lo70 3.82011 43 15122. 0.01247 40.42522
169ft :>.679Sq 48! j 722. C. 34925 40. 77448
lb97 3.d3lb7 43532 15. (2.C1227 40. 78784
l6Sd 3.98416 4 3 5«r -, C 7 . 0.C1337 4J. 30121
lo^O 3. 99645 486 1.97. C.C1335 40.dl456
1T00 3.33874 4363C36. .01224 40.62790
17J2 3.69331 436*236. 0.02661 40.35451
170 3 3.9956T 486 7339. C.C1229 40.36780
173* 3.997 89 436 I.16. 0.01224 40.38104
4C. 9075017:^ 3. 3G246 46 12563. C. 02646
1131 3.90475 49"l4 143. 0.0 12 22 40.92073
1709 3.90932 4677233. 0.02626 40.94703
1712 3.91619 48 61931. 0.03944 40.93653
1713 3.91847 46 335.5. 0.0 12 12 40.99966
1714 2.92076 46 6 5 ICO. 0.01305 41.01271
1715 2.92305 49 66 6 50. C.C1201 41. 02573
1717 3.92762 4P6J738. 0.02592 41.05165
1722 3.939C6 48<.?<12. C.C6444 41.11609
1723 i.94135 48 i;39h6. 0.0L267 41.12897
1724 3.94364 4?CJ^62. 0.C1273 41.14169
172-9 2.95507 49C6C27. C.(~t3tC 41.20529
I73j 3.95736 4K055O. 0.01270 41.21799
1731 2.95965 4911052. 0.C 1269 41.23363
1733 3.96422 49 140 3 ». 0.02525 41.25604
1734 3.96651 4115-5 JO. 0.01266 41.26369
1320 4. 13611 5C5959C. 1.2C695 42.47765
Id Jl 4.1334P 5041C3S. 0.CI258 42.49023
1332 4. 190o9 5:62564. CO 1255 42.50273
1333 4. 19207 506.: 7 4. C . 1 2 5 I 42.51529
loJ4 4.19526 5065 56 1. 0.0 1248 42.52777
1835 4.19755 506?;45. 0.01240 42.54024
H3.S 4. 19994 5C62524. C.C1242 42.55264
1339 4.20o70 5172J4?. 0.02715 42. 58980
1340 4.2:399 5<3 7' 42 1. 0.C1226 42.60216
ld4l 4.21127 507 5626. O.C1220 42.61446
1342 4.21356 50773. o. 0.01227 42.o2672
1343 4.21595 5078 JC 7. C.C1225 42.6 3899
ld44 4.218 14 50 6 J > 5 3 . fl .0 12*2 42.05120
134 7 4.2250C 5C6.613. 0.03652 42.-J8773
184d 4.22729 53*5333. C. 01213 42.65986
ld49 4.22957 50eM 02. 0.0 1212 42.71198
taso 4.23186 50t»944. 0.01211 42. 7 2409
LB55 4.24330 53<6 I4*. C.06C45 42. 7845342.308671357 4.24767 5C< )323. 0.02415
1859 4.25016 51CJ452. fi.0l2C2 42.32069
lo59 4.2*-2<.5 5K1033. .01<C1 42.32272
HoO 4.25.74 5LC? J 10. 0. 01198 *2. 34470
HjI 4.2 e;7->2 51CW36. 0.01 1« 7 42. a56ooUm 4.2t3o9 51C3-; M. O.P25cl 42.39227
ldtji 4 . 2 6 d 4 6 51 1 1 J« t. 0.C2366 42.9 1594
ldod 4.2 7 10 4 51 1 .6:6. 0.02359 42.93953
19 7 4.27761 5 1 1 7U 2 . 0.C235 h 42.96309
Le*->1 4. 32565 5 1<.66 12. 0.24e£3 43.20902
1-W3 4.3.V*22 5L4-i 3 54. .0224« 43.2J335
139 4 4.3-J«l 515C9V4. 0.01171 42. 24507
l3 9o 4.31718 5 15 3 7t 7. C.022tl 43. 26843
Id J7 4.33937 5 1 5 i 1 7 »
.
0.0 1U9 43.28C15
13S9 '..'•'.166 5 155539. G.C1167 43.29182
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52 56 27 6.
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5 3 2 ) . I 5 .
52< 153 I.
5 3S4 ) 14.
54 2 t >34 .
54 I JC 3 2.
5*23128 .
5421223.
54 2. 3 4C 1
54 !' i il.
54:9922.













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































66 56 36 3.
66:7:37.
ttisf ai.





















6 7Ci 7 7*.
67(64 *8.
67 1160 3.



















67 52 1 56.
6?53e i7.
68 13557.













































































































































































897 I 7520 fa."55i57 UUKU G.'6i75 3 SilHlif
395 2 3522 3.05655 66 13 54 3. C.015C3 57.23650
393
I H£ 3.C5884«. 06112 6 9 134 36.6619323. 0.03750 57.24399892 0.CC745 57.25148
850 3*27 b. 06799 6421598. 0.022*2 57.27390
888 152* e. 37756 68a W74. C.C1451 57.28880
8 36 j5jJ d.074d5 6224640. C.0C744 57.29623
832 35ji 3.07714 6 3 2i 54 2. 0.03740 57.30365
831 Jp32 3. 07942 66 264 2 3. C.CC74C 57.31104
380 3536 3.08857 6625 S43. 0.02955 57. J4C59
379 35 27 ft. 35036 63 , 3322. 0.0072a 57.34798
3 78 3538 3.05315 6ci 1 ?t C. C.OC727 57. 35535
876 3539 3.0954*. 6 3 2 2 57 6 . r>.3'"735 57.36270
875 2 3541 s.ianci 6:Z<226. C.Cl4t5 57.37740
871 1 354^ a. 10230 662519 7. C.OC721 57.36470
3 70 9 3551 S.l22d6 6 3 43 3 27. 0.0 6 5 74 57.45044
869 2 3553 3.12746 63*4 765. C.C1459 57.46503
868 3 3556 8.13432 664!369. 'i .02166 57.46689
865
i
7557 B. 13661 68<d234. 0.00/26 57.49416
864 3558 6 .13390 6845C53. O.OC725 57.5C140
863 1 35 59 8.14U8 6845961 . 0.3C725 57.50865
360 3 3562 6. 14605 68*2541. r.C.2166 57.53032
357 2 3564 3.15262 6314255. 0.C1429 57.54471
353 1 3565 3. 15*91 63«.5108. 3.-0716 57.55186
352 2 2 5-:>7 6.15948 ti it'll. C.C1421 57.56613
351 2 35o9 8.16406 6653514. 0.01429 57. 5d046
850 10 2579 6. 18654 6367314. 0.0 h "6 57.65182
342 1 35 30 ".. 13922 63f 7656. C.CC7C7 57.65389
341 4 383-, 8.19837 6371220. 0.02o24 57.68713
340 2 ?58o 6 . 2 02 5 5 6 6 "<2?C3. C.C141C 57.70123
8 39 1 35d7 8.20523 66 H725. C.CC704 57. 7C328
837 2 3569 8.20981 6S 7= 4 13- 0.01405 57.72234
8 36 3 2592 3.21667 667 7921. 0.021C6 57.74339
332 3 3595 8.22353 686C417. 0.0^056 57.76434
831 I 255o 6.22532 6361243. 0.00658 57.77132
830 2 2598 g. 23040 66 6 2533. 3. C 1294 57. 78526
329 I 359:* 3.23269 6383737. 0.^0656 57.79222
827 2 3601 6. 23726 6665291. C.C1389 57.30611
325 2 3603 6. 24133 6SiU« 1. 3.0 1285 57.81596
324 3 3o06 e.24370 6339513. C.02375 57.d4071
322 3 3609 6.25556 6351579. C.C2C70 57.36142
321 1 3olG 6. 25^85 6j'=2£ra. .00oo9 57.36330
820
317
1 2611 6.26313 66<3o20. o.oooaa 57.87520
2 3613 8.26471 6855254. C. 01372 57. J8892
313 I 3614. 8.26700 63 4 j 36 7. 0.0C6B3 57.39574
812 2 36 16 fc.2715? 6 6 57691. 0.01363 57.90938
3 10 1 36 17 c. 27336 6d«2531. 0.CC68C 57.91617
809 1 J618 8.27615 6d5)3 10. 0.03679 57.92296
306 3 3621 3.23301 65C1728. C.C2030 57.94327
805 2 362J 6.28753 6 5C23 33. 0.0 1252 57.55679
3C4 2 3o25 6.29216 6 5 Ct ito. O.O I 3 50 57.97028
310 210 3835 3.77253 7C _.254o. 1.41C4-. 59. 38072
758
795
2 2837 3. 77711
fc. 77943
7 3-I-.54 2.
7 3 i 3 2 37.
.0 1340 59.39412
59.40079i 2d2d C.0C667
793 2 3843 3.78*97 70"<fc523. 0.01222 59.41411
792 5 3845 3.79541 7P6C;83. 0.03225 59.44736
791 2 2-W 3. 799^8 7362 it 5. O.C 1228 59.4606 3
750 3 3*50 6.30685 70t ,3 35. 0.0 1950 59.^3053
738 2 3352 B. 21142 7063411. 0.01323 59.49 376
786 1 3151 o. 31371 7 1 7 15 7. . c : 1 1 59.50037
765 1 3o54 8.81600 70s 75 12. 0.00fct9 59. 5C696
784 I 2655 *. 61H28 7 0C3 766. 0.nt>53 55.51353
78 i780
2 3-157 S.dlZ 36 7r5):23. i.C 1211 59.52664
5 3at2 8.63430 7094223. 0.02274 59.55939
777 2 3P:s4 6.83337 7C55782. C.013C5 59.57243
776 2 336;> d.84345 7C5 72J4. 0.01203 59.56546
775 3 230') 0.65021 7C < St 39. 0.0 1952 59.60493
773 1 38 70 8.3526C 71C2432. C . 149 5o. 61148
772 1 3f 71 8.85433 7101204. 0.00e4o 59.61797
7 70 4 2c75 6.664C1 T1C«Z34. 0.02566 59.34391
769 2 ib n «..-<t>3 6l 71C5c22. '".01291 59.65672
763 1 3o73 *. 37 190 71 Cot 90. 0.00645 59.06318
766 2 38 10 3.87547 71C1122. CO 1286 50.67604
7S5 1 3^<n a. ..7776 71C££6 7. 0.00c42 59.68246
764 2 3s:» B. - c2* 7 71 1J4 15. .0 I 2c3 59. j9523
762 I 2S,3 + 8.3d4h2 7111177. O.C0640 89. 7Clo9
761 2 ihtiO f. .Jd'*20 7 1 1 2 .'. 9 . 0.0 1278 5". 71440
760 4 >j50 d. 95 J.34 71 \-> J25. C.C2552 59. 73999
759 2 iUH d.''f>292 7t 1'237. 0.C1274 59. 75273
755 1 3n->.l 3.9i«*2l 7113M2. .00624 59. 75906
752 3 38 -»i 8.91207 7120<:i3. C.C1 59'. 59. 77802
750 24 39 2 1 <1.'>*<,<J7 712 i26d. 0.15112 5v. 92912
748 2 l-*ll e.57i c 5 7129(64. 0.01256 59.Q4163
746 2 3924 3.97bU 7l'l23fc. 0.C125J 59.95421
745 4 !°2d d.°dS27 7K4236. <> .02^02 59.97923
7*1 1 »<J5*1 J. ce 7^* 7 1 4i» JQ. r. .rrt.?<. so. cas<.7
78

741 3 39 32 3*.99442 7i«7Jli". C.0U66 66loo*i*






9.03102 mmi: um mm
735 I 394 * 9.03331 7 159 725. C.CC617 60. 10939
734 1 3V30 9.0J r,S9 7 1 1 U 4 1 3 . O.CC0I6 60.11555
732 1 J-)51 9.0"»7b8 7161205. C.0C615 60.12169
731 2 3-»53 9.C4246 Tlfi'i ). 0.01227 SO. 13397
730 3 3*33 9.04932 7U'+S*7. 0.0Ui9 60. 15236
726 1 3157 s.r.eiM 7165533. 0.0*610 60. 158*5
725 3 39 60 9.C5347 716)159. C.C1826 60. 17671
72* 2 3992
2763
9.063*04 716 J236. 0.0 12»6 60. 18387
722 I 9. 06533 7U t.-s2 3. C.CC6C6 60.19*93
721 2 3^63 9.06'9 I 71 il 17C. 0.01211 60.20703
720 10 39 75 9.^9278 7t ;as7o. 0.06045 60.267*9
718 1 39 76 9.09537 7179a 8. 0.CC6C3 60.27351
717 1 3977 9.09736 71600)5. 0.00602 60.27953
716 1 39 73 9.CS904 716C72 1. 0.00601 60.28554
715 2 39 80 9.10*22 Tie; i«i. 0.01201 60.29755
714 1 3981 9.10651 7132365. Q.0C599 60.3035*
713 5 29 6 9. 117 94 716:423. C. 02593 60.33347
711 1 39e7 9.12123 71671*1. O.OC54.7 60.339*5
710 2 39 89 o. 1/2*81 7H6561. C.01192 60.25136
7 CO 1 3990 9.127C5 7167;7C. C.CC555 60.35732
708
7 07 i
3991 9.12 '38 7139973. 0.0^594 60. 36325
60.369193992 9.13167 7i<3&;5. 0.00594
706 4 39 96 9.14082 71C.3S0 J. 0.02271 60. 3 9290
705 I 3997 9.14311 719*2 14. 0.00592 60.35862
704 1 39 S3 9.14539 7H4518. C.CC591 60.4047*
703 3 4001 9.15226 7157C27. 0.C1771 60.4224*
702 2 40G3 9. 15od3 7 1 «. 3 4 2 1. 0.0 1179 60.43*22
701 3 4006 9. 16369 72C35 3*. 0.01766 o0. 45187
700 115 4121 9.*2676 723 1 ) 3*. C.67564 61. 12772
698 I 4122 9.42904 7261/32. 0.00566 61. 13353
697 2 4124 9.43362 7233 126. C.C117C 61.14528
696 1 4125 9.43591 7233822. o.oo5e4 61.15112
695 I 4126 9.43819 7264517. C.C0583 61.15695
694 3 4129 9.**506 7266595. C.C1743 61.174**
693 2 4131 9.44963 72 67=35. 0.CI 164 61. 16603
692 3 4134 °. 45649 72<;:o6i. 0.01743 61.20351
690 2 413o 9.*61.17 72514U. 0.0 1159 61.21509
689 I 4137 9.46336 72*.i no. C. 00578 61.22087
687 1 4133 9.*656* 72« 2 3 17. C.CC577 61.2266*
685 2 4140 9..7022 7254 167. 0.01150 61.2381*
682 I 4141 9.47251 72«if 65. 0.00573 61.2*387
680 3 4144 9.47937 72 c.j909. 0.01713 61.26100
679 I 41*5 9.43166 724J5o8. 0.o0570 61.26669
473 1 4 146 9. 46394 7 1 « ; 1 1 6
.
0.OC569 61. 27238
675 14 41&0 9.51597 73:7 716. 0.C7924 61.25173
674 2 4162 9. 52354 73C JJ64. C.01132 61. 36304
673 2 4164 9.52512 73 1 :* 1-3 0.C1130 61.37*3*
6 72 2 4166 9.52969 73 11754. 0.0 1123 61.38562
671 1 4167 9. =3191 72 12425. 0.CC563 61.39127
6 70 9 4176 9.55257 73 1 345 5. C.05C62 61. 44138
61.44748667 1 «. 1 77 5. =54-: 6 73 HI? 2. .00560
665 3 *130 9.56172 73J 1 1 17. 0.C1675 61.46423
663 4 4l£4 9.5 708 7 732 1 7 3 9. 0.02226 61. •6650
660 7 4191 9. 596 le 73 237 39. 0.C3679 61.52528
659 I 4192 9.53917 73 2*^4 3. O.OC553 61. 53082
658 3 4195 9.596 33 733 I 322. 0.016557 61.54739
657 » 4193 5.60289 73129^3. c . a 1 6 5 5 61.56393
6 54 2 4200 0.6074-7 72 24 2 01. '".01C58 61. 57492
653 I 4211 S. 60976 73 74 15 4. C .00543 61.58040
650 18 421) 9 .L^093 7 3 4665 4. C. 05823 61.a7863
645 3 4222 9.65779 7343539. 0.01625 61.69487
644 1 4223 5.66008 73 4 *23 3. C. 00541 61.70027
643 1 42 24 9.96237 7243c76. 0.C354C 61. 70567
641 3 4227 ".66923 7 35 I 75 9. 0.0161* 61.72182
639 1 4223 9.67152 7352436. C.CC536 61.72719
637 1 4229 9. 67? CI 725 J>J 5. O.C0535 61. 73253
636 I 4230 9.67609 7353 71 1. 0.00534 61.73787
635 2 42 ->£ S .680h7 725 i«-81. O.C IC66 61. 74354
634 1 4233 9.&b205 7355o 15. O.00 5; 2 61. 75386
633 3 42=6 9.63 J82 735 i5i . 0.01594 61. 76981
632 1 42 3 7 9..S0211 7 2 53 1 .6. 61. 77310
630
*
42 33 9.o-'-39 735J776. 0. 00529 61.78040
629 42-.1 9.70125 73£0£6 3. 0.0156* 61.79623
627 2 4^43 9. 70"; j 3 7361917. CIIC 5 3 61.30676
626 I 4244 9. 7C312 7->6?543. 0.00526 6 1 . 8 1 20 3
625 3 *2-»7 c. 7 149 3 7 2 64418. 0.01574 6l.d277o
624 5 4,152 9. 726*2 736?3Jd. 0.02619 61.d c 296
621 6 4253 9. 7*01* 7371264. 0.0312b 61.38524
620 8 *2i>o V. 71.144 7 2 i 3 2 1 4 . 0.04164 61. *26o3
618 1 -2t>/ 9.7c>073 73 i Jb-.2. 0.00519 6 1 . 1 3 20 7
617 2 42&' 9. 76510 73 73376. C. 01036 61.9*2*3
*> l * i u> 7r\ 9 .7„7<^o 7 > "l r r. ; ? . 0. 005 17 6 1 . -,*760
79

615' 4 4274 9.77674 7361 152. 6l02C6'5 61.96826







7)6, H25. Ml?§3 61.9837061.99908
610 5 42 H5 9.801=0 736 7 t 75. 0.025tl 42.02470
SC9 1 42:6 9. 6:4i<i 73 6 J', =4. .00511 62.02962
608 3 42S-J 5.81105 739C313. C. 01521 62.04512
605 5 42 94 9.d2249 7 393233. .02540 62.07053
604 1 4296 5. (=2476 73S2927. ''.CC5C.7 62.07559
AGO
599
243 453d 1Q. 33064 753V 737. 1.224C6 63.29965
4 •.542 10.3o479 754212 3. 0.02012 oi.31976
598 2 454-. 10. 394 3 7 75<2224. c.oi?r4 63.32980
5 "56 1 4645 10.3 >665 75*3 925. 0.00500 63. 33481
595 2 4647 10.4C123 7545115. C.0C999 3.34460
59*. 1 4548 10.40351 75<57C9. 3.0C499 63.34979
593 1 454-* 10.40530 75<6J 12. 0.00498 63.35477
591 5 4554 1C. 41724 75' 7257. o.024ei 63.37958
590 1 4655 10.41953 754JB-.7. . C C 4 9 5 63.38452
584 2 4557 10.42410 75S1325. C.00969 62.39442
587 1 4553 10.42639 7551612. 0.CC453 63.39935
586 2 45oJ 1C. 43097 7552734. .0T964 63.4C918
585 2 45t2 10.43554 7553954. C. 00982 63.41901
584 I 45 c 3 10.43733 75'. «539. 0.CC45C 63.42390
582 I 4 6o- in.44'U i 7555 120. 0.00469 63.42880
581 3 456/ 1C. 446 93 75 5566 3. 0.C1463 63.44344
5 80 2 45os 10.45155 7553123. C.CC574 63.45317
579 1 4671 10.45334 75536J2. O.C0466 63. + 5804
578 1 4571 10.45613 755 ; I30. C.0C465 63. +6289
577 1 45 72 10.45342 7559757. 0.00484 63.46773
576 3 45 75 10.4C523 75614J5. 0.01451 63. .8224
575 5 4533 10.47672 7564 3a ). C.C2414 63. 50638
574 2 45 c2 10.43129 75 e; 508. 0.0C964 63.51601
571 2 4564 IC. 46566 7546651. C.CC959 63.52560
5 70 3 45 37 11.49273 7543260. 0.C1426 63.53995
569 2 4589 10.49730 754;,4S. C.0C955 63.54951
567 > 45^1 10.50188 75] 3 53 2. 0.CC952 63.55902
566 3 4DV4 10.5C674 7572333. 0.01'2fc 63.57229
565 2 454o 10.51332 7573,60. O.0C949 03.58276
564 1 45-17 1C1.515oC 7514 324. C.0C474 63.58751
63.59695563 2 4594 10. 5*018 7575150. 0.0C945
562 4 4603 1C. 52433 75 1739 8. O.C1637 63.61583
560 9 «ol2 1C.549-J I 7562433. C.04221 63.65614
559 1 toU 10. 5"20 7=6299 7. .0 3469 63.66284
558 3 -.6'iO IT. S5QC6 756,471. 0.01405 63.o7690
557 1 4617 10. 56135 7565223. 0.03468 o3. 68156
5 56 I 4618 1C. 56364 7565734. 0.004b7 63,o8623
555 3 4o21 IC.5735C 75 t 7444. 0.C1398 63. 7C321
552 15 46 JO 10W.0481 7 59572 9. 0.06951 63.76973
551 \ 46 3 9 1C. 61166 75< 7 232. C.C1368 .53.78360
550 26 4065 10.O71 15 76J1632. C.12CC6 o3. 40366
549 2 4oo7 10.6757? 7612730. 0.0C922 63.41269
548 4 4o71 10.68498 76 14972. C.C1E40 o3. 73129
547 5 "*o 7o 10 .6-^6 31 76 17 70 7. 0. 2 25
6
:3.:5424
545 1 4o77 1C.693oO 7613252. 0.00-.58 o3. 45832
544 1 4o7d 1C.73C39 76 13 lit. C.C0457 63. 46339
543 2 46d) 10. fris4b 7 6 14 8 12. 0.0C^12 63.97250
542 1 4o.il 1C. 70775 7620*<4. C.CC455 )3. 97705
541 3 46 d4 10.71461 742 3047. 0.0 1243 43. 99068
540 3 4oo 7 n.7?i4n 76236j7. .013o0 64.00429
539 1 4683 10.7237o 76 24 2 16. O.CC453 64.30880
538 2 464 J 10.72934 7625232. .00*03 64. 31764
537 2 4oS2 1C. 73291 762S35o. 0.C0902 64.02686
536 1 4693 1C.7352C 7625392. C.C0450 44.03136
535 3 •6 io 1C. 74206 7623497. 0.0 1347 64.34483
534 3 46 9 4 1C. 74693 76 1< 099. C.C1245 64.05829
533 1 4 700 10.75121 76 21622. COO 447 £4.06276
532 2 47^2 IT. 75574 74; lo96. C.0C893 64.07169
531 2 47C4 10.7601ft 7612758. r.CC£92 64.08061
530 2 4 70o 10. 76* -(4 762 1318. 0.CC840 64.C3951
529 2 4/:
,
10. 76^5 1 763 .676. c.oc ida 64.09839
525 10 4715 \f .79239 76' 1126. 0.C44C6 64. 14246
524 2 4720 ir.7^6 7641 174. 0.1C3HO 64. 15126
521 1 47_1 1C. 79925 74< 1695. C..:C4 3 7 64. 15564
520 4 4725 10 .oJH .0 76' 17 75. 0.C174O 64. 17310
519 1 472j ir.ui 169 74<, 2 74. C.00436 o4. 1 7746
518 1 -727 1C. 812 ~>fi 7 6^4 112. 0.CC435 64. 18131
517 4 4731 10 .42 > 13 754io J1. 0.01736 64. 14917
516 2 47"M 1C. 52670 7647 712. 0.^0866 64.20 79 2
515 1 4 7 -H 1C . HJ8 49 7ft':427. C.0C422 64.2121o
514 > i7j6 10.33 1*6 7i47 V65. O.106 6 3 44.22073
512 2 4/26 1C . R 3 4 1
4
74! 14 79. c.cceoc 64.22939
510 2 474T l".'".: 7 ! 74? 1 '.OS. C.CC556 64.23795
509 4 4 7 44 lP.G51ri6 74 5 M 35. 0.01 709 04.25504
508 2 4 7 K> 1C
.
8^644 f
. n f e 5 3 04.26357
507 5 <.7M If .«67 3R 7e 5 t~,Ho. 0.0 2 123 64.28485





























































































475- K .87474 74 516 )2. 0iCC64d 64129753





-761 lC.c->0 75 7662 113. 0.C1262 64.32710ms 16.75587 6S< 4 1 18. 10.74330 75.05009
7331 16.76732 8 )4t>4l3. 0.02C55 75.11104
7 3 3- 16. 77646 85*2415. C.C1672 75.12776
73 3b 16.78561 695255 3. 0.C1449 75. 14445
7 34") lh. 79704 695 1273. 0.023b2 75.16527
7347 16.30620 8555 35 3. 1.C1662 75. 18190
735> 16.81 793 8953217. O.P24ob 75.20679
733-. 14.62223 655 3510. 0.00414 75.21092
7359 16.33365 854<-.5 /o. C.C2065 75.22157
7362 I6.d4ri52 8 )6>«43. D .01237 75.24394
737- It. 967^7 6563223. r.r*s37 75.29330
7375 16.87025 65(6612. C.3C4U 75.25741
73e2 l*. 65626 69 72228. 0.02663 75.32613
7 3 3o 16.39542 eS". 4 17 6. C. 01425 75. 34244
73 94 16.91371 69 li 16* . 9 .0226* 75.37509
7391 lo. 97287 o c. c3 j4 • 0.01629 75.39137
7404 16.9365d 85 52SC3. C. 02428 75.41576
7403 16.9*574 35346*0. 0.01622 75.43198
7*13 16.55717 85(7J50. C.C2C23 75.45221
7417 16.96632 6565174. C. 31415 75.46835
7442 17.C2351 9CC1 I /4. 0.10075 75.56911
7*43 17.C2500 9TC145 3. c.nc*02 75.57312
74*d 17.03723 90 3, 04 3. 0.0 200 7 75.59219
7450 I 7.C4181 9CC,3i 7. o.ocaoi 75.60120
7452 17.04639 5CC5 J-5. O.CC755 75.60919
7453 17.^5325 <>"C7274. 0.011S6 75.62115
7457 17.05783 5CC32 22. C.CC756 75.62912
7459 17.06239 50CS253. C.CC754 75.63705
74C1 17.Cfc6;7 9313212. 0.00753 75.64499
74o5 17.C7613 9C12C96. C.C15e2 75.66C80
7472 17.09213 9315 J96. 0.C2762 75.68842
74 7 3 17.10129 S3172J2. 0.01575 75. 7C418
7473 17.10587 9313 196. 0.0C766 75.71204
7463 17.11729 932)533. 0.01960 75.7 316 3
748 4 17.11958 5C235<=9. C.0C391 75.73555
7467 17.12645 93J2394. 3.01171 75.74725
7439 17.1310? 5 3;2?.22. C.OC/79 75.75505
749* 17.14246 9C;5: 37. C"1944 75. 7 7449
74-, S 17.14474 9025398. O.TC287 75.77635
7503 17.143C6 5025 1 73. C.03C90 75.80925
7515 17.16762 93 -Ct 96. C.3C771 75.31696
i5 3o 17.16991 9021 154. 0.0C385 75.62083
75.57 17. 1)220 5321411. 0.CC364 75.32463
751J 17.17906 93:29 79. C. 01149 75.33612
7519 17. 19965 5327274. j.03428 75.37050
7S2* 17.21109 9)2 ):*-. C.015C6 75.66556
7531 17.22710 9K2515. 0.02642 75.91618
7532 17.22939 93' > if 6. C.03379 75.91997
75o7 17.35519 53(7 716. C.2C779 76. 12776
7593 17.36393 90)34 10. 0.02262 76.15033
759* 17.37122 900657. C.C0375 76.15413
7S95 17.373 50 53513)3. C.CC374 76. 15787
7597 17.37807 5372 U3. 0.03747 76.16534
76 50 17.38493 9312525. O.r U18 76. 17653
76 32 17.369 5 1 93 (4 .09. .007*2 76. 13394
76 Co 17.40323 53) 7 3 55. 0.02221 76.2C616
76 19 17.42839 5 3 615 5 5. r. 0-043 76.24660
7o22 17.*3526 9383212. 9. "1106 76.25766
7627 17.4467T 5C E! 4 02. C.C1639 76.27625
7629 17.45128 5313276. C.CC734 76.28357
7621 17.45564 93( 71 .6. CO 7? 2 76.29369
7336 17.46729 5C£ i: 2 3. C.C1626 76. 3091*
7e>*; 17.47673 9C9 1493. 0.0 18i2 76.32736
76-5 17.48767 9C53221. 0.01451 76. 34189
7o-.3 17,*;*74 93i<514. C.C1C66 76. 35274
76 w 17.51313 905795*. 0.02863 76.36162
7t> 5 4 17. c l Qt>f <9C C -»241. c.ricec 76. 39243
76o3 17.52905 51C3 J49. C.C 1424 76.-0677
76ob 17.5^62 91CHJI. 8 .007 15 76.41391
7o-.L 17.5 70 >
2
9 I C e 5 3 1
.
C.r57f9 7o.* 71 01
7oi*> 1 7 . 5 6 1 6 7 91 13 721 . 0.01760 76.*8860
7o»l 17. 35305 91 12) jo. C. 01776 76. 50656
76-^3 17. ..0225 911.5 24. 3.01*17 76. 52074
77)j 17.o2512 91 [d 7 14. 0.0353* 76.55008
771 ) 17.64142 9K2C i4. O.C2C21 76. 56429
771< 17.u57l •> <)i;.tJa. 0.02111 76. 3C539
772 ! 1 7.4*40? 9123 152. 0.01053 76.61592
772S 17. fc 7C57 9 i; 71 13. C.C1C5C 76. o2642
7732 17.1,8669 9 1 JO )25. i .024-5 76.65CB6
?7-»' l7.od-.lb 51304-3. 0.003*8 76.o5436
77 «4 l7.fc«, l4S n . r. r 3 * a ?*..-, S7fl4
81

ii'i 2 773/, [7.'^66i 5>I2 I630. 0.00693 76.66476
412 3 7739 17.7C29C 91:2916. 0.C1C33 76.07514
Itt * m \mm 9HS!1i: "r.'MU Itttttl
409 2 7f5o 17.74179 5121310. . r. fc e 7 76. 73369
en 9 7763 17.76237 Sl< 3562. 0.03083 76.76453
4C7 5 7? 70 17. 773PO ")1''!I7. C.C1 7C8 76.78160
406 2 77 72 17.77338 9l<a.CS. O.0C<:82 7o. 78842
405 4 777o 17. 76754 9146029. 0.C1360 76.80202
404 2 7779 17.79440 914 »3< 1. C.C1C13 76.31219
402 3 77b2 17.80125 9tSi447. 0.11012 76.32233
401 11 7753 1 7.62642 91! id 53. C.C27C3 76.65936
400 582 8J75 19.15'75 5 3 1 1 ft 5 e
.
1. 55447 78.dl3e3
395 1 t3 7o 19.16103 5366357. 0.00235 78.31717
399 6 3332 1«. 17375 9353445. C.C2CC5 78.83722
357 8 4390 19.19205 9353521. 0.02666 78. 86383
3 96 4 :5S4 19.20120 9355205. 0.01330 78.37713
395 5 8 399 19.21265 5857MO. 0.C1653 78.39377
354 15 8*14 19.24695 940JO9O. .04562 78.94337
393 5 34 IS 19.25334 542535 5. C.CU50 78.95988
392 2 3421 19.262 77 94C533S. 0.C3653 73.56646
391 3 84 24 19.26734 94C/312. 0.00585 78.97630
390 11 8435 19.295"C 94 1 1232. C.C3602 79.01233
389 2 84d7 19.299 56 9412330. 0.1-3653 79. 31886
388 4 6 -.4 1 15.30872 94 1362 2. 0.0i?03 79.03189
387 7 844d 19.32472 54 li 34 1. 0.132274 79.05463
lit
2 84 50 19.32930 94WU3. 0.03648 79.06111
10 £460 IS. 3*217 942356 3. O.C3232 79.09343
384 3 8-»6J 19.35904 9422115. 0.CCS67 79.10310
383 2 8465 19. 363o2 9422331. 0.00643 79.10953
382 I 846o 19. 36591 9423263. C.OC221 79.11275
381 2 d4o3 19.J7048 94 24325. 0.00640 79. 11914
380 4 £472 19.37562 9425545. 0.01276 79.13190
3 79 3 8475 19.33549 94 2c 6 3 2. (3.CC555 79. 14145
378 9 64e4 19.40717 143C 334. 0.02856 79. 17001
377 1 6*65 15.40536 94 20*6 1. 0.CC31
7
79.17317
376 q 6*93 19.42767 943 3469. 0.C2525 79. 15343
375 13 850A 19. -.5740 54 3 J344. 0.04093 79.23935
374 I 350 7 15.459&9 94 23 718. C.0C314 79.24249
373 6 8513 15.47342 94435 io. 0.01879 79.26128
372 3 o51& 15.48C25 9442 J/2. 0.00937 79.27065
371 5 8521 15.49171 94*3927. C. 01557 79.28622
370 17 C338 19.53061 9453217. 0.05281 79. J3904
369 6 85<-4 19.54433 9*. 5 24 2 1. O.C1659 79.35762
363 27 3571 19.6060 9 9462367. C .06342 79.44104
367 4 e575 19.61523 5463335. C .0 1 2 ? 2 79.^5337
366 3 8S73 19.62210 9464 93 3. 0.CC522 79.46259
365 6 6534 I5.635d3 946/123. 0.01339 79.48097
364 4 85 33 IS. 6 4457 946 35 79. 0.OIZ2Z 79.49319
363 6 355t 15.65371 9 4 5 7 5 7. 0.C1329 79.51147
362 2 8596 19.1.6328 94 714o I. 0.00608 79.51755
361 4 6600 15.07242 54 7*525. C. 01212 79.52963
3 60 34 aojf 19.75020 9 4 6 5 115. 0. 10276 79.62243
359 4 0633 19.7 59^5 Sidfo )l. C.01206 79.64450
358 2 8*5 40 15. 76393 54613 17. 0.CC6C1 79.65051
357 1 8641 19.75622 9467674. O.00 300 79.65350
356 8 6o49 15. 73*52 94 SOS 22. 0.02391 79.07741
355 8 -3657 19.30281 9453:62. 0.02234 79. 70126
354 1 00 ->3 19.80510 5-.S 3716. 0.00257 79.70422
353 10 ?ooa 19. J2797 54S U, b. C.C2964 79.73387
352 2 OO/'I 19.H3255 5451550. C. 00551 79. 73978
351
350
I 6671 IS. 63434 5453331 . CO 0295 79.74272
42 871J 19. 9 3091 95 13001. 0.12341 79. 3feol3
349 1 J71-. 19.93320 95 13150. O.J0293 79.36506
3 48 7 8721 15.94922 95 15 13o. 0.02045 79.38951
347 5 8 726 15. ) 6.3 6 5 95 1752 I. 3.114 5 7 79. J0408
34a 2 b72J 19.9*523 95U213.
9? 22352.




344 6 374o 20.."<0641 95244 17. 0. 01733 79.96193





342 3 8755 cO. 026-14 79.03787
341 5 37o) 20.O3842 S52 J236. 1.01421 80. 3C218
340 10 6770 2 3. -3 61 2 9 5522j36. 0.02354 80.03073
339 5 8775 2". "37274 95;-. ! 31. C. 31423 30. 34495
333 o d733 20.191 ">3 9537005. 0.02270 30.06766
337 6 rl.-yl 20. 13477 95 3 * J 2 ?. P. 01653 30. 08h64
336 3 8792 2P.Ulo3 96 400.15. O.0C64C HO. J93""-»
335 7 i7 i) 2 1 . 1 2 7 4 95« : MO. C.01969 30.11279
3 34 12 tun 20. 15509 9?<i2F8. 0.033t5 30. 14644
333 6 3d I 1 20.16331 954 136 6. 0.01677 JO. 1632 1
332 2 ;iH 20. 1 1335 954iJiO. v.. 00557 30. 10873
331 2 8321 2 ). 17796 1!<9 112. 0.0C55O iO. 1 7435
330 16 33J7 21.21457 95 5 49 <2. 0.0 44 2 2 SO. 2 136 7
*29 5 3b,2 2C.2260G 0.01381 30.2 324 3
328 a BUM ZO .24429 96! 1261. 1.0*202 30.25452
%ji 5 ..H^ ,> »rt. :?*-in 7 •^'9 ;i s. n .fl.nii . MO. ;S999
82

326 6 9 3SS 26126260 95«U"?U C. 01642 80.27643
325 18 38 76 20.303 77 9567 721. 0.04911 80.32553
3 24 7 9093 20. 31979 9565539. P.C15C4 30.3445 7
323 2 Id IS 2^.32436 15.06 15. 0.0C542 30.35001
322 2 doo7 20. 32351 55 fl>79. 0.03541 80.35541
321 5 B892 20. 34033 95 7 316 4. 0.31347 dO. 36888
320 13 3-»15 20.37112 957 7 144. 0.0 3493 dO. 403ol
319 4 89C9 2 3. 3 79?
6
5571220. 0.01071 30. 41452
318 5 3914 20.3 (170 55-is no. c 1 ' 3 c 60. 42797
317 3 9917 20.39757 95e JUal. o.ocfsd 30.43585
316 1 o9l3 20.39936 5561177. 0.0 026 5 80.43851
315 10 39<ib 20.42273 5564227. 0.12649 30.46495
314 5 39 33 23.43416 55 6 59*. 7. 0.3 13 18 30.47613
313 4 39 J 7 20.44331 9jl 7149. 0.01051 30.43965
312 3 3940 20.45018 956 ) 335. 0.10766 dO. 49651
311 " 5 3945 20.46161 956:643. 0.01305 30.50955
310 14 8959 20.49364 9 5 9 3S3C. C.03644 90.54599
309 7 8966 20.50964 95ial4 3. 0.01916 80.56415
30R 10 69 lb 20. =3253 955 J223. C. 02566 80.59001
307 8 69 34 21.55083 9aClo79. C.02C62 30.61063
306 4 89do 20. 559 5 7 96C33J3. 0.0102d 80.62091
305 a 99<V> 20.57828 96C9343. C.02C48 30.64139
304 6 9012 20.59200 96C7167. 0.01931 80.65671
33? 6 90 J J 23.60573 94C9555. 0.01526 80.67197
302 4 9012 20.6l4d7 5611193. C. 01014 30.66211
301 3 901? 20.62173 5511396. 0.0C756 30.66968
300 1459 10474 23.95913 10046 756. 3.67470 84.36433
299 5 10479 23.97063 10 15 324 1
.
0.01255 84.37694
298 5 1043* 23.96206 10051791. .01251 84.38945
297 10 10494 24.0C494 ICO? 4751. C. 02453 34.41438
296 4 1C490 24.01408 1015593S. 0.00954 34.42432
295 2 10500 2 4.01BO6 10356525. 0.00495 84.42928
294 4 10504 24.027d2 ICO 57 1 31. 0.CC567 84.43915
293 6 10510 24.04153 1039 J<5->. 0. 01476 34.45390
292 4 10514 24.05069 1O06C627. C.0C561 34.46371
291 2 l351o 24.05527 1O0612C9. 0.0C4S9 34. -.6d60
290 12 10521 2*. 06272 1006 4619. 0.02922 34.45782
289 6 10534 24.09644 100661 33. C.C145o 34.51237
2Bd 19 10551 24.1399 1 100(1395. 0.04594 84.55832
287 2 1-355 24. 14447 100 J2io9. 0.00*62 84.56314
286 5 105oO 24.15591 103 13 399. 0.01201 34.57513
2 95 5 1C565 24. 16734 10375224. 1.01196 34.58710
284 3 10574 2«. 13794 10177660. C. 02146 34.C.C857
283 9 10533 24.2035 3 1C03J4 >7. C. 02138 84.62994
282 10 1C593 24.231<»C 10053247. 0.02368 34.65363
281 6 10599 24.24513 10C64 333. C.C1415 64.66777
2 90 16 10615 24.25172 110 39413. 0.03761 84.70533
279 5 1C&23 24.2931 7 10C9C3C3. 0.01171 94.71710
2 7* 2 10622 2-..2J774 ICO « I If 4. 0.OC467 34. 72177
277 1 10623 24.3 1002 100 91»4 1. 0.00233 34.72409
2 76 3 1"62? 24.30659 ICC 92469. 0.006^5 84.731C5
275 27 10653 2=.. 36365 ico^e;*. 0.06224 34.79338
274 9 1C662 24. 39924 101C2363. 0.02070 34.dl409
273 3 ICooi 24.39610 1CIC3 l?9. C.CCtad 34.82095
2 ?2271
5 1Co70 ^4.4-175 3 10104539. 0.01142 84.33238
8 lCt>7d 24.43594 101Ca737. 0.01820 34.85057
2 70 25 107O3 24. -.6302 101 13 4 5 7. 0.05667 84.SC724
2 69
263
9 1C712 24.S02o2 101 ne 78.
101 17 754.
0.02C33 84.92757
7 10719 24. 11962 0. 01575 84.94333
267 12 10711 24.5^717 10 120 1 5 9. 0.02690 34.97021
266 5 10736 24.55852 1C122 H i. .0 1117 6)4.98138
265 6 107',2 24.57224 1C 123: 73. 0. 01335 34.99474
264 7 1 C 7 4* 24.53824 10125726. 0.0 15 51 35.01025
263 10 10759 24.611 13 10121236. 0.02203 35.03233
262 3 10 7&2 24.61798 10 1< H42. C.0066O 35.03893
261 17 1 C 7 79 24.r>56d8 10 1J35 79. 0.03 725 85.07619
260 20 1079^ 24. 70262 10 133 7 79. 0.04366 35. 11984
2 59 7 103>>o 24.71364 10140592. C. 01522 85.13516
258 9 10315 24. 13S23 10142914. G .01949 35.15456
257 Q iC'8 24 24.7S981 10 1*52 2 7. CO 1542 35.17397
2 56 9 1C833 24.73040 10147521. O.O IV 34 35. 19331
255 15 ICo-«j 24.dl471 10191336. 0.03211 35.22543
2 54 S 10.153 24.3^614 10152626. 0.31C66 35.23613
253 s lCdiJ 24. 3 37 59 1019 J Ol. 1.01062 35.24670
252 U 108 69 24. i62 75 10L5C66 3. '.0 2 32 7 95.2o09Q
251 11 ir ido 24..I8791 1.319 <424. 0. 12318 as. 29317
251 2C6 110 :;> 25. '5H3 132 i: J24. C .4323 7 35. 72552
249 5 1 10 J 1 25.370*7 102 12169. 0.C1C45 95. 73593
24* 11 in";: 2^.3 JS74 102 1, 1,7. 0.02 i vo d5. 75883
247 2 111 14 25.4001 I ic2 I'jin. 0.00415 35.76303
246 I 111 )'> 25.-.1413 102 15t£3. 0.004 13 35. 7671
7
245 14 11120 25.4J6 90 102 li 3 13. o.iveao 35.79596
244 7 llizi 21.45293 102 i ici 1. 0.01434 8=-. 81030
243 7 11134 25.*o393 C.U 1426 35.32458
'42 7 t 1141 2 5. -.t-.94 102 34', 16. 0.01422 85.d388l35. 3S79 7*4» 7 1 1 1 Li • s. iiif";<i \c- ;(• 119. 0.0341/1
83

?<,o *d 11196 25.61076 10227623. 6.096 72 85^9*968
239 13 112C9 25.e*C*S 102*0)33. 0.02608 85.97577
ffl 1 IHH \\:%%m mm-. 3:^,21 B--JIHI
2 3<s 11 11223 23.16396 1C2<5225. C.Ci 179 86.01350
235 9 LX2J7 25. 71*5* 102* 73.0. 0.11776 86.3-127
23* 1? U249 25. 751 i5 io?5:i«a. 0.02357 86.05*8*
233 7 U256 25.7*f,00 10251779. O.C 1 '69 86.06853
232 12 11268 25.775*5 1025*563. 0.02337 86.09190
231 8 11276 25. 79376 102*6*1 1. 0.01551 36. 1C7*1
230 20 11296 25.d3951 10261C11. 0.02nfc2 86. 1*603
229 7 U3j3 25.65551 1036261*. .013*6 36. 159*8
228 15 iOU 2";. <3 io S3 10266C 3*. C.C2671 86. Id820
227 9 11327 25. i!0<>2 10263C77. 0.01715 86.20535
226 10 11327 25.93:>25 10273237. 0.C1597 86.22*33
225 *7 1130* 26. -1*1 80 1026C912. O.Cc873 oo. 31311
224 2 U3o6 26.1*538 10281 3i0. 0.00376 66.31688
223 6 11392 26.0501 1 10 2 t 2 69 8. 0. 01123 96.32811
222 8 ll*oo 26.07741 Iu2e*-.7V. .0 1*9 1 d6.3*302
221 7 U*C7 26.093*1 lC26o:21. C.012^9 36.35600
220 59 :i*cs 26.226C9 102 « 8 7 31. 0. IC713 96.*6313
219 12 11*77 2o.2335* 103CH09. 0.02206 86.*8520
218 7 11*8* 26. 26956 132C29 35. C. 01261 86.*9300
217 12 11*96 26.29701 113C5539. 0.021e6 86.51587
216 15 11511 26.33131 103C8 7 79. CO 2 720 36.5*707
215 8 11514 2t.3*"o2 103 1C.99. 0.C1*** 36.56151
21* 8 11527 26.36792 10311211. 0.0 1*27 36. 57588
213 3 11530 24.37*79 10312350. 0.00536 86.58125
212 6 115 36 26.3<: 8'?0 103 1*122. 0.2iC68 86.59192
211 . 2 11530 26.39308 103 1*5**. 0.0035* 86.595*7
210 *0 11573 2 6 . 4 8* 5 7 103i29**. C.C7052 96.66599
209 8 115rto 26.5023 8 10 2 it
1
16. 0.C1-C* 86.68002
2C8 6 11592 26. 516&0 1022586*. C.0!C*« 36.69051
207 7 11594 26.53262 103 2 72 13. O.C1217 86.70267
2C6 * 11603 26.5*176 10323137. 0.0C692 36.7C959
205 19 11622 26.5852* 10332J32. 0.02270 86.7*229











201 9 U672 26.69960 10J<< lo8. O.C1519 36.32738
200 237* l*A*i> 32.13011 10316963. ?.9b6l7 90.81355
1-99 12 1*05^ 22. 15*56 103 19356. 0.C2CC5 90.83360
198 17 1*075 3 3.196** 1J522 722. 0.02826 90.86136
157 25 1*100 22.25^63 138i76.7. 0.0*135 90.90321
196 1* 1*11* 22.23566 1C83C 3 91. 0.0230* 50.9262 5
195 26 1*1*0 32.3*51* I0935i6l. 0.1*257 90.96881
19* 1* 1*1?* 32.37717 1C'3 :c 1 77. O.C2280 90.99161
193 11 1*163 32.*0233 108*:3CO. O.C1762 91. JC9*5
192 27 1*192 32. *6*08 103*j*3-». 0.3*352 91.05296
191 * l*l«6 32.*732* lre'ti.a. 0.006*1 91.05937
190 38 1*2 3* 32.56H7 ice ;j4*a. 0.-)60e2 91. 12000
139 17 1*251 22.599^* 103:6631. 3.02697 91. 1*696
188
lo
i*?o-» 32. 62378 10959125. C. 02052 91. 167*8
187 1*27* 32.65166 10t-*:995. 0.01570 91.18218
186 15 1*219 32.66597 10*63 735. O.C22*2 91.2C660
185 26 1*315 32.7*5*5 1066: 5 55. C.O*C28 91.2*699
13* 29 1*3** 32.81178 1C373931. .C**eO 91.29178
133 11 1*355 32.3''69-i IC9759**. 0.01650 91.30369
182 10 1*363 3 2.85982 1087776*. 0.01528 91.32396
191 1* 1*379 32. 991 35 ioeec?c a. 0.02127 91.3*525
180
179
53 1**32 23.C13C8 106£Sa33. CO IK 5 91.*253*
17 1**<,9 33. ->51V7 10-J92331. 0.02555 91.*5088
178 5 l-*5* 33.063*2 [09*2771. 0.CC7*7 91.*5836
177 17 1**71 33.10229 1C854731. 0.02526 91. ,8361
176
i$
L^-^-cti 33.12517 1V3S35V). 0.01*78 9l.*9833
175 1*53* 33.2*6*1 109C/615. 0.0787 91. 57626
17* 11 1*5*5 33.27158 109ii 129. 0.016C7 91.59233
173 h l*5 5tl 33.3013C 10 9 119 7d. 0.01o68 91.61121
172 8 l*56o 33.21961 1C9 12 35*. . 1 1 b 5 91.62276
171 12 1-576 33.3*7^6 109 1-Zi J6. 0.0 1 723 91.C3998
170 37 l*ol5 33. iM 7) lC9i '.Mb. 0.05281 91.o9279
169 13 l~o3J 3 3.-72 3 7 10 9 2* 7 !,l. 0.0255* 91.7193*
169 12 l*o-»9 33.50132 10926 75>*. .0 1693 91.73526
167 15 l*6o0 3 3. 5 3*o* 109i (239. C..C2.1C} 91. 75629
106 1* 1-6 7* 3 3. r^-'j.s5 10 921; 33. n.o r)5i 91. 77580
91.81*59lfc5 2d 1.702 :2.fc3:>7l 109:6* J3
.
0.0 1«7 9
lo* 16 1*718 33.o67 >
1
109 U 5 2 7. C.02203 91.63662
163
?
1<-7.>1 33.6WO* 10 liC ) .o. 0.0 1779 ^1.85**2
162 l*7*o 33. (3^'0 1C 9< J /CO. C.C2312 91.07753
161 2* 1*7 72 3 3.791 9 3 10 1*756*. 0.032^.* 91.-yC9S7
161 50 L*S22 33.9"«>21 1095? 5-jt. C .06 716 91.9 7713
159 10 1**32 33.*-- >H'19 1095 711*. r. . 1 (35 91.900*8
158 I* l-6-u J3.96U0 109-5 9 jr 6. 0.0 1 J*
7
92. C0905
157 3 l*c >5 2"'. c '!0 70 105c: 7 79. 0.01 lo6 92.02092
15o 1° 1*87* 3*. 02*15 1096 i 7* 3. O.CtWii 92.0*581
l -t J 1 /. M 7 '. \t..1 ,«7l 10 > f- a is * . r\ .ip ;„r> 97 . /lut.1
84

[si 7 liaii 34liA474 liiliiil'. n.cr9C5 92.057*5
153 16 1-.J99 34.3U134 10567575. 0.02C55 92.07900
l» Z* 12313 14: IMS \mm: 8:8i9H Ikttffi
150 139 15064 3*. 45-^7" I 199227 I. 0.17505 92.26615
149 15 150 79 34.-.13T5 i 05545 )o. 0.01676 92.30492
148 18 1-50 )7 34.5342 7 1 04 < n n. 0.0^237 92.32 72 7
1*7 17 15 114 3 4.57315 1 05 <5?69. 0.0 209 8 92.34825
1*6 19 15133 34.61662 1 ICC2542. C.G2229 92.37155
145 16 15 14* 34. V, 5321 1 10C«b*)3. C .0 1948 92.39102
144 66 15215 34.;3*18 1 1014 I >7. C.G7579 92.47031
143 7 152 22 34. .12021 1 1115363. C.C0f4C s2. 47922
142 14 \?>Zit> 3*. 85223 I 1 U7333. 0.01669 12.49591
141 11 15247 3*.:7740 ] 1C ld c.C7. 0.013C2 92.5C393
140 73 15320 35.0,437 1 1025 12 7. O.Ce560 52.59473
139 14 15?3* 2 5.: 76* 3 1 1231073. 0.C163* 92.61107
138 14 153*3 25. in 84 2 1 IC23C05. 0.0i622 92.62729
137 20 1536b 35.15417 1 1035745. O.C2200 92.65028
136 14 15332 35.18620 1 10376*9. 0.01596 92.66628
135 47 15*2» 35.2'>372 1 ID' 39 **. 0.05227 92. 71954
134 26 15455 35.35320 I 1347473. 0.02925 92.74879
133 11 15*66 25.37R36 1 10<d5*l. G.C1Z28 92.76103
132
131
42 15504 J5. 47443 1 135*435. 0.C4654 92.30762
20 15 5 2-1 55.52017 L 1 2 5 7 1 5 . 0.02200 92.32962
130 62 l55-,0 25.66210 1 1065 165. C.C6767 92.39729
lis
9 H 15<»Cl J5.t8716 1 1166584. 0.01191 92.9091915o22 25. (5307 1 13 i : 55 2. 0.02331 92.94250
ill
21 156 53 35.80611 ] 1073i 19. C.C2229 52.56490
17 15 3 70 35.8*500 1 10 75 361. C.01793 92.93268
125 82 15752 26.02253 ] 1C * 5 6 1 1. 0.C66C5 93.06394
124 17 15769 36.071*6 1 ion 719. 0.C177C 93.08664
123 17 15765 26.11025 1 1CE5313. 0.C1755 93.10419
122 21 15317 26.15839 1 1352372. C.C2151 93.12570
121 18 15325 36.19955 1 1094550. 0.01329 93. 14398
120 257 Io0o2 36.7f; 7*5 1 1125 290. 0.25692 93.40291
119 14 lo096 36.dl<?*7 1 1127336. 0.01295 93.41689
118 27 16123 3b.o812J 1 112 1242. 0.02675 92.4*363
117 21 1614* 25.--292R 1 11:2 699. C.02C63 93.*6*26
116 34 16173 37.00705 1 1 12*64 3. C.03211 53.*5738
115 20 lol53 27.05230 1 1123543. 0.C1921 93.51669
114 12 1621) 37.CS025 1 11*3211. 0.01149 53.52817
113 22 16232 37.13^57 I ll<2797. 0.02C67 53.5*904
112 13 16245 37.16031 1 ll<4253. 0.01222 93.56126
HI 12 16257 37.1,1776 1 1145 585. 3.01 118 93.57245
110 1C6 16J63 37.*J024 1 1157245. 0. r,57a9 93.67033
109 14 16377 2 7. -.o2 2 5 1 11*6771. C.C12P1 53.68315
108 42 16419 37.553 13 I 11622:7. 0.0 26C3 53.72124
1C7 21 16*40 1.7.606 3 7 1 1165554. .Glbd6 92. 74010
106 29 16*09 37.67270 I 1162 628. C. 02*61 93. 76590
105 46 16515 j7.777-*2 I 1173458. 0.^4055 53.3064o
104 30 Lfc545 27.E*o56 1 1116578. 0.02619 93.83266
103 30 io573 3 7.^1518 1 1 115653. 0.02544 53.85560
102 23 1659s 37.<36779 1 113201*. 0.01970 93.37820
101 23 16621 3 6.020*0 1 1164137. 0.C1950 93.39780
100 547 1710b 39.271o7 I 122*137. 0.45923 94. 35703
99 24 17202 25. 345*4 1 1242402. 0.0?b26 V4. 33528
9ft 33 17235 35.42*^2 1 1245 6 37. C.C2715 54.41243
<97 29 172 c* 39.*9126 1 1243450. 1.P2262 94.43605
96 141 17405 35.{!12U0 1 1261515. 0.1136* 94.54971
95 48 17*53 3 c .'-23oO 1 1 2 •. i : 'o . 0.C3U28 94. 5*753
94 24 17477 35. '"78 50 1 126E3J2. 0.0189* 94.60692
93 24 17501 40. 1.33*0 1 12 11134. c.rif 7* 14.&2566
52 30 17531 40. 102 2 1 1273754. 0.C2217 94.o4tt82
91 35 L 7503 4C.1P2C3 1 12 i 6i 79. C .0267* 9*.o7557
90 141 17707 40.5C*o2 I 12J5639. 0. ICl5* 94. 76210
89 44 17751 4".6r527 1 1253535 . 0.0 2 28 8 94.S1499
88 44 I 77-o 40.70392 I 1257457. 0.03251 94.84749
87 31 1 7d2a 40.77od4 1 13C0154. 0.02264 54.67013
86 41 17io7 *C.870o2 1 12:3530. O.029O0 5*. 39973
35 124 17991 «.l. 15*27 1 1? 142 20. C.CF349 <5*. 98822
84 32 1 80 1i 4 1. 34 It* 4 1 1 J i J 103. 0.05783 95.0*605
83 45 1 ii 1 13 41.4*473 1 12 24 3*3. 0.03 136 95.077*1
32 49 10167 <l.SSr,}7 I 12 2P8 41. r.. 03373 9S. 11115
81 40 \cZZ7 4 1.i.*fl36 1 122211H. 0.02720 95. 1383*
30 240 Lo447 42.19727 1 nuui. . 1 b 1 1
9
55.29953
7Q 42 l £ '<<*; 4 2.2*3144 1 1 i '. 4 6 I 9 . 0.02766 55.32739
73 57 1 £54o «2. .23H3 1 1351365. 0.0?. 73 3 ''5.36*72
77 57 1 J.?0 i 42.154 2 1 1 126 345 4. C. 03665 95. ..0157
76 54 1 1*6 1 1 42.o777j I 13 6 7 5 53. u. 03446 55. -.3602
75 244 1 3901 4^.215 (9 I 13656 53. 0.1536* 95.53966
74 *0 l69<ti 43.32739 I 13S(iril8. C. 02*85 55.61*50
73 39 lo5<30 43.-. lot i I 1 39U< 5. n.0 2 390 55.63841
72 16» 1<U*3 43.794*6 1 1 '. C 1 4 ) I . u .uS853 95. 73694
71 39 T'l iZ 4J..l73oJ 1 142i! 70. 0.02325 55. 76013
70 7% IS260 44.05710 I 14 Us 30. n.045«* 53.30603
'." ( u 1 > V4 44. ISM« I ) 4 1 4* 66. n.<V"^49 q^.^\it|
85

68 79 iviai *4^ J3fl*6 [l4'Ifij"}8l C*.045l6 95.6 766?.
67 25 1943d 44.39565 L14J1 713. 0.01*06 95.69067
66 52 19-.6J 44.51*M U4i5 145. 0.02*81 95.91949
65 99 19S59 4*. 7*106 14 21 S 30. 0.05-02 95.97351
64 47 1 9^>r s 44. 6*8') 7 .1434586. 0.02525 95.99876
43 67 19*73 45.01183 142L K9. 0.0 35*4 96. 73421
62 53 1972-> 45. 12306 L1442Q95. 0.02/59 96.06180
61 54 19 760 45.24-.6C LIW52 39. 0.C2765 96.0d943
60 42 19*22 45.3*2/ 7 1 1*47909. o.OJ 116 96. 11060
59 48 15873 4?.*5>47 .1450741. O.C2378 96.13438
58 55 19925 •.5.5782P LI '«5J 93 1. O.C2678 96. Iill6
57 51 199 7o 45.69*95 1456338. 0.02441 Jo. 18556
56 75 20051 45. 86650 ,14610 H. C.O0526 96.22083
55 161 2 0212 46.23*79 .1465693. 0.07*34 96.29517
5* 127 23339 46.52533 ' 1416 751. 0.05758 96.35274
53 55 20394 46.651 11 U-t7«tt6. 0.C2-47 96. 37721
52 47 2C4*1 *6. 75662 1482110. 0.0 2O52 96.39774
51 37 23473 46.?*326 .146299 7. 0.^1564 96.41357
50 890 2l3od *8.H79 1*
.J5H497. 0.37360 96.78717
49 96 2146* *9.09o72 L15:32H. 0.0 ''9*9 96.82668
48 408 218 72 5C. 03203 LI 55 2 76 5. C. 16 442 96.99109
47 79 21951 50.21274 15«6498. o.02117 97.02226
46 11 21962 5C. 23790 1 1557004. 0.00-25 97.02650
45 165 2212? 5T.6153* . 1 5 £4* 29. C. 06234 97.Csd84
44 141 222od 50.937.3ti 1 15/J6J3. 0.05209 97. 1*093
43 91 , 22359 51. 14604 L15745*6. 0.C3285 97.17378
42 129 22*dd 5l.**U2 .1579 964. 0.T454S 97.21927
41 84 22572 51.63327 15=3408. 0.u2bSl 97.2*818
40 147 22719 51.96953 1569165. 0.0<iS37 97.29755
39 23 ^27*2 52. n 221* 15<;:h5. 0.00753 97.30508
38 141 22883 52. 3**66 .1595 5*3. 0.0**9d 97.35007
37 68 2 29 51 52.5C02j L15<6C59. C.Ciil2 97. 37119
36 34* 23295 53.28712 .16 1 J «4 3. 0.10297 97.-7516
35 590 lliii 54.63675 L1621C93. C. 17337 97.64851
34 121 24006 5*.9135* ,X6*5237. C.C->454 97.C8306
33 140 24 146 5 C . 22378 1639627. 0.0?679 97. 72185
32 ISO 2432* 55.6-55* Ll64f 537. C. 0*636 97. 77020
31 30 2435? 55.71*16 16465 17. 0.0C7bl 97. 77802
30 253 24609 56.292d9 J 165-. 1C7. 0.06772 97.84174
29 1*4 24753 56.62230 .It 5b233. 0.C35C6 97.67679
28 214 2-967 57.11162 ! U64275. 0.n?C21 97.92709
11
156 25123 57.*6-i66 Ll£<6467. 0.f3«36 97.962*6
200 2532J 57.9 26 16 1 1673667. 0.0-366 58. 3C612
25 2 100 27-23 62.72990 ] 1 726137. 0.*-076 98.4*683
24 <43 28366 6*. -!b70l .1746 619. C.19CC1 98.63689
23 222 265dd 65.3°*82 1 1753925. 0.0*267 98.67975
22 241 28829 (5.Woll 1759227. 0.0**51 96.72426
21 61 2*«9i *6.n*5o5 176)508. O.01C 75 96.73502
20 2120 31610 72.307o3 id 14918. 0.-5671 99.19173
19 255 2lde5 72.29095 .13 19 15 3. c.<:*ce,3 99.23241
Id 465 3 23 30 7 3.15*6 2 13i 3 1 23. C.C7C27 99. 30267
17 2C7 32637 7*.o56a9 1 i<n.- 242. 0.0-382 99.3*650
16 595 33232 76.017O*. 1^42362. 0.C7S92 99.426*2
15 646 340 7d 77.95316 I H55552. 0.1O54 99.53296
14 159 7*237 78."*! 6 16 ] 1857778. 0.01H69 99.55165
13 131 34368 78.61653 135 y*e i. C.Cl-20 99.36595
if
55 34*2J 78.7-23* I 1*6114 I. O.OC554 99.57149
58* 3 50 J 7 HO. 732 5 1S<6 565. C.r^393 99.62541
10 1C33 360*1 82.4*122 1 IS 16695. C.C6673 99. 71214
9 76 iollo 82.ol3<">7 1 1* 7 7 5 79. 0.00574 99.71788
8 2 166 38282 Q7.56<;7P i 13«h9C7. 0.1*5*8 99.86336
7 160 33**2 17.93S78 ffl 9o 127. 0.0f940 99.67277
6 60« 39051 69.32936 1 lH«S6di. 0.03068 99.90344
5 481 395 32 9f, . 42^1- 19C2C36. 0.O2C19 99.92363
4 IC31 *C5oJ 92.7d7SS ; 19062 10. 0.0 3*62 99. ,5825
3 303 *08oo 93.*e065 ] 19C7119. C.CC763 99.96588
2 1216 *2->d2 96.2^225 ] 19C9551. 0.C2C42 99. 98631
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NSC SAN DIEGO LOCAL CUSTOMER LISTING
N0212 9 JSS THC MAS TON LSD 2 3
N03131 JS5 POINT DEFIANCE LSD 31
NO 3 13 3 JSS AL-1^1 LSD 33
N03135 JSS 40NTICELLO LSD 35
N03J43 JSS SOUTHERLAND JD y +3
NC3P34 USS 1CKEAN DD 734
N 046 13 USS DIXIt AD L4
N 0462 JSS PRAIRIE \D 15
NC464:) USS SAMUEL GOMPERS AD 37
N046S7 JSS TURNER JGY DD 951
\04673 JSS MENR/ 3 W.ILSON JDG 7
N04674 JSS LYNDE M C CGR.MTCK DDC 3
N046 7 3 JSS ROB I SON 30G 12
NQ46J1 JSS 3E-IKEL C Y DOG 15
N04691 JSS rfAGOELL DOG 24
NC4962 USNS TALJG-i T AO 62
NQ4693 JSS RAMSEY -FFG 2
N05S45 JSS DURHAM LKA 114
N058*6 JSS MOBILE LKA 115
N0534 J JSS ST LIUIS LKA 1 16
NC7110 JSS iUAPAW ATF 1 10
NO 7 171 USS VANCOUVER LP D 2
NC7176 JSS OGOEN LPO 5
\C7131 JSS CLEVELAND LPD 7
NC7132 JSS DUJOUE LPD 3
NC713 3 JSS JEr.^cR L^D ^>
NO 7 13 4 JSS JUNEMJ LPn 10




NO 72 32 JSS NE'vi ORLEANS LPH 11
N0 C 844 SHI^S VT ACFT JSS NEW ORLEANS LP'4 1
N07203 JSS ANCHJRAGE LSD 3ft
NG7351 JSS OKINAWA LPH 3
NC9800 SHIPS VT AIRCRAFT
NO 796 7 JSS ENHANCE 'ISO 43 7
NC7994 JSS PLUCK MSO 464
NO 3 00 6 JSS AJAX AR 6
NC6810 USS JASCN AR 3
N 1774 1 YR 3 5
N2C01-+ JSS MOUNT VERNON LSD 39
N2C015 USS FORT FISHER LS3 +0
\ 2002 1 JSS FRESNO L3T 1 13 2
N 2002
2
JSS PEURIA LST 118 3
N 2002
3
JSS FREDERICK LST 1134
N20024 JSS SCHENECTADY LST 1135
N2C02 6 JSS TUSCALOOSA LST 1L37
97

\2CC12 3 J 3 3 SAi i iEf- MAR 01 NO LSI 113 9
N2 0GJ0 J53 RACINE LST L19 1
N2CC54 JSS :OQK FF 10 33
N20066 JSS 3ARBEY f= 1V38
\20221 US 5 3AR3 JUR COUNTY LST LL9 5
N2C22 4 JSS JR 1 STOL COUNTY LST 119 3
N2C575 J 3 3 KINKAIC OD 365
N20586 U 3 3 H E ,v I T T D 9 o 6
N 2 C 5 8 7 JSS ELLIOTT )D 167
N205<H JSS ja;i'j r ray do ^n
N 2 C 59 8 OSS 3L0END0RF ') 972
N2C599 JSS JOHN YOUNG OD ^73
N20601 US 3 38 R I E.N 00 ^7 5
M2C602 j5 5 1ERRILL 00 9 76
N20616 JSS LEFT JICH DO ^8<V
\2C6l 7 US3 GUSHING DO 9 35
N2C83 3 JSS HAkR/ h HILL DO 986
IM2083 7 JSS INGERSOLL 3 9Q0
N2C838 US3 PIEE OD 99 1
N2C839 JSS Ft ETCHER OD 90 2
N2104 7 US 3 ACACIA AD 42
N 5 2 L 9 6 JSS OESATUR DOG 31
N52637 USS LE \HY CG 16
\52692 uss GRIOLEY CG 21
N526 9 3 USS rIALSEY CO 23
N52735 uss HQ.-riE CG 30
N 52 70
7
JSS dl LLI AM L STANOLEY CG 3
N52708 JSS FOX CG 33
N5^045 JSS AL3E<T DAVID FF 105)
N54046 uss DC ALL AH AN *= F 1 OS 1
N54048 JSS ROARK FF 105 3
N 5404
9
uss GRAY FF 1054
N5405C J J J HEP3JRN FF 1 055
\ 5 40 5
3
U J s 1EYERKCR0 FF 1053
\54055 uss LANG FF 10 60
N5405
3
uss REASONER FF 1063
N5406G uss STEM F F 1065
\54Col JSS MARVIN SHIELDS FF 1366
N54064 JSS BAG LEY FF 10 69
N54065 U 3 S OOWNES FF 13 70
N54071 uss FANNING FF 1076
CENTRAL:
ZONE 5
32N0 STREET COMPLEX NAVAL ST U ION
NCC24 2 IAVAL ^ASE SAN DIEGO
N0C245 NAVAL ST;TID M SAN 1 EOF
N0025A FLEET C0 18AT SYSTEMS TRAINING CENTER
NOC<5^3 FLEET ANTI SUBMARINE wA^FARe TRAINING CENTER




























































































N I C A




























TAL ASSISTING AND TECHNOLOGY
ERVICE DETACHMENT
I T S
JO 1AND PACIFIC ^LEET
P SAN DIEGO
NO CENTER °ACIFIC






AL CLIN IC SAN DIEGO
CTT7ITY


















N 5 5 34 7




























































































































































































































INS CENTER S A.I D IEGO
COMMAND SAN DIEGO
COMMAND SAN DIEGC
E TRAINING FACIL ITY
MANAGEMENT CENTER
RE iD r NESS COMMAND
G DISTRICT SAN DIEGO
































































































































NVEST I GAT I ON





AND TRAINING SUPPORT CENTER ^ACI C IC
EARCH CENTER
ECTIGN SYSTEMS SUPPORT ACTIVITY
T CENTER
















































































































































































ARNING SQD VAW S3
























N 3 8 16
N38167
N38173











BAY CI TY MARINE
AMETEK
INGFRSULL-RAID















TEST RANGE EL CENTRO
101







































































































































































































































































































































PAG I F IC
LAN)
HSL 31




























SQQ LTHSL 3 5
T SQO HC 1













N 3 9 03 7 SURFACE WARFARE OFFICERS SCHOOL
N'4203 9 NAVAL UNDERSEA WARFARE ENGINEERING STATION DET
N 5 12 12 3EACHMASTER JNIT 1
N53257 ass^jlt spaft unit one
;\53*24 CCPMANDER VJAVAL SURFACE FORCES PACIFIC
N 55104 AMPHIBIOUS CONSTRUCTION BATTALION 1
N55446 SPECIAL 3CAT SQUADRON 1
N55721 FlEET C0-1PGSITE OPERATIONAL READINESSGRQUP 1
N 57066 NAVAL BEACH AMPHIBIOUS ~<EF?ESHEP TRAINING GROUP
N62021 COMMANDING ^FFICE- AMPHIBIOUS BASE CORJNADO
N62018 COMMANDING OFFICER AMPHIBIOUS SCHOOL
N67271 LANDING PC^^E TRAINING COMMAND PACIFIC
ZCNE B JTHERS
N33C3 9 GENERAL SERVICE AGENCY
N 3 3 15 5 RAM ENTERPRISE
\ 3 8 1 6
1
ATKINSON *AP INE CORP
N3fil 70 3 AY AktA CONTROLS INC
N 3 8 1 7 6 PRECISION wELOING & STRESS
\33173 A \ND E INDUSTRIES INC
M5710C SPECIAL iARFARE GROUP 1
N60631 NA^Y COMMISSARY STORE RESIGN SAN DIEGO




N 9 6 8 3 3 ARCNEL CORPORATION










NWAL SU^LX CENTER SAN DIEGO
MILITARY SEAL I FT COMMAND
FLEET ACCOUNTING AND DISBURSING INTER PACIFI
























































































































































































R SCJO H 4A L69
< S ^3 H -!A 369
\ 3 3 9















































































































































































































































































































































ICAL CENTEP LCMG BEACH
R JETACHMEMT LCMG BEACH
VITY L~<S ANGELES LONG BEACH
NI68508 CCNSOLICUEO CIVILIAN PERSONNEL
N85460 NAVAL RESERVE '10 BILE INSHORE




LOCAL CUSTOMER REQUISITION FREQUENCIES
PER NUMBER OF ITEMS
THE FOLLOWING TABLE SHQhS THE NLM8ER CF N.SNS REUL 1 S( 1 JC Nt J ANC THE M>eE* CF
HITS ?EK NSN FOB N.S.C. SAN CIECC CURINu THE PER lei 21 ^ JVEM8ERl57<; Thku 30 SEPTEMBER 19
•••• ThIS LISTING FOR LOCAL CLSICMER REQUISITIONS COL* •*••





IS THE NUM3EK OF HITS t RE.Ll SI TICN SI CN A NSN
IS THE NUMbcR CF NSNS . II H THESE HITS
IS THE CUMULATIVE MJ^ecfr CF NSN* ITCTAL CF CCL i
column 4 is the Cumulative t uf nsn icql 3+£ccl jj
COLUMN 5 IS ThE CUMULATIVE NUHteR CF rfECNS
COLUMN 6 IS THE i uf TGIAL «c'..\ (HAT THl.» LINE ACCCUAlS F Jft

































































(31 (41 (!J <6i (71




2 3315. 0.V.E277 0.28347
3 0.00123 4911. C.CEU8 0.36535
* 0.00164 59s?. 0.07802 0.44337
5 C. 00205 6947. C.C72o2 0.51619
6 0.00246 7812. C.C7C22 0. 58640
7 0.CO286 E77Q. 0.06524 0.65164
8 0.00327 9<01. 0.C6175 0.71339
9 0.00368 104* 1. 0.06C53 0. 77432
10 C.C04C9 11225. 0.05574 0.83406
li C.0O45O 11951. C.U5736 a.dsi42
u
C. 00491 127 56 . 0.05640 0.94781
C.C0532 1342 1. C.C53E7 1.00168








17 0.00696 16237. 0.05030 1.20646
18 C.CC737 16913. 0.05023 1.25669
19 0.C0777 17 5fe e
.
0.C5CC1 1.30670
23 0.00818 1*125 3. .04992 1.35663
21 G.C085S 18914. C.C4E74 1.<.0537
22 o.oo-voo 19549. 0.04718 1.H5256
Z3 o. .c ;<»i 2C 133. u.04711 1.49967
24 0.C0982 ;c«96. C.C4555 1.54521
25 C. 01023 <14)5. 0.04525 1.59046
26 0.01 J64 2231.}. 0.04495 1.63542
27 0.01105 .2611. C. 04466 1.63007
28 0.01146 23 20 9 . .04443 1.72451
1.7668729 0.01187 23806. C.C4436
30 0.01228 24 385 . C.C42C2 1.31189
31 0.01268 24934. 0.04079 1.35268
32 0.01309 23476. C.C4C27 1.85295
J3 0.013SO (OOIj. 0.04C12 1.93308
34 C. 01391 2c555. 0.04005 1.97313
35 0.01^32 27039. O.C3<68 2. J1260
36 0.01473 2762 1. 0.C3953 2.05233




0.0?7S7 2\l68B40.01596 2l 1 i9.
40 0.01637 256 90. C.C3723 2.20607
42 C. 01719 10634. 0.07336 2.27S93
43 Q. 01759 31113. 0.03671 2.31663
44 0.01300 31663. C.03641 2.35304
45 0.013*1 321j7. 0.03633 2.38937
4o C.C1882 •2642. C.C3604 2.<.254l
4V 0.02005 34C 79. c .ice 77 2.52219
50 C. 02346 3455 2. 0.03515 2.56733
51 0.02087 35016. C.C3448 2.60131
52 C. 02128 35473. 0.03433 2.63614
53 C.C2U9 35S35. 0.03418 2.67032
54 .02210 263t>c. 0.C324H 2.7C375
55 0.02250 36833. 0.03284 2.73660
56 0.022<U 37 iii. C.C3254 2.76914
57 C. 02332 37 103. C .C3232 2.60146
53 C.023 12 •fcl J6. O.C3217 2.d3364
5* C. 02414 365 S £ . C.C321C 2. 86573
60 0.02455 389-9 i. .03202 2.oS776
62 C. 02537 3<9ei 1. C. 06390 2.96160
64 0.02619 44,715. G.C6360 3.02526
t5 C.02t>o0 411.). 0.03158 3.05664
67 0.027-.1 <15e2. C.C6256 3.11941
68 0.02732 4 2 3S 9. 0.C3CS8 3. 15039




































































































































































































































































-cC i i .
44, 4 6 9 ,
4* 6c6.
<?256.






























































"i 7 e 2 3 .
".76:3 J.
ioili.
i 6 4 i << .
)5<13.
i 9 J 3 -. .
405 17.











































































































































































































































































C. 14116 1 14;. 1.
0.142 39 1 14155,
C. 14230 114932,












0. 16694 1249 72.
0.16960 J.ol 1 ;.
0.17349 127571,
0.174?! Itowi .,



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ice i i 2.
lilllO.























2 i; i ij.
211646.
2 1J / a a .
2 15eid.
2 17 > J 3.
21o831.
2 2 c ; t 4 .
224c 25








L < i. )'. I .
























































































































































































68 44 pit 0.01*03
C.6302G67 38 <029
66 44 2073 C. 84820
65 48 2121 C. 86784
64 44 2165 0.68585
63 57 Z22<: C. 90917




59 79 2451 1.01923
58 72 2563 1.04369
57 ea 2631 1.C7652
56 89 2720 1.11292
55 75 2795 1.14J62
5* 76 2371 1.17472
53 92 2963 1.21236
52 79 3042 1.24469
51 108 3150 1.28088
50 114 3264 1.33552
49 120 3334 1.36462
48 133 3517 1.43904
47 124 3641 1.48978
46 116 3757 1.53724
45 137 3894 1.59330
44 127 4021 1.64526
43 135 4133 1.70050
42 155 4311 1.76392
41 161 44 72 1.62975
40 161 4633 1.89567
39 168 40C1 1.96*41
38 179 4960 2.03765
37 ;os 5165 2 . 12 1 5 3
36 222 54C7 2.21237
35 213 5620 2.29952




31 300 6712 2.74o33
30 •17 7029 2.67603
29 35* 7383 3.02068
28 353 . 7736 3.16532
27 423 8159 3.33839




23 £57 1C2C6 4.17596
22 (42 1C843 4.43864
21 678 11526 4.71606
20 137 12263 5.01761
19
€3* 13097 5.35886
18 <24 14021 5.73©93
17 1C01 15022 6.1*651
16 I 192 16214 t. 63423
15 1347 17561 7.1353b
14 l«97 1505d 7.7575C
13 1616 2Cd7* 3. 5*o-95
12 2C58 22932 5.36302
11 2 560 25*52 10.43U48
10 2 66* 26356 11.00234
9 3427 31783 12.00455
8 4*53 3623o 14.32657
7 5458 4173* 17.C7617
6 7C67 46801 15.56774
5 9(50 58431 23.91621
4 13(23 72274 25.57213
3 22C30 94304- 26.566t 7
2 43C30 137334 56.19254



























4 i 1 46 7 .
42d239.















































































































































































LOCAL CUSTOMER QUANTITIES AND REQUISITIONS
THE FCLLCWlNC TABLE ShC,S UNI T C0ANT1TI£S R ECL IS I T I C >{ Q A.4Q THE FRECLENCV OF
QCCURAfxCE OF THAT ouanIIIY FUR N.S.C. iAN SIEuC Cblhi fhE PERIGC 21 NuVEMdER 19 79 THRU 30 SEPTEMBER 198C
•••• fcr lcc*l Customer reclisiiicns cnly •*•»
COLUMN hEAOINGS MEAN ThE FOLLOWING:
COLUMN 1 IS THE UJAiinit CcMaNCIC CN A REQUISITION (CC^SIJERINC ALL IKITS OF ISSUE AS EQUALS!
COLUMN 2 IS lHE NUMoER CF RECLISIIICNS THAT CEfANCEC IhI» UJANTITr
COLUMN 3 IS t CUloLATiVt Su7'.rtA*» C F ThE .UMeE* OF ^.JillUNS RECEI\EO
COLUMN <, SHOkS CULUM * 3 AS A P6FCc7«T CF T h E T CT AL l\u.<e£S uF REQLISIT1CNS RECEIVED
COLUMN 5 SHUVS ThE NET .JANTIlT FCR THIS ><ECLISITiCN 6U-CJM
COLUMN 6 SrUfcS COLUMN 5 AS A PtCCtMAGE uF ThE ICUt SUA UI TIES CEMAMiEO
COLUMN 7 IS A CUMULATIVE juMmAIUI* Cr CCLUMf* a
(I) (21 (3)
RECN CNTY * RCNS nITH CUM RI.NS
IMS uty (Sum cCi.ii
(4) (St
CCL3 AS X NE 1 .1
i
UF TOT RtNS C0LUCCL3
(61 (7)
COLS AS I CUM i CF
OF TO GTY TCT QTY
5000 1171 1171 0.08702 5355CCC. 8.27644 8.27644
4990 1 1172 0.06709 5 3 5^". i 3. 0.0C705 8.28349
4985 1 1173 0.08717 see 4S75. C.CC7C5 8.29054
4983 1 1174 0.08724 58tSi 56. 0.00704 8.29758
49 79 1 1175 C.:S732 5 6 i4; 1 1. 0.0C7u4 8.30462
4972 2 1177 0.06746 56t46: 1. 0.C14C6 a. 31868
49 70 2 1179 C. 36761 53S4d2l. .0 1405 8.32273
4950 ? 1182 c;a734 55L ,J67l. C.C2C99 8.35372
4928 I 11 o3 0.06791 591459 ;. C.0C6S7 8.36069
4925 3 1136 C. 068 13 592S37.. 0.02039 8.38157
4919 1 1187 C.C3321 59I42ii. C.CC695 d. 38853
4916 2 1139 C.06d36 594412 5. 0.01290 8.40242
4914 1 1190 C. 08343 594S;3i. 0.00695 8.40937
4900 14 120* 0.08947 6C1/62S . O.C;£S7 8. 50634
4856 4 12Cd 0.08977 o027<:2 3. .0276d 0.53402
4883 1 1209 C.Cd934 6w4« in. C.CC6SC 8.54093
48 76 1 1210 0.48992 6346S3i. C.0C669 8.54782
48 72 1 1211 0.08999 6351854. 0.00669 8.55471
4865 1 1212 C.09007 605671 9. O.CCttfe 8.56158
4854 1 1213 0.09014 6061573. .00666 3. 56844
48 50 4 1217 C.C9044 SCcl'. 13. 0.02742 d. 59587
4848 3 1220 n.C<90o6 6C =551 i. C.C20S6 d. 61643
4840 2 1222 C.09)81 6105U 7. .0 lJ6d 8.63011
4823 1 12 23 C.CS038 oi 1^-i J. 0.0C662 8.o3693
4516 1 1224 0.09096 61 J4636. G.OCtdl d. 64374
48C9 2 122o 0.09111 612415 .. .OlioJ d.65733
4808 1 12 27 0.09118 611926 i. C.CC660 d. 66413
4804 1 122a 0.09125 6124U60. .00679 8.67092
4800 54 1282 C. 09527 6252266. 0.36640 9.03732
4792 2 128% 0.095-.2 64C26 5C. 0.01355 9.05086
4765 1 12d5 C. 09549 6407 6 3 5. 0.00676 9.05763
4776 1 123a 0.0S556 64 1241 1. 0.CC675 9.06438
4762 1 12d7 0.09504 64171 73. C.OC673 9.07111
4752 2 12 89 0.09579 Onto/ 7 . 0.013<i3 9.08454
4751 1 1290 0.09586 64- 1* 18. C.OC672 9.09126
4750 2 12 92 0.09601 64 4 ; S > 3 . .01343 9. 10469
4736 2 1294 0.09616 64 iJ4L *. 0.01339 9.11808
4733 1 1295 0.09623 6415123. C.CC669 9.12477
4729 1 12S6 0.096J1 6459662. .00668 9. 13145
4728 1 1297 C.CS638 64645i J. C.CC663 9. 13814
4725 1 129d .09O-.O 64492 15. C.CC668 9. 14482
4716 2 1300 0.09O60 ciitlW. 0.01333 9.15815
4711 1 1301 C.0SOO8 64634:3. 0.CC666 9. 16481
4701 1 1302 0.093/5 64cd li i
m
0.006t5 9.17145
4700 18 1320 C.CS3G9 65 i 2 75 i. 0.11959 9.29104
4687 1 1321 C.C9316 6 5 "< 74 -.a. 0.00663 9.29767
4680 1 1322 0.09d24 6532 12>. 0.00662 9.30428
46 75 1 1323 C. JSd31 454 66: i. C.CC661 9.31089
46 73 1 132<» 0.09d 39 6 5 9 i 4 ; , . C.0C661 9.31750
4656 1 1325 C.09B4O 65Se 1 JJ. C .0063d 9.32403
4655 I 132o 0.0S354 66CU65. 0.CC658 9. 33066
4650 4 Li 30 C.09od3 6c 19 3d i . 0.026^.9 9. J569S
4641 1 1321 C.CSdVl Itiiuili o .00630 9.36351
4636 1 1332 C .09398 uuu;. 0.UC655 9. 3/006
4626 1 liJJ C.JW06 66332t J. 0.0C654 9.37660
4621 2 1235 C.C9-J21 tit'c; ic. C.C12C6 9,3d9o7





0.09943 C6S62 71. 0.00631 9.^0923
4603 0. LOO 39 67 lei 7 1. 0.C6453 9.49376
4584 2 1333 C.1U )54 6/233 )i. 0.01296 9.5C672
45 73
l
l 1354 0. 10062 6/2S912. G.00o<t6 9.51319
4567 1355 0-10069 6 7 J--. 7 >. C.0C646 9. 31904
~ r • r i ^
111








4551 1 C. 10106 9.55U6
4550 1 1361 0.10114 676182 J* C.CC643 9.55829
4545 1 1362
1364
C. 10121 67«63t5. 0.OC642 9.56472
4539 2 0.10136 6775*4 3. 0.01263 9.57755
45 36 2 1366 C. 10151 67e45l3. 0.C.12O2 9.59037
4531 1 136/ 0.10158 6749046. 0.CC64O 9. 59673
4525 1 1368 0.10166 67935/1. .0C640 9.60317
9.609564518 1 136* C. 101 73 bl'.o. Ji. 0.03639
4505
i
13 70 0. 10181 68C25 i<t. C.0C627 9.61593
4503 i_m 0.10146 68C7C) /. 0.00627 9.62229
4501 i 1372 C. 10195 6c J 159 i. 0.CC636 9.62866
4500 42 1414 0.10508 70CO55 i. 0.26716 9. d5562
449a 1 1415 0.10515 70C5:<>3. 0.00636 9.90218
4495 1 14 16 0. 10522 7CC55 )1. C.CC635 9.90853
4490
i
1417 0.10530 7014C31. O.OC635 9.91468
9.*212Q4*73 1413 C. 10537 70U55 t. 0.O0622
4464 3 1421 0.105o0 7C219-.6. C.C1853 9.54013
4453 1 1422 C. 10567 7J2o35 ). 0.DC629 9.54643
4450 1 1423 0.1C574 7:40645.
7J*5*)2. 0.OC629 9.952729.559004443 1 1424 0.10532 0.CC628
4440 3 1427 C. 10604 70 5 6612
.
0.0id63 9.97783
4438 1 1423 C. 10612 70(3053. C.CC627 9.58410
4428 1 1*29 0.10ol9 7Ct/4/d. .006*6 9.)9036
4427 1 1430 C. 10626 70/1 i 5 . 0.00626 9.)9662
10.0C2874426 1 14 21 C. 10634 70<6JJ 1. 0.OC626
4401 2 1433 0.10o*9 7085U3. 0.01244 10.01532
4400 39 1472 0.1O39 7256721. C. 24257 10.25788
43 31
4330
1 1473 0.10V46 726111*. C.0C619 10.26408
2 1475 0.10961 7269S i*. G.01223 10.27646
4377 1 1*76 J. 10968 72 7-4 25 I. C.CC619 10.28265
.4367
4365





4364 1479 7ie 7 3 4 7. C.UC6i7 10.30116
4357 1 14d0
1481
0.10996 72917)4. 0.0C616 10.3C732
4352 1 0. 11005 72<6C56. C.CC615 10.31347
43 50 3 14 64 0.11028 72C91J6. C.016*5 10.32192
4348 1 1435 0.11035 7313454. 0.0C615 10.33806
4342 1 I486 0.11043 7217796. 0.CC614 10.34420
4340 1 1467 0.11050 73*2136. 0.00613 10.35034
4334 1 l4od • 0.11057 72264/:. 0.00613 10.35646
4330 1 148) .. 0.11065 72:0 60 0. O.GXfcU 10.36258
4328 2 1491 0.11)80 7325*>4. 0.0 1224 10.37462
4320 17 15C3 0.11206 74 12894. C.1C261 10.47863
4304 1 1509 0.11214 74172L0. C.CC6CS 10.48472
43C0 16 1525 0.11332 N;t.i,,. 0.O9/25 10.56197
4298 3 1926 0.11355 74<;te;4. 0.C1823 10.oC020
4296 1 15*9 C.113o2 75Cj1/3. .00607 10.O0627
4290 1 15 30 C. 11370 75C743J. G.O0OO6 10.61233
4287 2 1532 0.11304 7SMS54* C.01212 10.62445
4285 1 1533 0.11392 752033). 0.006C6 10.63051
4282
4277
1 15 34 C. 11399 75i46i 1. C.CC6C5 10.63656
1 1535 0. 11407 7526e9 i. 0.OC605 10.04261
4273 1 15 3b J. 11*14 7533111. .viOoo* 10.64do5
42 72 1 1537 0.11422 7527*42. C.CCtC* 10.c5469
4268
4253 t
15 38 C. 11429
0. 11436
7541711. o.o:tC2 10.O6072
15 39 75 4596 . o. 00601 10.06673
42 50 1 1540 0.11444 75502 14. 0.CC6C1 10.07274
4248 2 15*2 0.11459 75 56/13. 0.0 1201 10.68475
4231 1 1543 C. 11466 756294 1. 0.CC596 10.69073
4230 1 15*4 0.114/4 756/11 I. 0.0C558 10.o5671
4224 1 1545 0.11*31 75 713 )3. 0.00597 10.70263
4218 1 1546 0.11*38 7 5 "i 5 4 1 2 . C.CC5S6 10. /0864
4217
i
1547 0.11496 757V033. 0.00596 10./1460
4202 I54d 0.11503 7534032. o. 00594 10.72054
4200 19 15o7 0.116*5 766382 i. C. 11260 10.63335
4196 1 15o8 0.11652 766BC23. 0.O05S3 10.63923
4186
[
!5o9 0.11659 76 7*i 14. C.CC5S2 10.84519
4179 15/0 0.UO67 76162 J). O.OC591 10.65110
10.657014176 1 1571 0.11674 766^569. .0C5so





C.llo97 76 ,13012. 0.C1 1/0 10.87459
4129 t. 11/04 7t9 11*1. 0.0 0584 10.08043
4123 1 157o 0.11711 7 7C12-»). C.CC5C4 10. 08627
4121 1 157/ • 0.11719 7ZC53V). 0.JC583 10.d9209
41J5 1 1378 0.11/26 7 7194)5. C.CC560 lC.d5789
41C0 17 1595 0.11d53 77 <S 1. 5. 0.09653 10.95642
409 3 1 159o O.llooO 7 7622)3. O.Ow579 11.00221
4094 1 159/ C. 11367 776 726 1. C.CC579 11. JOdOO
4091 1 15Sd C. 11075 7 7->l*/d. 0.00576 11.31278
4088 1 1599 0.1lod2 7755566. 0. 00573 11.01956





7dC37* I. 0.00576 11.03109
4071 lo 02 ltd 192. C.CC575 11.03664
40 70 2 1604 0.11919 78 J5922. 0.01151 11.04635
406 5 I 1605 C. 11927 76199)7. 0.00575 11.05410
112





73«.3J7. 0.02862 11. 083*6
7ci24jj. 0.01145 11.09991
40*0 1'
4032 [ m umi BftfH: mm liiiim
4026 1632 C. 12123 75291*3. C.CC569 11.20833
4025 1613 0.12U5 79i31id. 0.00569 11.21407
4022 1634 0.12142 79-7190. C.CC565 11.21976
4020 f. 1635 0.12150 79<121J. C.CC568 11.22544
4015 I 1636 0.12157 79«t22J. 0.00566 11.23111
40 12
40C5
v 1637 0.12165 79<9217. C.CC567 11.23679
16 33 0.12172 79532.0. 0.00567 11.24245
4007 163V 0.121o0 79 5 J 25 1. 0.C0566 11.24312
4000 173 1312 0.13465 86<925 3. C. 57819 12.22631
3997 18U 0.13473 865221C. 0.0C565 12.22196
399b 1314 0.13430 as i / 2 4 6. C.CC565 12.23761
3990 1315 0.1346 7 8661236. C.0C564 12.24325
39e4 1816 0. 13495 bt 6 52 2 J . 0.00563 12.24888
3982 1817 C. 13502 86 t S 2 J 2
.
C.0C563 12.25451
3980 \ ! 1U19 0.13517 36l71o2. 0.01125 12.26576
3974 L 1323 C- 13525 3661133. O.o05>62 12.27137
39 72 1 1821 0.13512 36i51Ca. 0.0C561 12.27699
3967 ] lb22 0.13539 8669075. 0.0C561 12.28260
3962
3960 5
1823 C. 13547 e693C37. C.CC560 12.28820
182o 0.13584 87 12337. C.C2799 12.31619
3954 ;! 183) C. 13599 8 72C1 «5. 0.01118 12.32736
3950 1331 0.13606 £72449 5. C.CC558 12.13295
3944 1 1832 0.13614 3728619. 0.00553 \Z.MiSl
3940 2; 1853 0.13770 63113/i. 0.11656 12.45548
3925 i 1355 0.13735 6il<tiZi. C.C1110 12.46653
3924 1 1856 0.13792 8d<3151. 0.00555 12.47213
3916 1857 0.13800 8627C69. C.CC554 12.47766
3910 ( 1860 0.13822 8326 79 » . C.01658 12.49424
3907
i960 1:
, 1361 0.13329 63<2<C6. 0.00552 12.49977
' Id 76 0.13941 i iC i 2 J 6. C.Ce269 12.58246
33S5 1 ld77 0.13948 39C5131. 0.00551 12.56797
3892 18 73 0.13956 eSCfcSJl. 0.00550 12.59347
3890 1 lb/-* 0.139&3 85 Ucll. C.CC550 12. 59896
3383 i > 1883 C. 13993 8928435. 0.02158 12.62095
3377 1 1884 0. 14000 3932212. 0.C0548 12.62643
3376 ] 18d5 0.14008 39 2olfc:. 0.0C548 12.62191
3864 '. 1887 C. 14023 85«39la. 0.01092 12.64283





1391 89593*7. 0.00545 12.66465
3850 ; 1893 0.140*7 85( it'll . 0.C1C88 12.6)553
3840 > 1900 0.14119 8993927. C.038C0 12.71353
3837 1 1901 C. 14127 8597 364. C.CCS42 12.71895
3828 J 1903 C. 141*1 50C5<23. C.01C62 12.72977
2827 1 1904 0. 14149 9Ci92.7. 0.00541 12.73518
3825 5 1909 0.14136 9C26272. C.C27C2 12.76222
38C7 1 1910 0.14193 9C3217*. 0.00533 12.76760
3806 ) 1911 0. 14201 9035965. 0.00538 12.77298
3805
3300 1,
1912 0.14208 9039 790. C.0C533 12. 77836
12.869671929 0.14335 912*39 J. 0.09132
3796 1 19 30 0.14342 SK8134. 0.CC537 12.87504
3781 1 1931 0.14349 9111i j/. C.0C534 12.18038
3777 1 1932 0.14357 91 15/44. 0.UC534 12.18572
3775 1 19 33 0.14354 91 IS 5 19. C.CC534 12.09106
3774 19.»4 0.14372 9122293. 0.00533 12.d9639
3773 1925 C. 14379 9127Jta. G.00533 12.90173
3772 1 19 36 0.14387 9120oi3. 0.0C533 12.90706
3770 1 1937 C. 14194 9134ol i. 0.00533 12.91239
3769 2 19 39 0. 14*09 9 l'c hi. C.ClCt6 12.92304
3765 1 1940 0.14*16 9K591 I. 0.0C522 12.92837
3756 « 1942 0.14-.31 9152423. 0.01062 12.93898
3754 1 1943 0.14439 9157177. C.OC531 12.94429
3750 t i 1949 0.l4td3 9175677 . 0.02181 12.97610
3744 1 1950 C. 14491 9 lei 42 1. 0.00529 12.98139
3743 5 1955 0.14528 92U 116. 0.02645 13. J0784
3738 1 195o 0.14535 92C567.. 0.0C528 13.01313
3727 2 1953 0.14550 92 12228. C.C1C54 13.02366
3725 I 1959 0.14558 92 17052. C.0C527 13.02893
3723 1
3720 4
I960 0. 14565 922x17 6. j.u0526 13.02419
1964 C. 14S95 5225656. 0.02 103 13.05523
3717 ]
3716 1
1965 0.14o02 92jS3I1. .00525 13.06043
1966 0.14610 92*202 ». 0.u05t5 13.06573
3710 2 1966 0.14624 92 50 50i. C. 01045 13.07622
3707 2 1970 0.14*39 9257921. 0.01C46 13.J8670
370o 19 71 0. 1*5*7 926162 1. C.CCS24 11.09194
3700 13 1983 0.14/73 9 2 « 4 5 2 i . C.0e85l 13. 13085
3696 1 1939 0.l47d0 93 2b*2i. 0.00522 13.18603
3689 3 199 2 0.14H03 9: 19292. C.C1564 13. 2U172
3680 S 2001 C.1-.870 9372U2. .04682 13.24854
36 73 I 2002 0.14d7? 53 i6w iv. 0.O0520 13.25374
3J6 76 1 2003 0.1>o35 94)9763. Q-C55^g »'<5854
113






I 2005 9317110. C. 00519
1 2006 0.14907 93SU/7 1. 0.CC518 13.27450
366S
1
2007 0.14914 92U442. C.OC518 13.27963
3662 200 V 0.14929 94 Jli64. 0.01035 13.29003
3650 4 2013 C. 14959 94 16360. 0.02064 13.3 1067
3649 1 2014 0.14906 94«u014. C.C0516 13.J1583
3647 1 2015 0.149 74 94tj66 1. 0.00516 13.32098
3646
i
£416 0.1*981 94 27 3; /. 0.00515 13.32614
3640 20 17 0.14939 94 20 ;w. 0.0C515 13.32128




2019 0. 15003 9« :6H2. 0.0C511 13.34153
2020 0.150 11 94*U:I. C.0CS11 13. J4663
3611 1 2021 0.15018 944541a. 0.00510 13.35174
3605 1 20^ 0.15026 94*902 1. 0.CC510 13.35683
3600 90 2112 0.15695 97 730^.1. 0.45sC0 13.81433
3583 1 2113 C. 15702 97io6o i. 0.005C7 13.81990





97637 Jl. 0.00506 1J. 83002
1 ill6 9747250. 0.CC5C6 13.83508
3576 1 2117 0.15732 9JSCS26. 0.CC505 13.04014
3575
I
Ills C. 15747 97<£0/6. 0.01011 13.85025
3567 2120 0. 15754 98C164 3. C.CC5C4 13.85529
3565 J, 2121 0.15761 98C52J3. 0.00504 13.d6033
3564 2 2123 J. 15/76 9dl22i6. v..01008 13.3 70*0





0.15806 9d265da. O.OO503 13.89055
3560 0.15858 96il5J6. C.C3523 13.92577
3550 3 2137 0.15380 986* 15a. O.C15C5 13.94083
3546 4 2141 C. 15910 96i63*J. 0.020o5 13.96088
3545 1 2142 0.15917 96 5966 5. C.CC5C1 13. 965«9
3544 1 21 4j 0.15925 98d342 i. 0.00501 13.97090
3535 2 214:? 0.159*0 96<;*v;. 0.00999 13.98089





0.15955 9d9/3a3. 0.3C499 13.99067
3523 0. 15962 S9(Kt£. 0.OC499 13.99586
3526 i 2149 0.15969 '99046 I*. 0.0C498 14.00064
3515
3507 I
2150 C. 15977 99C6123. 0.00497 14.00581
14.010772151 0.15984 9911626. C.CC496
3500 44 2195 0.16311 10365636. 0.21769 14.22846
3496 I 2196 C. 16319 1CC69132. 0.00494 14.23340
3492
i
21<57 0.16326 10072624. C.0C494 14.23834
3490 219d C. 16J 34 100/eU*. 0.00493 14.24327
3489 1 2199 0.16341 1CC;9602. C.CC493 14.24820
34 32
2
2200 0.16343 10C£3Ce5. C.0C492 14.25313
3480 22C2 0.16303 ICO SoO*i. 0.00934 14.26296
3475 1 2203 0.16371 IC0SJS20. C.0C491 14.26788
3470
3463 i
22C4 0.16j78 no i:.69>3. .0 0*9 1 14.27278
22J5 C. Ie3e6 U1C453. 0.00*90 14.27768
3465 1 220a 0.16393 10132922. 0.CC490 1*. 28258
3461- 2 22C6 0.16*08 lOUOd.i. 0.0C978 14.29237
3460 1 2209 0.16*15 101 1*205. C.CC4e9 14.29726
3456 a 2217 0.16*75 1014195 3. C.029C8 14.33634
3453 l 2218 C.16*d2 101*5406. 0.004C8 1*. 34122
3450 2 2220. 0.16*97 101 52.2C6. O.OCS75 1*.35097
3443 1 2221 C. 16504 10153/3 *. 0.00487 14.35585
3441 1 2222 C. 16512 1C159195. o.00*66 14.36071
3440 1 222J 0.16519 10162625. C.0C466 14.36557
34 30
2
222^ 0. 10327 lOlcoOt 5. O.00*o5 14.37042
3425 222* C. 16542 101)2915. C.CCS68 1*. 38011
3420 1 2227 0.165*9 10U6235. 0.00483 14.38494
3411
I
2228 0.16557 UliS/^3. 0.0w*o2 14.38976
3408 22 29 0. 165o* 10132 13 t. C.CC482 14. J9458
34C0 32 2261 C. 163 02 1029195-.. 0.152dO 14.54638
3395 I 2262 C. 163C9 1C2S53-.9. o. 00480 14.55317
3394 1 22 63 0.10J17 102<fc/42. U .CC-.cC 1*. 35797
3393 I 2264 0.16024 103C2 11 j. 0.00480 14.56277
3390 1 22c 5 0. 16331 102C2«ii. C.f.C479 14.36756
3384 3 22 6d 0.l6d54 103156/d. 0.014^5 14.58191
3382 1 2269 0. 16361 IC219C40. 0.C0478 14.58669
3380 2 2271 0. 16376 102 25 82 J. C.CC956 14.59625
3378 I 22 72 C.l6dd3 103<*19 i. .0C478 14.60102
3375 6 2273 0. 1692B 1C24S4-. J. 0.02862 14.02965
33 70 1 22 79 C. 16/35 lC3t2dia. 0.CC476 14.634*1
3366 2 22dl 0.1o/50 103595>J. .0C952 l*.o4393
3360 11 2292 C. 17032 1C2S6: 10. 0.05i25 1*. 69617
3358 1 2293 0.170*0 l03«F"i468. O.C04J5 I*. 70092
3350 2 2295 0. 17054 10406562. .00947 1*. 71039
3349 6 2301 0.1 7099 1C4.6642. c.cie*o 1*. /3d79
3334 1 23 C2 0.17106 104 299 ii. .00*7 1 14.74351
3333 I 2303 C.1711* IC42232/. 0.00*71 14. 74322
3323 1 2304 0.1712 1 10*2665 2. u.cc* /c 14. 75292
2320 1 2303 0.17L29 10*299 12. J.00*o9 14. 75761
3318 1 2306 0.17136 104<22JJ. C.CC469 14.762..0
3315
f







































































































































































2*3 7 C. 18481
2*89 C. 10496
2*90 C.165J3





25 30 0.18 301
2533 0.13823
25 34 C. 13330
2535 0.18338
2536 0. 18845















25 73 0. 19120
23 78 .0.19157
2581 0.19130
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u;»ohj. u.uu.o 11,3 1 JO
J
1 2892 122511 72. 0.CC423 17.31766
2968 1 28 9J 0.21498 12254160. C.0C422 17.32208
£9 80 i
28S4








17.3431429 70 2898 C.CC420
2969 1 2899 0.21543 122 /202i. 0.00420 17.34734
2968
2964 I
2900 3.21550 122 /4Vil. 0.00420 17.35153
2901 0.21558 12277953. C.0C419 17. 45571
2961
2955
2902 0.21565 12,281.916. 0.00419 17.35989
24Cd 0.21610 122<6S4o. 0.02506 17.36496
2952 2910 0.21o25 12 3C4553. C.0Ccj5 17.34331
2950 2913 0.21647 123 134J0. 0.01251 17.40582




2935 2916 1232810/. u.00415 17.42661
2929 29 19 0.21691 122-1336. 0.CC414 17.43076
mi 2920 0.21o99 1233396-.. 0.00414 17.434892927 C.21751 1225<43/. 0.02844 17.46384
2924 292d 0.21758 12257243. O.C0412 17.46797
2917 2929 0.21766 12360233. 0.00412 17.47209
2915 29 30 0.21773 12152195. 0.CC412 17.47621
2914 2931 0.21781 12344.10 i. 0.004 12 17.48033
2912
2904
2932 0.21788 12349021. 0.00412 17.»8444
29 34 0.21803 123/4329. C.0C821 17.49266
2901 2935 G.«.ld 10 1237773J. 0.00410 17.49675
2900 25 2960 0.2149c 12450230. 0.13248 17.59924
2895 2961 0.22004 12453125. 0.OC4C9 17.60333
2893 2962 0.22011 12456313. 0.004C9 I7.o0742
2890 294 3 0.22018 12". :bv; 6. 0.0C4C9 17.61151
2380 20 29 83 0.^2167 12516508. 0.C8142 17.69293
2868 296,4 0.22174 125193/6. 0.00405 17.64698
2867 2985 0.22182 12522243. C.CC405 17. 70103
2364
2363
29 3o 0.22139 12525107. .00405 17.70508
29 6/ u. 22197 125279 JO. 0.00405 17.70912





12539 393. 0.C1211 17.72528
2853 2992 125*2251. O.CC403 17.72931
2850 5 2997 0.22271 125565 Jl. 0.02C14 17.74947
2348 3 2000 0.22293 125450*5. 0.01208 17.76154
2846 1 3001 0.22301 12547891. 0.CC4C2 17. Z6556
2845 1 3002 O.ZZiid 125/0736. .00402 17.76958
284* 1 2UC3 C. 22316 125i25d0. 0.0 04u2 17.77361
2840 1 30 04 O.ZZiZJi 125it<20. 0.00401 17.77762
2333 1 3005 0.22330 125/9253. 0.C0400 17.78162
2832 2 3007 0.22345 12584911. o.cceci 17.78963
2831 1 3008 0.22353 125*7 J*e. C.0C4C0 17.79362
17.797622828 1 200 4 0.2236C 125SV.536. 0.004u0
2326 1 30 10 0.22368 12592*02. C.CC399 17.30162
2825 1 3011 0.22375 1255622/ . 0.0C299 17.80562
2821
1
3012 0.22383 125990 . 3. 0.00399 I7.d0960
2320 301-. 0.2239 7 !2oC«.06 i. C.OC/97 17.81753
2817 1 3015 0.22405 126C75J 5. 0.00398 17.82156
2816 1 30 16 0.22412 126 .0221. C.CC398 17.82553
2814
2
3017 0.22420 12ol3135. C.OC398 17.82951
2811 2019 0.22435 12..16157. 0.00/95 17.63746
2808 5 3024 0.22472 1262279 /. C.C1985 17.85732
2800 40 3064' 0.227 69 12/44797 . 0.15832 18.01563
2799 3 206/ 0.22791 12J531S4. 0.01187 16.02750
2794. 2 3069 0.22806 1275oIe2. C.C079C 18.03540
2792 2 3071 0.22321 12/44363. 0.00789 18.04329
2791
2790
2 3073 C. 22336 12?49< .4. 0.CC769 18.05118
30/4 0.22643 127 /..73a. 0.0C394 16.05513
2784 207o 0.2235B 1277630... 0.00/67 18.06299
2776 3077 0.22866 121 ill 32. C.CC392 16.06693
2775 30/d 0.22t 73 12/6385/. 0.00242 16.07085
2772 30/9 i.ZZSHQ 127(6629. U. 00392 18.07477
2771 3081 0.22695 12 79 2 1 lit 0.0C762 18.08260
2770 30 62 0.22903 12/44441. 0.3C392 18.jd652
2767 308 3 0.22910 127<77CS. 0.CC391 18.09042
2760 10 3093 0.22984 128*520 3. 0.03901 18. 12944
2758 3094 C.23J29 12341c j6. 0.02324 16.15263
2757 3100 0.23036 12 J'4el 3. 0.CC29O 18. 15672
2756 3132 C. 2305 I 12650125. .00 7 79 18. 16452
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1931 1 5541 0.41176 182 C13t 3. .00* /3 25. 729bO
19 30 1 5542 0.41183 182,13 83a. u.00273 25.73232
1928 1 5543 0.41191 la2C5/2 i. C.CC2/3 25. 73503
1927 1 554* 0.4U48 182C 7S <J. 0.002/2 25.73/73
1926 2 554o 0.41213 16* 1146S. C.CC545 25. 74316
1925 2 5543 0.41228 182 15323. U.CC54* 25. 74860
1924 1 5544 0.41335 182 i /2 « 3. C.O^ZIZ 25.75131
1923 3 5552 0.41258 182<3C3e. C.C0815 25. 75945
*»? § 555/ 1'1U1% i<Hl«iU' Q.Q13-? it'iim
120

IV21 i 3300 ..•:;i 1 : 6£ :e 3a :. J . -- 13 -3. 1 OHO
1920 107 56*1 0.42112 .•'-.. i. C.29C40 26.07156
1919 2 5669 0.42127 1B4476j2. 0.00543 26.0 7698
1918
1
5o70 0.^.2134 18**9*34. C.CC271 26.07967
1917
1916
3671 0.42142 184514. J. .00271 26. 03235
5 5676 0.421 79 .:--..C.:. 0.C1354 26.095o9
1915 1 5o77 0.42166 18442912. O.CC271 26.09657
nu \
5673 0.42194 13-64613. 0.00270 26.10126
36 79 0.i2201 .o-ct /i :. 0.CC270 26. 10396
1911 1 56 dO 0.42209 1844642- . 0.0C270 2o. 106O4
1910 5o4i C.-221o 184/0523. 0.00273 26. 10934
1909 5682 C.-2224 ie«u<j2. O.CC270 26. 11203
190a 5665 0.422*6 134i61i4. .038C9 26. 12010
1906 5666 0.-2253 :: - :.: if . C.CC269 26. 12280
1904 5od7 0.42261 18401952. C.0C269 26. 12549
1902 5693 0.42^63 1344/4*3. .0*3-7 2o. 13354
1900 77 5767 0.^2355 ie6i39-6. C.2C66C 26.34033
iasa 576V 0.42870 13637723. 0.00527 26.34569
1897 5770 C.426 78 Lit jvoi 3 . .00268 26.34036
1896 577". 0.42907 166*7200. O.C1C72 2o.35907
1894
]
5775 0.-2915 .:.-.: J. O.C32c3 26.36174
1893 5/76 0.42J22 Ie6 5C97 4. C.CC2o8 26.36441
1992 Z 577d J.42937 18654/52. 0.00535 26.36975
1990
1389
z 57d0 C. 42952 186:85>3. 0.00334 26.37509
5731 0.42959 184(0413. 0.CC267 2o. 37776
1647 57s4 0.i29d2 186 4oC3-. .30600 26.38574
1886 5765 U. 42965 166-7936. G.002o7 26.3o838
1885 5783 0.13011 18a"i3Jet. 0.CC795 26. 39638
18 84 5752 0.4304 1 1063112). 0.0 1065 26.40703
1883 5755 C. 43J63 14646 743. C.CC7S5 2o. 41501
18 90
1878
5a00 (,.43110 .-.-.- ^:. C.C1229 26.42828
5603 0.43123 13/C17i2. .uO 796 26.43625
1877 580- 0.43130 16/C3464. C.0C265 2o.<*3869
1876 5d05 0.43130 137C55Jj. 0.00265 2o. 44154
1875 5o09 G.431o7 16 713C2t. .OlOoO 2o.45212
1872 5814 0.13204 167 2^i = 4. 0. 012 23 26.46535
1370 Sold 0.43234 18729636 . 0.31057 2o. 47592
1868 5619 0.432i2 till17 It. 0.CC264 26.47855
1867 5320 0.43249 ld/2j5o«. 0.00264 26. i6117
1865 5622 C.i32o4 Id7272ic. 0.00527 26.48643
186* 5d24 0.13275 137«lC2-i. C.C3527 26.49170
1863 5625 0.43236 187«*.c3j. 0.03263 26.49432
1861 5627 J. 43301 I:)-::.;. G.CG52o 26. 4*957
1960 5830 0.43i23 16/52 163. C.CC7S9 26.30745
1859 5031 0.43331 18754Jlo. 0.0C263 26.5 1007
1858 5622 C. 43338 18755372. C.CC263 26.51270
1854 5833 0. 433*6 1375771 2. 0.CG262 2o. 51529
1952
1851
563e> C.433o8 137£22-«. ...'.' :z> 26.52315
58 39 0.43390 167<b4«4. C.0C765 ^6. 53099
1950 10 5849 0.43463 18 7 = 72 12. .02615 26.35713
1848 5650 0. 43-72 13?t9152. .00261 26.55974
1845 5651 0.43-79 1675CS-.2. 0.0C2ol 26.56233
1843 5653 0.43494 id75i3/2. 0.00521 26. 36754
1340 14 3667 0.i3598 la a iQ*3 i. 0.03641 26.o0396
1339 5666 C.-3o06 lod* t25 4 . 0.03260 26. o0654
1837 2 5o70 0.43o21 166<:5520. 0.00519 26.oll71
1836 8 56 7a O.*3o60 lod'060 4. 0.C2C76 26.63248
1835
18 34 I
5060 C .4 J0 v5 led*.-..; 1 i. .005 19 2o.fc3765
5o62 0.43 ao 16--7S36. 0.00513 26.04234
1930 1 5883 C.4-3717 io 3*97 j J. 0.0C259 26.04540
1829 2 5o65 0.i3732 1665 . -. 3 . 0.03517 26.65056
1827 1 5003 0.43/40 18655222. 0.CC258 2o. 65314
1825 3 3dd* O.i3/o2 16840/:*.. 0.CC7 74 26. 36087
1324 5 5e94 0.<>3799 leetS824. 0.01269 26.67377
1820 3 5697 O.i3o21 184 7523C. O.CC772 26.68149
1319 1 5696 0.-3629 la i i 7-c 3 . 0.00257 26.68404
1815 5 5-»03 C.i3oo6 16e tolaO. 0.01263 26.o96d7
1813
1312 3
590i 0.<.33 73 160 tn;:, 0.0C256 26.69942
59C7 0.43696 lediil il. 0.007co 26.70709
tan 1 5903 0.43903 16 3'. 5 203. C.CC256 26. 70964
1810 5 59 1
J
0.13/40 .-, . :-
.
• i. 0.C1279 26. 72241
18C9 2 5915 0.13355 ldiwitJo. .oOsll 26.72752
1908 I 59 1o 0. <-39 6
2
135CV46 '.. 0.CC256 26. 73009
18C7 2 5VU 0.-3*77 13-*l22oi. 3 .005 11 26.73517
1306 I 5919 ,0.43965 189 15ujo . 0.-0233 26. 73770
1305 2 5921 c.—o.-jo 16^>i04 zi. C .005 1C 26. 742d0
1804 2 592j C.-4J14 l&ii.t.i. ih . 0.005 10 26. 747ad
1803 1 592*. t..'.iJ22 ld924C-6. C.0C255 26.75041
1302 1 5925 0.4-J,:9 Id- < 5 8i 3 . 0.00255 26. 75296
1301 1 592o C. 110 3
7
leS^aj I. .00233 lb. 75549
1300 234 iioO 0. 13/76 i92*ti= 2. C. 59539 27.35083
1798 1 oio; C.-57o3 1V35002-. .00*54 27.35241
1797
1795
1 tio2 C.*3/91 1925.** 15. - .00231 27. 35544
2 6ioi 0.-5305 1925CC- 0. 0.00507 «.7. 36101
1794 1 6165 0.-5ol3 19357/, 2. 0.00254 27.36254
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iC lit t 16.
2C 162022.
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201 ".48 9 6.
201 /64i j .
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15*5 7010 C. 52092 2C751360. C.CC218
un I ?8ti 0.52100C. 52107 207523)6.20714432. 0.00218a.ac2i6 29.3356229. 33780
15*1 3 7013 0.52129 2C/!S0«3.
20/435*3. 0.0C653
29.34430
15<>0 3 7016 0.5<:152 0.00653 29.35081
1539 1 7019 0.52159 207*5184. C.CC218 29.35300
1538 I 7020 0.52166 2076672 J. .0C217 29.35516
29.357331537 1 7021 C. 52174 2Z1 ttiZ )!. 0.00217
1536 8 7029 0.52233 207eu54*. 0.01737 29.37471
1532 1 70j0 0.522*1 207a20t i. 0.00217 29.37685
15 30 * 703* C.5227C t vlt: 17 6. C.CC665 29.38550
1523 2 703o 0.52235 20751222. C.CC122 29.33982
1526 1 7037 C. 52292 20 7 '.2/5 2. .00216 29.39195
1525 * 70*1 0.52J22 2CHeS43. 0.CC662 29.*0057
152* 1 70*2 0.52330 20dC0J63. .00215 29.40273
15 23 1 70*3 0.52337 2CcC166«. 0.C0215 29.40483







2 7050 C.0C429 29.41989
1516 2 7052 0.52*0* 20315525. 0.CC429 29.*2416
1515
1513
2* 707t> C. 52333 2Ct51£oe. 0.051*0 29.47556
1 70 77 0.52590 20853292. C.0C214 29.*7768
1512 20 7097 0.52739 206 cj 63 2. .042/5 29.520*3
1511 1 7058 0.52746 20£65136. 0.u0214 29.52255
1510 3 7101 0.527o8 20869664. 0.CC640 29.52395
1508 * 71C5 0.52798 20895oia. 0.00852 29.537*8
1507 2 71C7 0.52813 2C£5e30«. C.CC426 29.5*173
150S 5 7112 0.52650 20 9C6224. C.C1C64 29.35235
29.56087150* * 7llo 0.5246C 2C912240. .ovg50
1503 2 7113 0.52395 205 1523 2. C.CC425 29.56509
1502 5 7123 0.52932 2092273.. 0.0 1062 29.5/570
1501
1500
1 712* 0.52939 2092*22*. 0.00212 29.57780
371 7*95 0.55696 214£Q723. C.76fct5 20.36**6
1*99 1 7*9o 0.5570* 2 14 e*. 20 3. 0.00212 20.36655
1*98 1 7*9 7 C. 55711 21463656. C.CC212 30.36365
14S7 1 7**8 0.55718 21465184. 0.0C212 30.37076
1496 1 7*99 C. 55726 214ict tl . 0.00211 30.37286
1*95 1 7500 0.55733 2146£160. C.CC211 30.37*97
149* 1 7501 0.557*1 214696*3. 0.00211 30.37708
1*93 1 7502 0.557*8 21491136. C.0J211 30.37917
1*92 1 7503 C. 55756 214926 24. 0.C0211 30.38127
1*90 3 7306 0.55778 21497:63. 0.00622 30.38759
1*88 * 7510 0.55808 215C3C.0. 0.CC641 30.39600
1*87 1 7511 0.55615 21504512. .C 32 10 30.39609
1485 * 7515 0.55d45 215104*3. 0.006*0 3o.*06*8
1483 1 7516 0.55352 215U92Q. C.OC210 3O.*0855
1482 3 7519 0.55675 21516352. .00628 30.4 1481
30.427371480 6 7525 0.55919 2152523 2. 0. 01255
1479 2 7527 0.5593* 2l5«o 176. 0.CC418 30.*3153
1478 1 752tt 0.559*1 215296*3. 0.00209 30.43361
1477 * 75 22 0.55971 215 255 5 2. C.CC835 30.4*196
1476 5 7537 0. 56008 21542923. C.01C43 30.*5238
1475 5 7342 0.56y/4 5 2155C283. 0.010*2 3o.*6273
1474 2 75** 0.56060 215:2222. C.CC417 30.*6695
1473 1 75*5 0.56068 2155*73*. .302C6 30.46902
1472 9 755* C. 56135 21567952. 0.01673 30.*8776
1*71
1470
2 7556 0.56149 215i06sC. 0.0C41O 30.49190
6 7562 0.5619* 2157969a. 0.01247 30.50436
1467 1 7563 C. 56201 21S6J.152. C.C02C7 30.506*2
1465 * 75o7 0.56231 2l3e7:C i. 0.CC823 30. 51469
1464
1463
* 7571 C. 56261 Zl:S<.bci. 0.00d26 30.52298
* 7575 0.56291 2159630*. 0.0C627 30.53123
1462
i
75 76 0.56298 2i3:ouj. 0.332C7 20.52328
1461 7577 0. 56306 2loClcl3. 0.00207 30.53534
1460 9 7586 0.56372 21514)52. 0.01657 30.35391
1459 2 7588 0.5O337 21oW6o4. 0.03412 30.3 5803
1458 1 7569 C. 56395 21619120. C. 00206 30.56009
1457 2 7591 0.56*10 216*203 2. 0.CC412 30.56421
30.370371456 3 759* 0.56*32 2 lo to 1C J. 0.00617
1455 1 7595 0.56439 2 16276 4 J. 0.CC2C6 30.57242
1454 1 75 96 0.5o**7 216*9233. .00206 30. 57445
1453 3 7599 0. 56*69 2U23532. 0.00616 30.58060
14 52 6 7o05 0.5631* 216*2235. 0.01222 30.59291
1450 2* 7t>29 C. 56692 21a77U6. 0.04919 30.64209
1447 1 7&20 0.366 99 216 18 53 6. 0.CC205 30.O4413
1446 2 7632 0.3671* 21561456. 0.CQ4C9 30.04321
30.6522/1444 2 763-. 0. 3o729 21ec4333. .00*03
14*0
1439
123 7757 0.57643 2 16 t 1456. C. 25037 30.90265
1 7756 0.576 5 1 2lafc ta30. .00<:03 30.90466
14 38 1 3759 0. 57*58 21864304. 0.00203 30.90666
1437
l
7 7«,0 0.57o65 21245723. 0.00203 30. *C869
14 36 7761 0.57673 21de/l52. 0.00203 30.91069
1*35 2 7763 0.57638 21S 1UC16. 0.CC4Co 30.91475





1 1(03 U.3HH3 tie itoei. J.JJil/3 3U. v 10 1 a
3 776* 0.57725 213771i2. 0.006C7 30. 92*8*
1*31 1 7769 0.57732 21d J85/0. 0.00202 30.92685





7 mum: mm 30.9389630.9*098
i*28 3 7779 G.579G7 21a<28«3. 0.00606 30.9*702
1*27
1*26
* 77d3 0.57.136 216->fc5**. 0.C06C7 30.95508
2 7765 0.57651 219013)2. 0.00*03 30.95909
1*25 8 7753 0. 57511 219 12ie*. C.C1611 30.97520
1*2* 3 7796 0. 57*33 21517034. 0.CC6O* 30.53125
1*23 1 77S7 0. 57)*C 2 L S ltto -. 0.00201 30.98323
1*22 1 7796 0.579*8 215 )•>> J 2. 0.CC201 30.98521
1*21 2 7o0J 0.57)63 213 22 7)*. 0.00*02 30.98923
1*20 5 7dCa G-583GC 2132979 2. 0.0100* 30. )992*
1*19
1
7606 0.56J07 21521203. C.GC2ul 31. J012*
1*17 7oC7 0.58115 2192^6)3. 0.0 200 31.00322
1*16
1*15
2 7dC9 0.5dO3O 21925**3. 0.CC*C0 31.00723
1 761J C. 58037 219266*3. 0.CC2CO 31.00522
1*1* 5 7815 C. 5807* 219*390«. U.0C959 31.01920
1*13 1 7816 0.58082 21545212. 0.CC2C0 31.02118
1*C9 2 7818 0.53096 219*6123. 0.0C358 31.02516
1*08 1 781* 0.5610* 219*9:36. 0. 00199 31.02715
1*07 1 7620 0.58111 21.5C52S. C.0C1S5 21.02911
1*06
1*05
2 7822 0.581^6 21953723. 0.00397 31.03308
2 7d2* 0.581*1 21556:26. C.CC3S7 21.03703
1*0* 10 733* 0.5d215 219 (05aO. 0.C1S«5 31.056d7
Kff I
7d35 C. 58223 21571952. 0.OC158 31.0588*
78 36 0.53230 215 (32**. C.CC193 21.06081
1*00 20* 80*J 0.597*6 2225o9**. 0.*0271 21.*t*52
1399 1 S041 C.5S75* 222oC3)4. 0.0C19d 31.*66*9
1398 3 80** 0.59776 2226*526. C.CC593 2i.*72*l
1397 1 80*5 0.59783 22265920. 0.001S7 31.*7*38
1396 5 6050 0.59320 222 licit. C.CCS67 31.*8*2*
1395 3 8053 0.59o*3 222)70)2. 0.0C592 31.*901*
139* 2 6055 0.59d56 222 7S456. .0039* 31.*9*03
1393 2 80 57 0.59372 222£26*3. 0.0039* 31.*9802
1392
1391
6 8063 0.59917 222509)2. O.Ollol 21.5C9«3
3 6066 C.5993S 222551:2. 0.00590 31.51570
1389 1 8067 0.599*7 ZZZ^.atci. C.CC156 31.51765
1388 3 ao70 0.59969 223J06J3. 0.00589 31.52353
1385 2 6 J 72 0.5596* 22203*36. C.CC292 31.527**
13 8* 2 307* 0.59999 223C622*. 0.OC391 21.53136
31.533291383 1 6Q75 C. 60006 223C76G0. 0.00195
1382 * 8079 0.60) 36 222 12123. C.CC761 31.5*111
31.5*5001381 2 0081 0.60051 223156/2. 0.00390
1380 5 8066 C* 6« J 8
8
22222263. 0.00575 31.55*75
1379 * dO 90 0.60118 22328212. C.CC7dO 21.56252
1378 1 8051 0.60125 22229s .3. 0.00195 31.56**7
1377 1 e092 0.60133 2222102** C.CC195 31.566*1
1376 5 8097 0.60170 2232750*. C.0US73 31.5761*
1375 3 6103 0.601 )2 222*2016. 0.005o3 31.58195
13 7* 2 dl02 C. 602 7 223**)52. O.CC338 31.38582
1373 1 8103 0.602 1* 22 3*6112. 0.0C19* 31.5677*
1372
1371
1 810* C. 60222 223*7* / 2. 0.0019* 31.56966
1 8105 0.60229 223*6 d32. C.CC19* 31.59158
1370 2 81C7 O.o02** 2235153d. 0.003b7 31.5 95*6
1369 1 alcd 0.60251 22352526. 0.CC19* 31.59738
1368 9 8117 0.60318 22245232. O.C17*0 31.61*76
1367 2 8119 C. 60333 22367)52. .00306 31.ol361
1366 3 8122 0.60355 222 /2396. 0.CC579 31.62**0
1365 3 8125 0.60376 223)ol28. .00579 31.63017
136* * 6129 C.60-.0 8 223315c*. 0.00771 31.63738
1363 * 8133 0.60*37 223d7G2*. O.OC771 31.6*557
1362 3 d!36 0.60*60 2239113".. 0.00578 31.6513*
1361 1 8137 C. 60*37 2225<.*c *. C.CC1S2 31.65326
1360 6 dl*3 0.605 12 22*0162*. 0.01153 31.66*79m 1 81** C.6051 9 22* wl Soj. 0.00192 31.6667081*6 C.o053* 22*0*6 <2. 0.CC36* 31.67052
1356 7 8153 C. 00536 22*1*1>). 0.0 12*2 31.68393
1355 2 6155 C.oCoGl 22*l6d6*. 0.00383 31.66776
135* 1 8156 0.60608 22*1620 3. C.0C191 Jl.od965
1352 5 aioi O.o0o*5 22*2*-»j3. O.0C956 31.69920
1351 2 8163 0.60660 22*< 1HS. C.CC2d2 31. 70300
1350 50 8213 0.61032 22*95 I 36. C.055*2 31. 758*0
13*9 1 821* G. 61039 22* '.6-.30. .0 1 9 I 31.60029
13*8
1
d215 C. 6 10*7 22*97 5 2 i. C.CC1SI 31.O0220
13*7 62 lo C.6105* 22*S91j j. .00190 31.80*09
13*o 1 e217 C.6IO0I 2250O512. O.C0190 31.d0600
13*5 2 3219 0.61076 225022c J. 0.CC260 31.dC980
13** 13 82J< 0.61173 tZ5Uil>. 0.02*70 3l.d3**9
13*3
13*2
2 323* 0.6U88 *25< 32«- *. 0.CC360 31.63827
3 3237 0.61210 225*723). C.OC5c9 31.d*395
13*0 10 62*7 C.6128* 225*cl3i. 0.0139* 31.06287
1339 1 82*8 0.612<»2 225' t.Z iO. C.CC189 3l.d6*75
1338 1 62*9 C. 61099 225*j*03. .0Cld9 21.d666*











1332 5 0.6137* 2251613*. C.0C9*1 31.3 65*2
118
*
* HI? fctttti ffiimt: 0.00752C.CC751 3ir°00**
1328 1 82 6d 0.61**0 223(0636. O.0Cle8 31.90231
1327 82 70 0.61*55 225712*6. 0.03375 31.90605
1326 2 8272 0.61*70 225 Hi Ji. C.0C375 31.90979
1325 7 32 79 0.61522 22 5 33 21. 3. O.Olill 21.92288
1323 3 3262 0.615** 225(7163. 0.00561 31.* 28*8





6306 0.61738 226*l*fc 1. 0.0*105 21.97701
31.97885e3CJ 0.617*5 2io<2et C. C.0C166
1316 3 8312 0.61767 iio.ci i-3. O.OC558 31.96**2
fjf? i
8313 C. 61775 226 2 63. a. .03166 31.98628
33 U 0.617a2 2 2o«936 J. a. CCU5 31.98813
1311 1 6315 0.61790 22610636. 0.00185 31.98996
1310 2 8317 C.61d35 226:32a*. 0.00370 31. *9365
1308 2 8319 0.61319 iZb:tcl I. O.CC270 31.99733
13C7 2 8A21 0.6183* 2263e*33. 0.00370 32.30102
1305 2 8323 0.618*9 22s 'Kt i. C.CC369 32.00*71
130* * 3327 0.618 79 22o<6 3 J-.. C.0C737 iksim1303 3 8330 C. 61901 226!C20e. 0.00553
1302 3 8333 0.61923 226!*112. O.CC552 32.02312
im 4 833-» 0.61931 22055*33. 0.0313*0.277*8 22.02*95e-*65 0.63053 2265169s. 32.302*11299 2 3*87 0.630od 228'-42t6. C.CC367 32. 30608
1298 J 8* 09 0.630d3 22636633. 0.00367 32.3097*1296 8516 0.63283 2239U J2. C.C*9*6 32.35921
12 95 3 8519 0.63306 223957*-*. 0.005*9 32.36*69
1293 1 8520 C. 63313 22697C2*. 0.00133 32.366*9
1292 1 8521 0. 63320 223<b2J<. C.CC183 32.36630
1291 1 3522 0.63328 223SV3i». O.JO 162 22.37012
1290 3 8525 0.63350 22933*«3. 0.035*7 32.37556
12 89
10
8526 0.63358 22*C*723. 0.CC182 32.37737
1288 6536 0.63*32 2291763). 0.01821 32.39558
1237 2 85 3d 0.6 3**7 2292C163. C.0C3fc* 32.39920
12 36 3 85*1 0.63*69 22 ii*01 j. 0.0C5*5 32. *0*65
un 1 85*2 C. 63*77 2,292529a. .JClo2 32.*06*58551 . 0.635*3 229368*0. C.C162* 32.*2279
12 32 3 655* 0. o3566 22 9*Ood3. 0.005** 32.*2821
1230 1* 85ad- •
85 72
0.63o70 22Si£ a, i. 0.02533 32.*535*
12 79 * 0.63o99 22963712. C.0C722 32.*6075
1277 2 65 7* 0.6371* 229(6253. 0.03361 22.*6*36
Kfe 3
8577 0.63737 229 (0C3C. CCC5*1 32.*6976
8 8535 0.63796 229602/2. 0.01**2 32.*6*16
}|g 1 6590 0.63333 229t6t tO. 0.0o900 32.*93163593 0.63d56 22990*43. C.CC5*0 32. -.96551272
1271 i






12 70 6 8607 O.u3960 23G3622*. C.01C77 32.52363
1269
i
d6Ca 0.63967 233C9*63. 0.00179 32.525*7
1268 3611 0.63939 230 ii2)G. C.OC528 32.53082
1267 3 361* 0.6*012 23317C/2. 0.00527 32.53619
1266 1 6615 0.6*019 23316336. 0.00179 32.33798
1265 3 8618 0.6*0*1 233.2123. C.CC536 32. 5*333
1264
\
8619 C.6*0*9 2332^3 iZ. .00 179 22.5*512
1261 6621 0.6*06* 2232590-.. 0.00357 32.5*868
12 60
1258
10 8631 0.6*138 23: 26**6. O.OWol 32.566*7
3 863* O.otloO 233422J6. 0.00533 32.57179
1257 2 86 36 0.6*175 2334*746. C.CC255 32.57533
1256 * 86*0 0.0*205 230*9792. O.CC710 32.582**
1255 2 66*2 0.6*220 2305*263. 0.UG255 32.53597
125*
3
8o*o 0.6*2*9 22C57296. 0.CC7C9 32. 59305
12*2 66*-* 0.6*272 233013. J. .00531 32.5933*
1251 1 8650 0.6*279 23Co22o 3. 0.00177 32.60010
12 50 5* 370*. 0.6*0 30 23 12*77 6. 0.095*2 32.09550
12*9 2 87C6 0.6*695 231i^272. 0.00353 32.6990*
12*8 11 8717 0.6*777 23l*fcCuC. 0. CI 9*1 32.718*3
12*7 5 3722 O.o*3l* 23 1 522 2*. C .<3Cc31 32.72723
12*6 * 6726 G.6*di* 231;72w0. 0.00705 32.73*27
12*5
2
8727 0.6*851 2315b<2 2. C.0C176 12. 73601
12** 6729 .0*366 2 31u0912. 0.00252 22.73952
12*3 1 6720 C.o*3 /* 23162U-.. 0.00176 32. 7*126
12*1 1 8731 , O.o*3d I 23163316. O.CC 1/5 12. 7*300
12*0 6 87j7 C.6-.->26 231/03 13. 0.01052 32.75351
1239 * 67*1 C.3*-*55 <31".5J6C. 0.CC7C1 32.76050
1238 1 87*2 O.o**63 23 176S92. 0.OC175 32.7622*
1237
12 36
1 67*3 0.6*970 2317322*. 0.O0175 32.76399
2 S7-.5 0.0*935 2316C686. C.CC3*9 32. 767*7
1232 2 67*7 0.6 5OJO 231331:2. .002*8 12. 77095
1231 1 87*8 0.65007 231 c*3 j3. 0.0017* 32.77267
1230 6 875* U.65J5 2 23i->i;*i. 0.CIC*3 22. 78310
1229 2 6 7 56 0.65067 23l^*l<2. 0.003*7 32.78656
1228 1 e757 0.6507* 2 2 I S£ *0> 8. C.CC17* 32. 76828
1226 2 8759 0.O5J39 23li7636. 0.0C3*7 32.79^73,
126

1229 f e/6o U.03111 i«mn). J.U14U
1224 13 8779 0.65238 232. 2323. 0.02249 32.32632
1222 1 6780 0.6 5245 23223J36. 0.00173 -2.82803
P 10 878167*1 0.652530.65327 23224T.2.232J69»-.. fctmi 32.8297632.646981219 4 6755 C. 65357 232Ue03. 0.00689 32.35387
1219 3 879a 0.65379 232<i:456. 0.00517 32.85902
1217
1216
2 ooCO 0.65394 2J24766J. 0.00344 22.86246
1 6801 0.65*01 232*5104. 0.CC172 32.86413
1215 7 SttOd O.o5*53 232f J 613. 0.012C2 32. 37619
1214
I
8810 0.65468 232(0016. .00343 32.87961
1213 auu 0.65483 HcilM I. 0.OC343 32.88303
1212 15 8827 0.65594 232(0603. 0.02570 32.90871
1210 6 8333 0.65635 232fc lii>. 0.01026 32.91896
1209 1 88 34 0.65646 232tSC5a. 0.CC171 32.92065
1208
1207 §
8334 0.6 5o6l 23291-.72. 0.0 034 2 32.92407
6341 0.65656 22257*04. C.CCS53 32.93260
1206 3 8344 0.65721 233CU2J. Q.CC511 32.53771
1205 2 834«> 0.65736 233C352J. .00341 32.94110
1204 4 685U 0.65765 232C8335. C.CC681 32.94 791
1202 1 3851 0.65773 233C9336. 0.00 170 32.94960
1201 2 3353 0.65/38 23311*33. 0.00340 32.95200




5453 0.70544 ?40 39*23. .005C8 34.03859
945o 0. 70566 *4cueo4. 0.CC5C8 34.04366
1197 2 94*8 0.70581 24C65683. 0.00338 34.04703
1196
\
9499 0.705a8 240(70*2. 0.00169 34.04371
1195 9501 0.70603 24069456. C.CC338 34.05208
1194 3 9504 0.70625 24:<j02i . 0.005C6 34.05711
1193 3 55C7 0. 73646 240 S65 il. 0.00506 34.06216
1192 1 9503 0.70655 24C-7776. 0.0C168 34.06384
1191 3 5511 0.70677 241C134-.. 0.00505 24.06868
1190
1
9512 C.7C685 l+XULtitm C.CC163 34.07056
1189 9514 O.707JO 2413 4ef6»
24112316.
0.CC236 34.07390
34.083971188 6 5520 0.70744 o.ouoa
1186 3 9523 C. 70766 241 15566. 0.CC503 34.08899
1165 5 552b 0.73804 24121*63. .00328 34.05735
1184 1 5529 C.7C311 24122672. o .00167 34.09903
1183 1 95 30 0.7C318 2412j640. 0.CC167 34. 10068
1182 29 9559 0.710 34 241:6112. 0.04845 34. 14*12
1181 1 5560 C. 71041 241J523C. C.CC167 34.15077
1180 3 95o3 0.71064 24162216. 0.CC5C0 34.15578
1179 3 5566 C. 71086 24loo232. 0.00500 34.16077P 1 95o7 C. 71093 2416712 J. C.CC167 34.162431 1568 0.71101 2*lo86e 3
.
0.00 166 34. 16408
1176 13 S581 0. 71197 24163533. 0.02161 34.18567
1175 6 5587 0.71242 241UC36. 0.CC5S7 34.15562
1173 3 95 90 0.7126* 241*4512. 0.004*7 34.20058
1171 2 S5S2 C. 71275 241«c646. C.OC321 34.20389
1170 8 9600 0.7 1339 242Ce20 i. C. 01223 34.21712
1169
J
5601 C. 71346 24237376. 0.00165 34.21877
11»8 9606 0.713 83 242 1321s. 0.CCC26 34.22702
1167 9 9615 0.71450 242*3 7 12. .01485 34.24185
1166 1 9616 0.71458 242246o'«. 0.00165 34.24348





242.^9 il. 0.0C567 34.25497
96 2B 242 383u3. 0.CCd*2 34.26318
1162 3 9631 0.715&9 2424<.2i2. 0.0C4^3 34.26810
1161 4 9o35 C. 71599 2*2*65l|. .006 36 34.27464
1160
1
96 3 T 0.71614 242 *42 3 2. C.C0228 34.27792
1159 9640 0.71o36 242UJ J4. 0.00491 34.28284
1158 5 Se45 0.71673 242 c.o480. 0.O0318 34.29100
1157 3 96 43 0.71695 24261536. 0.CC4SI 34.25588
1155 2 5650 C. 71710 2426*2*0. .003*7 34.29915
1154 4 56 5* 0.7174C 242et346. 0.0C653 34.30566




108 5763 C. 72550 243i44l3. 0.17567 34.48315
2 9765 0.72565 24356<04. 0.LC225 34.*8639
ZZ 5787 0.72728 244itC0 3. 0.03576 34.52214
1149 2 573* C.727<.3 244242fa8. 0.00325 34.52538
1143 4 9793 0.72773 244<6e33. 0.004*9 34.53188
1147 6 5799 0^317 244357j3. .0C5 7 2 34.54160
1145 I 580J C. 72325 24436656. C.CC162 34.54320
1144 2 9a02 0.723*0 2443 t la4. 0.003*3 34. 54643
1143 3 S8C5 0.72862 24442oC i. .00*85 34.55128
1141 1 9B0o 0.72H69 244*3i*4. 0.C0161 34.55289
1140 3 9809 0.72392 24* 4 1 Hi. 0.0C4B3 34.55771
1139 3 5812 0. 7291* 2445L 563. 0.O0483 34.56252
1138 2 9814 0.72929 244S2332. O.CC3*2 34.56573




4 Sa20 C. 729 74 C.U0612 34.57536
1135 1 9621 0.7298 I 24440746. O.OC 160 34. 57695
1134 2 5823 0.72*96 24463024. 0.00321 34 . 5 30 1
4
1133 3 9326 C. 7 3018 2«4t64l6. 0.0C43O 34. 38493
1132 1 9827 0.73026 24*67530. O.OC 160 34.56652
1130 1 5823 0. 73033 24*66656. 0.00160 34.53810
127

Ill* 4 98 30 U. 1 JOVO «:•» i atu. u.uc: i-r J*. 3-tlt.f
1123 20 9850 0.73196 2**93*72. 0.03189 3*. 62313
1127 * 90S* 0.73226 2**57560. O.C0637 3*.o2953





U2* 2 9915 0.73679 2*5 tt 57 4. 0.CC218 3*. 72652
1123 2 S917 0.7369* 2*56oil3. 0.0C317 3*. 72963
1122 9 9926 C. 73761 2*5 iB9 12. 0.01*27 3*. 7*396
1121 1 992 7
5939
0.73769 2*5tc:22. 0.CC153 3*. 7*55*
1120 12 0. 73a!>a 2*553*72. 0.01900 3*. 76*5*
1119 2 99*1 C. 73473 2*55565 ;. 0.0C316 3*. 76768
1113 1 99**> C. 73880 2*59tbO0. 0.00158 3*. 7692*
1117 * S9*o C.J3910 2*6212.. . 0.00632 3*. 7755*
1116 13 9959 0.7*o0o 2*4 15*60. O.C2C51 3*. 7S6C*
HIS 1 9960 0.7*01* 2*6 16 do «. 0.00158 3*. 79761P i 5962 C. 7*029 2*o ISCo i. C.CC315 3*. 800755965 0.7*051 2*6***16. 0.0C*72 3*.d05*51112 2 596/ C.7*0e6 2*62*6.0. 0.0031* 3*. 80859
1111 9 9976 C. 7*133 2*6 3*62*. C.C1*13 3*. 62271
1110 7 9933 C. 7*185 2*6**.33«. 0.0 1C56 3*. 83363
1103 2 5965 C. 7*200 2*6**592. 0.00313 3*. 83679
1106 2 99e7 0.7*215 2*6*6 80 3. O.CC212 3*. 83992
1105 3 9990 0.7*237 2*e50112. 0.00*o9 3*.6**60
110* *3 10033 0.7*556 2*6*756*. 0.C671O 3*. 91170
1103 3 100Jo 0.7*579 2*7CCa33. 0.CC*6d 3*. 9 1637
mi 2 1003o C. 7*593 2*?y3 37>.2*705i3*. <. .00212 3*. 9 19*62 100*0 C. 7*608 G.CC311 3*. 92256
1100
1099
23* 1C2 7* 0.763*7 2*9626 jo. 0.36385 35.*:86*l
5 10279 C. 763 8* 2*9681*1. 0.00777 35.29*16
1093 1 10280 0.76392 2*96'. 2j2. O.OC155 35.29570
1097
i
10281 0.76399 2*9 7032 3. 0.00155 35.2972*
1096 10282 C. 76*07 2*5 71*06. 0.CC155 35.25877
1095 5 lC2d7 0.76-»** 2*5 « 6* A 3. 0.0C77* 35.30650
109* 3 102 90 C. 76*66 2*. <w 1 jilt 0.00*6* 35.3111*
1093 1 10291 0.76*7* 2*5 £12*e. C.CC155 35.31268
1092 * 1C255 C. 76503 2*9e56l6. 0.0C617 35.31686
1090 10 10305 0.765 78 2*9S6512. 0.015*1 35.33*26





0.766 30 2*S9977i. 0.00308 35.33887
1087 0.76o22 250C202*. C.CC*6l 35.3*3*6
1065 * 10315 0.76652
0.76667
250C73J3. C.0C613 35.3*959
108* 2 10317 25uC5520. 0.00306 35.35265
10 83 3 10320 0.76685 25012768. C.CC*59 35.3572*
1082 7 10327 0.767*1 *:532033o. 0.0 1071 35.3679*
1081 5 1032 2 C. 76778 25025723. 0.0076* 35.37556
1080 90 10*22 0.77**7 251**.923. 0.137*0 35.51295
10 79 2 ic*2* 0.77*62 251*5072. 0.00305 35.51599
1077
1076
1 10*25 0.77*69 2512ol**. C.CC152 35.51750
5 10*30 C. 77506 25U152J. 0.0C760 35.52510
1075 a 10*38 C. 77566 251*0112. 0.^1216 35.53725




C. 77611 25 l<td:** . 0.00*55 35.5*63*
* 0. 775*0 25150818. u. 00605 35.55233
1069 2 10*50 0.77655 251529**. C.C02O2 35.55539
1068 7 10*57 0.77707 25160*la. 0.01057 35.56595
1067 3 10*60 0.77729 25163616. C.CC*52 35.570*7
1066 1 10*61 0.77737 25U*e72. 0.CC151 35.57196
1065 * 10*65 0.77767 2516692 i. 0.O0602 35.57799
106* 3 10*63 0.77789 25172 112. 0.CC*51 35. 562*9
1063 2 1 0*70 0.7780* 2517*22*. 0.00301 35.565*6
1062 3 10*73 0.77826 25l77*Je. 0.00*50 35.58997
1060 U 10*86 0.779 2 3 25151 16*. 0.015*8 35.6C9**
1059 2 10*88 0.77937 251532.3. 0.00299 35.612*3
35.615*210 58 2 10*90 C. 779 5 2 *5lSJ*J£. C.CC2S9
1057 * 10*9* 0.77982 2519S6j2. O.CC553 35.62158
10 56
1055
1* I050d C. 78086 252 1**16. 0.02090 35.6*229
* 10512 C. 78116 252 166 2 •»• 0.CC5S7 35.6*822
105* 2 1C51* 0.73131 2522C720. .0C2S6 35.65120
1053 1 10515 C. 78138 252*176 J. G.u01*9 35.65266
1052 2 10517 0.78153 252 23656. 0.0C257 35.65562
1051 2 IC319 C. 78168 252*5952. 0.3C297 35.65853
10 50 *1 10500 0.78*73 25266992. C.C6C65 35.719*2
10*9 6 10566 0.78517 25* 75* i3. 0.CC6SO 35.72832
10*8 7 10573 C. 78boS 252E2 6J3. 0.01027 35.73663
10*7 5 105 78 U. 78606 2 5 * 6 i 6 * 3 . C.CC7*0 35. 7*608
10*6 3 10581 C.78j29 252SJ973.
252^3053.
.00*** 35.75050
10*5 2 10563 0. 76o*3 0.00255 35. 753*5
10** 17 10600 0.78770 253 1C6C0. 0.C25C9 35. 77853
10*3 2 1C6 02 C.7a7d5 2531*1613. .00295 35.781*6
10*1 1 1060 3 C. 73792 253 13523. C.CC1*7 35. 7829*
10*0 19 10622 0.76933 2533366 3. 0.02793 35.ol087
1039 I Uo23 C.789*.! 252i*7jt. Q.u0l*7 35.61232
1038 3 10626 0.78963 25337833. O.CC**0 35.61671
1037 3 IC629 C. 789d5 253*0912. .00**0 35.82109
10 36 5 10o3* C. 79022 253*62 J J. O.OC732 35.628*0






2 1 06* J C. 7VJ89 i^i'.Zil a. 0.0J191 33.8*134
14 10657 0.79193 2534*824. 0.C2042 35.66197











1027 3 10o70 0. 79290 253o31od. J .00436 35.a6083
1026 6 10676 0.79335 2538921*. O.CC67C 35. 38951
1025 8 10aa* 0.79394 253*753*. 0.01159 35.90109
1024 2 1C6 66 C. 79409 253*se52. u.00239 35.90399
1023 2 lOodd 0.79*24 254315t4. 0.0C2t9 35.90666
1022 2 ICo.O 0.79439 2540.1413. 0.002a9 35.90973
1021 I IC691 C. 7 9406 25 4vJ< t 2 4. 0.CC144 35.91115
1020 35 10726 0.79706 254*032 J. C.05046 35.56161
1019 3 1C729 0. 79728 254*2.3/6. O.«0o22 35.96593
1018 8 10737 C. 797d8 i|4SX5tO. U. 01151 35.97745
1016 1 10738 0.79795 25452528. 0.00144 35.97887
1015 5 10/43 3.75832 254576*. 0. 0.00/17 35.98604
1010 2 10745 0.79347 254<Sol6. C.GC267 35.96689
1013 1 1C746 0.79855 25*60*24. 0.00143 35.99031
1012 5 10751 0.79892 254456dC. O.CC715 35.99747
1011 2 1C753 0.79907 2544 34*9. 0.00246 36.0C031
1010 38 1C751 G. 83189 25 5 „6 Gg . . 0.05*25 36.05455
1009 3 10794 0.3021 I 255C*C63. C.CC4*8 36.05882
1008
1007
64 108 58 0.806o7 2a5 736L 3 . 0.09U9 36.15001
3 13861 C. 30739 255 iooji. 0.00427 36. 15427
1006 2 10863 0.d3724 255ic6J6. O.GC2a4 36.15709
1005 6 lCda9
ICd7j C.
80769 255d4e24. 0.00652 36.16560
1004 1 G. 30776 25545616. 0.00102 36.16699
1003 4 10« 74 O.d0306 255e*6ls. O.C0567 36. 17265
1002 10 1C864 3.30380 255*563 >. 0.01416 36.1668 1
1001 7 10891 0. 30932 254C6624. 0.CC590 36.19670
1000 2 £07 13698 1.01791 28413616. 3.967B9 40. 16457
999 9 1370/ 1.31358 284i25>2. u.*>l271 40.17726
998
997
2 13709 1.018 73 284245*6. 0.0C282 40.18005
4 13713 1.01903 28426333. 0.00564 40.16570
996 H 13 7 24 1.01935 284 l^iZk. C.C1549 40.20116995 13729 1.02022 28440 464. O.C0703 40.2C813
994 3 13722 1.320o4 2 84474*0. 0.00422 Oo. 21239
993 1 13733 1.02051 284*fc<32. C.CC14C 40.21378
992
991
2 13735 1.32066 28450U1. .002dO 40.21658
3 13738 1.02039 28453376. 0.0*420 40.22078
990 20 13758 1.02237 2647.: 13.3. 0.C2799 40.24875
989 2 13760 1.02252 28475133. 0.00260 40.25153
988 4 1376* 1.02262 284 79Ct S. C.CC559 40.25711
987 3 1376/ 1.02J04 284423*3. 0.CC419 40.26131
986 7 13774 1.02356 284£a9**. 0.33*76 40.27106





13819 1.02391 285-2232. 0.0 3060 40.33365
13821 1.02705 285!!l34. 0.03278 40.3 3641
982 2 13823 1. 027 20 285i7136. C.0C27d 40.33917
981 1 13o24 1.32728 2d52ell >.. 0.00129 40.34055
980 13 13837 1.02824 2ae:ucu. C.CldCl 40.35855
979 7 1384* 1.02876 285576* >. 0.CCS69 *0. J6824
978 2 12846 1.32691 2tib isi .a. 0.33276 40.3 7100
40. J/514977 3 13849 1.029 13 28562514. 0.CC41*
976 4 13853 1.029*3 2 8 5c a *3). 0.00552 40.38065
975 20 13«J3 1.03u*2 28545*63. 0.02756 40.40620
9 74 8 13881 1.01151 285*376 J. C. 01101 40.41922
973 6 13887 1.33196 285*953*. 0.0Go25 40.*2744
9 72 19 13906 1.03337 28618C4S. C.C2611 40.*5355
971 2 1390b 1.03352
1.03374
2861**34. 0.00275 40.45628
40.460379 70 3 13911 2862x610. .3u4U
969 3 13914 1.03396 2 842557 3. 0.CC411 40.46448
968 3 13917
12921
1.03*19 2862aS/2. 0.00410 40.46857
967 4 1.33**8 Zd<j:2ili. 0.00547 40.47401
966 4 13923 1.034/8 28c26244. 0.0C546 40. 47946
965 5 13930 1.03515 286412C 3. 0.006d2 40.48627
964
i
13935 1.03553 286 «6 ". 14. 0.CC661 40.49309
963 139*0 1.33590 2at eu: 16. 0.0C661 40.49986
962 6 13946 1.03634 2at'.b5o. 0.00616 40.50801
96 l960
5 13951 l.03o7i 2864127 3. 0.OC679 40. 51480
40.93547210 14261 1.35975 2dSed*7 j. .423fcd
959 2 14263 1. 35990 265occ33. 0.0C271 4u. '3316
953
957
5 1426a 1 .06327 28 it 5664. C.COt 7/ 40. 94493
4 142 72 . 1.36057 2B94946 1. 0.005".! 40.95033
956 3 14275 1.06079 28* ui e 2. 0.CC405 40.95438
955 3 142 78 l.JalOl 289752 la. .0C4C5 40.9584*
954 6 14284 1.36146 28*£C*29. .03839 40.96651
953 2 14286 1.06lol 28*2282 I. O.CCx69 40. 96919
952 5 14291 1.061 >« 2894 7534. .006 73 40.»7591
951 1 14t 92 1.06205 2d*t6523. 0.03134 40.97725
950 46 14338 1.063-7 290 2x2 2 *. 0.06177 41.03902
949 4 143«2 1.363 7 7 290.J6 316. 0.00537 -1. 34437
948 11 14353 1.06o59 290*64.; 2. C.C14 74 41.05910
947 3 143 56 l.Obaai 29J"»234. 0.CCoC2 01.06310
946 4 14360 1.36711 2voe.;-3t^. q.00535 41.06,844
129

9*3 5 1*369 1 .ue»*o (ifJJi (OU< U.UOCCO
41.076*59** 1 1*366 1.06755 2905673*. 0.00133
9*3 5 1*3 71 1.C6752 290(3*36. 0.0C666 41.06310
942
9*1
5 1*376 1.C68 30 29066112. 0.00666 41.0897*
2 1*3 7a l.C6d** 25C65 lid*. 0.00266 *1. 09239
9*0 16 1*39* 1 .00963 2906502*. 0.02126 *1. 11365
9 39 * 1*356 1.06993 290ee7.i3. 0.03521 *1.1189*
938 5 1**03 1.C70 3O 29053*56. C. 00663 *1. 12556
937 6 1**09 1.07075 293S5C 12. 0.0C755 41. 13351
936 30 1**39 1.:72S8 29127152. C.C3969 *l. 17320
935 * 1***3 1.07327 ;<?ii J633. 0.CC529 41. 178*7
93* * 1***7 1.07357 2913*60 3. .00528 41.18275
933 2 1***9 1.07372 29136*6-.. 0.002o* 41. 16636
932 3 1**52 1.0739* 291252.3. O.OC355 *1. 15029
93X 3 1**55 1.07*17 291*2332. 0.00395 *1. 19*23
930 I* 1**69 1.07521 2<;it 50*0. C.C16*G 41.21262
929 9 l**7d 1.07588 291623 tZ. 0.01162 *i. 22**3
928 6 1**6* 1.C7&32 25U6ieO. 0.00787 *1. 23230
927 * 1**88 1.076*2 29ii2656. 0.0C52* 41.23752
926 6 1**S* 1.0770«> 291 7623d. 0.00765 41.2*538
925 11 1*505 1.07738 2S16c3id. 0.01*38 *1.2S97*
92* 2* 1*529 1.0790
7
29< 105*4. 0.02125 *1. 29108
923 3 1*532 1.07969 292U312. 0.00391 *1. 29500
922 3 1*535 1.08011 ZSi 16C64. C.CC291 41.25889
921 * 1*539 1.080*1 25 2 15 7**. C.00521
0.05552
41.30*09
920 *3 1*562 1.C8360 29255256. 41.30000
919 3 1*565 1.06363 2S24204e. 0.CC250 *l. 36389
918 3 l*56d 1.08*05 2926*803. .00 289 41.36777
917 3 1*591 1.08*27 25267536. J.00369 41.3716*
916 6 1*597 1.06*72 292 7302*. C.aC 777 41.37939
915 3 1*6C0 1.06*9* 29275io3. 0.00368 *1. 38327
Si! I
1*602 1. 08509 2927756*. C.CC258
C.COSlo
*1. 38585
l*ou6 1.08539 29*31232. *1. 39101
m 27 1*633 1.08739 293C5S5S. 0.03*81 *1.*25812 1*635 1.3875* 293CK6 4. 0.C0258 41. *2836
41.44250910 11 1*6*>0 1.06836 293176a*. 0.01*15
909 26 l*o72 1.09029 29341256. 0.033*1 41.47591
908
907 $
1*678 1.0907* 2S3«c iit. O.CC770
0.0C657
41.46360
1*665 1.09126 29353072. 41.49255
906 9 1*6 5* 1.09193 25361215. 0.C1153 41.50406
905 3 1*657 1.09215 29363920. 0.0038* 41.50789
90*
8-
1*658 1.09222 253t*el6. 0.00128 41.53916
903 1*706 1.09282 <5372C22. 0.C1C21 41.51935
902 * 1*710 1.09312 29375632. 0.00510 41.524**
901 * 1*71* 1.093*1
1.13327
25379232. 0.00509 *1. 52953
900 *96 15210 29325632. C.621C2 42. 16055
899 * 1521* 1.13057 2932921a. 0.00508 42.16562
898
i
15219 I. 1309* 25633656. C.CC635 42.17195
857 15226 1.131*6 29 1 J* 5 a 6 . 0.0C668 42. 18082
396 * 15230 1.13176 256435 52. 0.O05C7 42.18563
895 7 15237 1.13228 2984-J8C3. C.CCE66 42. 19472
39* 5 152*2 1.13265 2985*272. 0.00622
3.00505
42.20103
893 * 152*o 1.13295 29657S.0. 42.20607
391 2 152*8 1.1J310 29659616. 0.0C252 42.20859
890 13 15261 1.13*0o 298 71la->. 0.0U35 42.22495
3 89 1 15262 1.1-3*1* 296 J2064. 0.CC126 42.22618
388 25 15207 1.135*9 2935425->. 0.03128 42.25755
887 3 15253 1.13622 256<69I2. .00376 42.26131
886 1 15291 1.13629 256 <7 5 J 2. C.CC125 *2. 26256
*2. 26505ass 2 15293 1.136** 29359552. .00*50
88* 5 15258 1. 13o3l 255;2<53. 0.00o25 *2. 27129
883 5 15303 1.137 18 295C63J3. 0.0062* 42.27750
882 6 15309 1.137a3 2991J3.3. 0.0C748 *2. 28*97
881 3 15312 1.13735 255 Ibiti. C.CC37* *2. 28870
380 21 153 33 1.13**1 25»2*7 3 d. 0.C2612 *2. 31*82
8 79 * 15337 1.13*71 2SS36272. 0.00*57 *2. 31973
8 78 5 153*2 1.1*008 299<265s. C.0C6<1 *2. 32597
877 3 153*5 1.1*0 30 29945233. 0.0 3372 42.32968
876 15 I536vi 1.1*1*2 25556415. 0.01657 42.34825
875 11 15371 1.1*22* 259c6Ci2. C. 01261 42. J6185
8 7* 5 153 76 1.1*26 1 255 72*0 3. 0.00618 *2. 36801
8 73 10 1533o 1.1*335 25 5 81 U3. 0.C123* 42.3d034
3 72 5 15391 1.1*372 2.9 65
4
1 i. 0.0C616 42. 3d649
871 9 15*C0 1.1**39 255Si2 ,!6. O.OUOd 42.39755
8 70 10 15*10 1. 1*513 3CCC156 i. 0.C122O 42.4096*
869 5 15*15 1.1*550 330:6323. O.OOol* 42.41597
868 5 15*20 1. I*5d8 3C010633. 0.00613 42.42209
867 6 15*2o l.l*o3 2 303156 jo. O.OC725 42.4294*
366 * 15* JO
15*33
i.l*o6 2 30 3 l.i ..'. .00440 *2.*3*33
865 3 l.I*od* 30C. 190*. C.0C367 42.43799
86* 122 15555 1.15391 30127112. 0.1*900 42. 5d699
363
862
5 15560 1. 15028 3C121olt>. .00610 42.59303
3 15563 1.15650 20 l!*152. 0.OC266 42. 55673
861 6 !55o9 1.15695 301393*-.. 0.00 7 30 42.60400
860 22 155*1 1.15d58 3015o2jj. 0.0267* 42.63074
859 * 155S5 1.156d8 30161630. 0.0C*c6 42.63557
130

asa l 06UI Jl. i3-»<»u JUtOUVJ. J .uuo** *i . o-»*u»
857 l
2
156 12 L. 16014 301162*0. C. 01211 42.65616









353 6 15623 L. 16133 30lc98ol. 0.U0723 42.67545
852 15 1564 3 ..16245 302C24 it. 0.016C7 42.69350
851 4 1564/ ..16275 302. oCi i. 0.00461 42.69329
850 66 15713 L. 16765 302o214*. 0.07930 42.77759
849 6 15719 L. 16310 302t7232. O.CC720 42. 7d477
848 7 15726 . .16ot>2 30213l»l. .00639 42.79317
847 7 15733 . 16914 3C2 15U3. O.CCa38 42.80154
846 9 157*2 i.l69dl loztctti. 0.01C76 42.81229
845 14 15736 l.WQoS 302S6512. 0.01672 42.82899
844 3 15759 L. 17107 202C10*0. C.0C353 42.83257
843 3 15762 l. 17129 302C3:ai. 0.00357 42.83615
842 4 15766 ..17159 303C6i2J. 0.Q04/6 42.34090
841 I 15767 L. 17166 303C7763. 0.00119
0.11399
42.84207
840 96 15663 l. 17330 303e64Oj. 42.95605
839 3 15666 I. 17902 3C39C912. 0.0C356 42.95961
3 38 4 156 70 L . 1 79 3 2 3039425a. 0.CC474 42.96434
837 4 15334 ..179ol 333S7o03. 0.00473 42.96907
836 11' 15835 L. 18042 304C6J84. 0.C13C0 42.98204
335
S
156 69 1.18)73 30410112. 0.00472 42.98676
834 153S6 L. 16125 30415936. 0.00325 42.99498
333 4 15900 L. 18155 304 19264. 0.0C471 42. 99969
832 7 159C7 i. 13207 3042506 3. 0.30823 43.3C792
331 5 15912 L. 18244 30429232. C.CC567 43.01373
830 15 15927 ..16355 30441o3C. 0.01760 43.03137
829 7 15934 ..ld407 30447412. 0.0*820 43.J3957
823
827
27 15961 L. 18603 3G4'* J324. 0.C316O 43.07115
2 15963 L.18o23 33-4 71 Ui. 0.00234 43.07349
826 5 15966 L.ie660 304156k,;. 0.00534 43.07933
825 15 15983 L. 13771 304t79 3 a. 0.C1749 43.09680
324 7 15990 ..13323 30493723. 0.00815 43.10495
823 4 159S4 L. 18353 3C497C:a. 0.CC465 43. 10959
822 7 16001 ..13>05 305l2152. 0.CC613 43.11771
821 8 160C9 .16965 305C9212. O.w.0928 43.12698
820 17 16026 ; L. 19091 20523243. 0.01971 43.14663
319 6 16032 L. 19136 3052813C. 0.00695 43. 15363
318
817 1
16034 .19150 30529192. 0.00231 43.15593
160 39 L. 19188 3052:3* li. O.CC577 43.16170
316 30 16C69 ..19411 30558J 52. .0 3460 43.19630
315 3 160 7 2 L. 19433 3C56C734. 0.C0346 43.19974
314 5 16077 1.19*70 305(4£43. 0.U0575 43.20547
813 5 16082 .19507 305O6J12. 0.00575 43.21123
812 12 16094 L. 19596 305".=i 56. 0.01377 43.22501
311 1 16095 ..19604 305 ?94i3. 0.00115 43.22614
810 8 16103 L. 19o63 3C5S5936. 0.00916 43.23529
309 4 16107 L. 19693 3C5t91ae. 0.0C457 43.23985
808 21 16126 ..19349 30606123. 0.02399 43.26334
307 1 16129 L. 19356 30t-tS 22. 0.CC114 43.26497
306 2 16131 ..19371 306:o523. C.CC223 43.26723
805 4 U135 .19901 30oU744. 0.00455 43.27177
304 29 16164 L. 20116 3C625J54. 0.02296 43. 30472
803 6 16170 ..20lol 306396 72. O.OC601 43.31154
802 5 16175 L. 20198 306<3t 1 1. .0 J 56 7. 43.31718
301 7 16132 ..20250 306494/2. 0.0C753 43.32510
8C0 163 16945 .25920 31259372. 0.362d4 44. 18794
799 a 16953 i.259d0 312662 36. 0.CC9C4 44.19698
798 a 16961 .26039 U27*.£43. O.CC902 44.20599
797 a 16969 .26093 312 79C: i. .JuSO
1
4*. 2 1503
796 5 16974 ..26136 312E2974. C. 00563 44. 22060
795 6 169 30 ..261U0 3l2ti 7*. 4 . 0.00674 44.22734
794 6 1696a 1.26225 31292496. 0.00673 44.23405
793 2 lo983 i. 26240 212<*C =0. 0.0C224 44.23630
792 45 17033 1 .26574 31329712. 0.05033 4*. 28667
791 6 17039 i.26el9 3132<<-43. C.CC6/1 44.29337
790 5 17044 ] .26656 313 2 8 2 3 4. 0.OJ556 44.29392
789 2 17046 .26o71 313399:2. 0.00223 44.30115
788 21 17067 L. 26327 2 12 U 49 3. 0.02339 44.32452
787 3 170 70 .26349 3135t6.6. 0.00224 44.32785
786 9 17079 .26916 313<S92 j. .0 1 j w J 4*. 33784
785 a 17087 ..26975 212 U 192. O.CCcc6 44. 34671
784 8 17095 .270.15 313 toio t. (j.0Cs«7 4*. 35553
733 l 17096 .27j*2 313 19222. 0.CQ111 44.35667
782
781
6 17102 •27J87 3123J92C. o.octe3 4*. 36330
5 171C7 .27124 31367324. 0.00552 44.36882
780 44 17151 l. 27451 2 14221*4. C.04e51 44.41733
779
7
17153 . ,27»o6 3 1 1 i- o . j • 0.00220 44.41953
778 17160 .27318 3142SI j j. O.uOZ/O 44.42722
777 8 17168 .27577 314252*4. 0.0C679 44.43599
776 9 17177 ] •27o** 3144*22 0. O.OC9t7 4*.*4585
775 21 17193 .27JJO 31456592. C.C2301 4*. 46884
7 74 5 17203 .27317 214624*8. 0.0C547 *4.*7430





























































































































































































































































































1.31003 i 178*62 i
1.31271 21311*03
1.31330 2ie 172*-.




















1.32957 219 7 7 5 2b
1.3302* 3 19 3*0 la
1.3623* 22295056











i.3710* 322 7e2 72
1.37173 iZiiilZi












L -*1 7 7 1 228 17 ?**
1.41dl5 iZizm;
1.413*5 2232*6 U


















































































































































































64b 8 I9l<»* L.4**tO 343 01 3 J . U .LIU 1 1 O «M».«I3*«»»
685 8 19150 ..42306 32867212. 0.00775 46.46017






19204 htm HS&fii: 0.009650.CC868 46.5036546.51*30
681 2 192 36 L. 42722 32-iZiiii. 0.00193 46.5 1422
630 38 19244 ..43004 329il2i2. C. 03653 46.55075
679 8 19*52 ] ..43034 22SitdU. 0.CC7O8 46. 55843
678 7 19259 L. 43116 329*1552. .006 71 46.56511
677 12 19271 L. 43205 22949*64. 0.01148 46. 57653
676 4 192 75 L.43235 3295*3id. O.J02d2 46. 38040
675 116 19389 L. 44032 32C29212. 0.1Jt/7 46.63916
6 7* 10 19399 L. 44156 23C26043. O.OC952 46.69669
673 3 19602 L.44173 3332606 ->. 0.30285 -.6.70154
6 72 69 196 71 L.44o91 33CE4432. 0.06554 46.76709
671 3 194/6 L.44713 3306643 2. 0.0C235 46.76991
670 12 19466 ,.44d03 33394404. 0.01137 46.78127
669 4 19490 L. 44332 23057126. 0.CC373 46.78505
668 5 19495 L .44369 3310C-IJ4. .00472 46.78975
667 10 195C5 I. 44944 33U7123. 0.00943 46./9915
666 10 19515 L. 45018 23ll317o. 0.CC941 46. 0C656
665 6 19521 ..45063 331177^3. 0.00564 46.81419
664 10 19531 L. 45137 22124 40C. 0.0C939 46.82358
663 9 19540 ..45204 33120252. 0.00643 46.33200
662 5 19545 I. 45241 231236«j. 0.00468 46.03665
661 3 19543 L. 45253 331-5616. 0.C02EO 46.83943
660 67 19615 ..45/61 331/5824. 0.06251 46.90193
659 9 19624 L. 45323 33165744. 0.00838 46.9 1029
658 7 19631 l.45380 331.U236. 0.0C651 46. 91679
657 5 1963o ..45917 33193616. 0.00464 46.92142
656 9 19645 L.459d4 23199520. 0.0C635 46.92976
655 9 19654 ..46051 332:5408. O.OC633 46.93810
656 9 1966J L. 46113 23211230. 0.00332 46.94640
653 3 19666 ..46140 232 Mill. 0.CC277 46.94916
652 6 19670 .461/0 3321534J. 0.00369 46.95284
651 8 19678 L. 46229 232210«C. 0.00736 46.96019
650 135 19813 L. 47233 2J3C8 is4. C. 12404 47.08421
669 8 19821 ; .47292 33313963. 0.0C734 47.09155
648 80 19901 L. 47386 222fc58C6. 0.C7323 47.16483
647 5 19906 .47924 333690*0. 0.00457 47.16940
666 7 19913 L. 47976 23 3/25 3 2. 0.00639 47.17578
665 11 199 24 ..48057 322606 •:. 0.01CC3 47.18579
644 13 19937 ] .48154 33339033. 0.01183 47. 19762
643 7 19944 ..43206 33393534. 0.0J636 47.20398
662 10 19934 •432o0 332-.992J. 0.CC9C3 47.21304
661 9 19963 • 4a3>»7 33405633. 0.00315 47.22119
660 68 20011 ..48704 2242640C. 0.C4342 47.26462
639 6 20017 .48748 334*C*<4. 0.0C542 47.2 7002
638 8 20025 I. 40308 334<5223. 0.00721 47.27724
637 3 20028 .43330 22447222. 0.CC270 47.27992
636 60 20068 .49127 334/2o/2. 0.03596 47.31589
635 7 2C0/5 ..4-ildO 334 i71 J«. 0.00623 47.32216
634 12 20037 .49269 33464/ it. C.01U5 47.33290
633 12 20099 1 .49338 3349*283. 0.0 1074 47.34361
632 5 20104 ..49395 23495440. C.CC447 47.34807
631 8 20112 .49454 335L04JJ. (J.0C714 47.35519
630 33 20145 ..49/00 2352126-.. 0.02939 47.38458
629 3 20148 ..49/22 22522 126. C.0C267 47.38722
47.39609623 10 2015d .49796 335294)3. .0C383
627
626
9 20167 ..4Sd63 33525 :-.J. 0.00/98 47.40405
5 20172 .49900 335-8140. 0.0C442 47.40846
625 32 202C4 I .50138 3355oIj J. 0.02d27 47.43676
624 68 2C2 72 ..50643 236CC592. 0.C5998 47.49670
623 7 202 79 .50095 336:4944. 0.OC616 47.50287
622 6 2C235 .50/40 336C66/2. 0.00523 47.50813
621 a 20293 .50739 336 1263 2. C.CC7C2 47.51514
620 28 20321 ; .51038 336309J2. .02454 47.53969
619 8 20329 ] .51067 336259)o. 0.00700 47.54668
618 6. 20335 ; .51112 32oiS6j2. C.0C524 47. 55190
617 5 2C340 .51149 3364«.n*. 0.00436 47.55624
616 14 20354 .51253 33651223. C.C1219 47. 56844
615 10 20364 ] .51j27 336574/2. 0.0C669 47.57712
616 6 2C370 1 .51372 33661132. 0.003*1 47.58232
613 8 203 78 .51431 2J6«cJ «3. C.CC693 47. 58923
612 48 204*e> ] .51708 336i542t. 0.04152 47.63077
611 15 20441 . 51539 23 / 045/6. 0.0129O 4/.o437l
610
609
15 204 36 1 .52011 33/12712. C.C1293 47.65662
a 206* ] .52070 33/U5/6. 0.006O9 47.o6343
608 10 2C4 74 1 .52145 23724t 33. C.CC659 47.6/209
6G7 13 20487 J .52241 237:2544. 0.01 115 47.68323
47.72777606 52 2C539 .52628 23/640»d. .04-454
605 17 2055e ] .52/54 337 -.42 2 ). 0. 01*54 47. 74229
606 l
?
205o6 i .52823 337302J2. .00354 47. 75081
603 203/3 .52330 33/645o0. 0.00597 47. 75676
602 6 ..05/9 I .52925 33/fce 1 jO. C.0C5 1 1 47. 76186
601 8 205d7 | .52964 j37929oJ. 0.00680 47.76663
133

600 ley2 14144 1.04699 ;«i:miv. l.OK IC •>-». liUI
599 10 22199 .64963 3*7*0144. 0.00647 49.13582
598 11 22210 1.650*5 34UoJ20. C.C0930 49.14511
597
596






595 4 22236 .65238 347E«;oa. C.0C236 49. 16701
594 4 ZZZ^O L.652od 3*1(4516. .00236 49.17035
593 7 22247 L. 65320 3*74i/23. 0.00587 49.17621
592 * 22251 L. 65350 34751CS3. 0.0Q235 49.17957
591 44 2229 5 ..65o/7 3*317Cb 3. .0 36 76 49.21631
590 12 22307 L. 65766 343i4la3. O.CICCI 49.22630
5 89 6 22313 L.65310 3412J63C. 0.CC5C0 49.22128
588 38 22351 ..66093 3465G01... 0.03l5d 49.26286
587 8 223 59 L. 66152 348I4/C4. C.0C664 49.26949
586 10 22369 L .66226 34840563. 0.00326 49.2/776
585 18 22367 .66360 348 llwod. 0.014O3 49.29265
58* 9 22396 ..66427 2*8~.63J6. 0.CC743 49. 30006
583 8 22*04 ..6646 7 3*b£09J2. 0.00659 49.3066*
582 9 22413 L. 66553 34cS622«. C.CC740 49.31*0*
581 6 224-19 , .66598 348t ifcia. 0.CC493 49.31895
580 28 22*47 .0 06 06 349C5936. 0.02296 49.34190
579 8 22455 I. 66866 3*91U56C. C.CC655 49.348*3
578 4 22459 ..66895 3*JUe6.. 0.00327 49.35170
576
8 22*6 7 .66*55 349174/2. O.o0o53 49.35822
300 22767 L.o9134 35J<02 )2. 0.24426 49.60248
575 4* 22311 ..69511 351155 td. 0.03576 49.63823
574 7 22318 1.69563 351 19534. 0.0C568 49.o439l
573 7 22825 ..69615 351235=4. 0.GC567 49.6*957
572 9 22dJ4 ..o9662 35128723. 0.00728 49.65683
571 8 22842 L. 69741 25123250.
3514-46/2.
0.CC646 49. 36327
49.679375 70 20 228 Ql i.69d90 .0 16 11
569 7 22869 L. 69942 35 I '.ait J. 0.00563 49.63498
568 4- 22873 L. 69972 25150*512. C.0C221 49.o6819
567 12 22885 ..70061 35157712. .0C962 49.6S780
566 17 22902 1.70167 35U7223. 0.C12c0 49. 71140
565 13 22915 ..70284 251 «*672. 0.01C28 49. 72179
564 29 229*4 ..70*99 35191C24. 0.02212 49.74*89
563 5 22949 i. 70537 351i3824. C.OC3S8 49. 74886
562 11 22960 .70618 352CCCC3. 0.006 74 49.Z5758
m 756 llltl .. J067C..71086 35203*20.35225213. 0.005550.04423 49.7631249.30745
559 14 " 23037 .71190 352431J.. 0.01106 49.61851
558 14 2305 1 L.7129* 3525-912. C.011C4 49.82954
557 8 2305* ..7135* 35255260. C.CC630 49.83583
556 11 23C70 ..71436 352614/2. 0.00865 49.6***8
555 I* 23084 ..71540 2526922 2. c.cicsa 49.85545
554 3 23092 .71599 352 i3c6i. .00626 49.86171
553 8 23100 L. 71659 352/6Cc3. 0.00625 49.36795





.72431 353254io. 0.00657 49.94907
5 50 .73762 35423934. C.12S17 50.08823
549 11 23394 .73043 354i!»; J6. C.CC654 50.09676
548 15 23409 ! .73955 354<bl44. 0.011O2 50.10835
547 12 23421 .7*0** 35454534. G.CC928 50.11763
546 13 2343* 1 .7*141 35461 Ji2. 0.010 33 50. 1276*
545 15 23*49 . 7*252 35469S52. 0.0115O 50.13918
544 26 23475 .74445 354340*6. 0.01999 50. 15918
543 9 2.3*04 .74512 35463i7 >. 0.00691 50. 16603
S42 5 23439 . i45*9 354S1630. C.CC383 50.16989
541 12 23501 .74o3d 354Sola3. U .CC \ 18 50.17905
540 183 23669 ..76036 355f96iC. 0.14351 50.32256
539 13 23702 ..76132 356Ct£ 12. C.CCSSO 50.3324*
538 9 23711 .761*9 356 11534. .0 06 6 4 50.32923
537 14 23725 .7 63 03 3561*033. 0.01oo3 50.34988
5 36 9 2373-. .76370 35o<3324. C.0C682 5J.J5669
535 11 23745 ;
237c5
.
76*52 3562969a. 0.0C8^2 50.36499
534 20 . i ooCC 356<l iia. C.ClalO 50.38007
533 7 23772 .76o52 35644;<56. 0.005*7 50.38535
532 7 23779 .76704 3564733 3. 0.00526 50.39059
531 13 23792 ] .76301 356545 J4. C.GCWo 50. -.003*
530 29 Z3dZi. ] .77316 3ai JuOo •». .02173 50.42206
529 12 22833 . 77106 356 564*. 3. J. 00397 io. 43100
528 70 23903 .77626 35/ Ij3i3. 0.05*25 50.48325
527 12 23913 1 .77715 3571*03 3. 0.0C894 50.49219
526 9 23924 ] .77732 357244c0. C.CCC69 50. -.9886




524 21 2400 3 O.G1535 50.55890
523 12 24J17 . 78473 25/7; 1« 2. c.ccet? SO. 5o778
522 10
20
24027 ] .78547 357 78333. .0 0/28 50.5/515
521 24047 . 7ao96 3SMt le«. 0.014/3 50.5 898 7
520 80 24127 i .79290 j582o33t. C.CictO 50. 64867
519 14 24141 1 .79394 3533/a ). 0.0 10*7 50.65694
518 8 24149 1 . 79454 253* 1 Hi. 0.CC5t6 50.06479
517 14 2tl63 1 .79558 3584v02t. C.01023 50. a/502
516 33 241-.0 .79803 353<60«a. 0.0240/ 50.6*908
515 13 24209 . 79900 3 58)2/36. O.CCS4o 50. 7085*
134

514 8 2 4*: 17 1./V09 J33 10013. J .uusoi 3U. 1 14 jo
513 15 24222 1.80371 35o64528. 0.01038 50.72520
$12 23 24255 l.d0242 353S63J4. 0.01665 5U. 74185
m 1? 24$0> i-jsm m\m-. mm IS:?mi
509 12 24314 1 .dOodO 359f6363. 0.008o3 50.78435
soa 17 24JJ1 I.d0o06 35V34912. 0.012*1 50. 79654
507 9 24340 1.80373 36139*52. O.OCt-s 50.60299
506 15 24355 I.d09d5 35947U6. 0.010 73 5o. 61371
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